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With the advice of members of the Faculty and Staff 
Councils, deans, students, and others throughout the IUPUI 
community, we have substantially revised earlier drafts of the 
campus development plan. The document in this binder is the 
product of those revisions and we are pleased to present it to 
you. 

We hope you'll take the time to review the document and send 
your comments and suggestions to Dean Plater by March 18. It is 
our intention to prepare a final version of the campus 
development plan in late March. 

We will prepare an abstract of the full document which will 
be widely circulated within IUPUI, the University, the city, and 
the state. This summary will be designed to communicate our 
plans and aspirations to the larger public we serve. We intend 
to ask each of you to assist in this broader effort of 
articulating our plans for the future. It is important, 
therefore, that you understand and share the vision we have been 
creating together over these past several years. 

The costs of reproducing this document have made it 
impossible for us to send a copy to each IUPUI student and 
employee. If you know of persons who did not receive a copy but 
wish to have one, you should inform them that it is available in 
the library, where several copies are on reserve, or through the 
academic computing network, where it may be read or reproduced. 
If you have a computing services IBM/CMS account, the plan can be 
retrieved as item 10 on the menu. If you do not have an account, 
you can arrange access by contacting the facultyjstaff 
consultants at 274-0754. The plan, or sections, can be printed 
on request on a computing services line printer. 

We sincerely appreciate your help and participation thus far 
in the process. Hundreds of faculty, staff members, and students 
have supplied comments, suggestions, and additions. We need to 
continue this collective effort in taking the next important step 
on behalf of IUPUI. 

Attachment 

~:~ly, 

,/GerZL. Bepko 
Vic~ President (Indianapolis) 
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I UP U I 

A PREFACE TO THE FUTURE 

JUP~ is a univer~ity in the making. It may be the only major campus in the 
Umted States whtch can choose among its futures. By the beginning of the next 

century, however, IUPUI's form and character will have been determined. 

IUPUI must fully establish high quality and adequately supported undergraduate 
programs as the foundation for professional education, graduate study, and socially 
responsive research. These traditional disciplines are an essential complement to 
the established post- baccalaureate professional schools. As the last major com
ponent to be developed, the sciences and liberal ruts especially can become the 
means for unifying IUPUI even as they emerge as the strong intellectual core for 
the campus. 

Consequently, the choices made in the decade ahead will have an enduring effect. 
Plans for the future must emerge from a broadly participatory process which yields 
a clear vision of the mature IUPUI, yet which is sufficiently flexible to accom
modate unforeseen changes. 

Because its urban and public qualities typify emerging national trends, IUPUI thus 
has the potential to become a nationally significant model of higher education for 
the twenty-first century. It has an unparalleled opportunity for integrating vision, 
mission, and performance. Theoretical and applied research, undergraduate and 
post- baccalaureate learning, and service to the city and state through the uses of 
knowledge enjoy a place of mutual respect and opportunity at IUPUI. The campus 
is achieving a special coherence surprisingly absent from many large, public re
search-oriented universities . 

In effect, IUPUI has become Indiana's Capital Campus--a place of concourse at the 
geographic, political, professional, and economic center of the state. Indiana 
University and Purdue University, with cooperation and collaboration to a degree 
unprecedented in American higher education, have created a special campus distin
guished by its professional education, its exploration of the fundamental linkages 
between the professions and the basic disciplines of the liberal arts and sciences, 
and its opportunity for interdisciplinary research. 

As an urban campus, IUPUI embraces its responsibilities to play a decisive role in 
the economic and cultural maturation of the Indianapolis region. With a commit
ment to all ofthe city 's constituencies, IUPUI is especially mindful of its oppor
tunities to work with the state's largest and most diverse population. IUPUI was 
conceived as a university campus for all of Indianapolis ' citizens, and this ideal 
will continue as a cornerstone of the emerging vision. 
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The City of Indianapolis has enjoyed a nationally recognized and admired transfor
mation, one which is still in progress. The fates of the city and of IUPUI have be
come intertwined in a creative and highly productive partnership which promises 
to continue well into the next century. The economic security of Indianapolis may 
well depend on the effectiveness of IUPUI as the state's center for post -bac
calaureate learning, research, and knowledge transfer. 

While most urban universities and their surrounding cities are cirumscribed, IUPUI 
and Indianapolis may be unique in the state-wide roles they play, making the Capi
tal Campus and the Capital City resources for all of Indiana and symbols of a new 
Hoosier pride. Based on almost twenty years of partnership among two great 
universities, a city, the state government, and a network of professional education 
which spans all of Indiana, IUPUI offers unmatched credentials for leadership in 
the twenty-first century. 

Henry Adams, on the eve of the twentieth century, speculated about life in the next 
hundred years. Already overwhelmed by what he could see from the perspective 
of the year 1900, Adams predicted that II •• • every American who lived to the year 
2000 would know how to control unlimited power. He would think in com
plexities unimaginable to an earlier mind. II Limited, perhaps, by his generation's 
sense of gender, race and class, Adams nonetheless clearly foresaw the need for 
new ways of thinking, learning, and imagining. IUPUI is becoming a university to 
help prepare Indiana for the unknown. It is already a place of unity and greatness. 
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN: 1988-2000 

INDIANA UNIVERSITY-PURDUE UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS: I UP U I 

I. UNDERSTANDING IUPUI 
IUPUI has become one of a very few institutions which truly unifies the entire state 

of Indiana. Just as a great city needs a great university for its sustenance, Indiana needs a 
great urban center as a place of concourse for business, culture, education, and govern
ment. IUPUI thus plays a special role as the primary portal of access for Indiana and Pur
due University, but it also serves a unique role in integrating two universities for the 
benefit of the state. As Indiana's Center for adult and working learners, IUPUI is truly 
greater than the sum of its parts. It is the state 's Capital Campus. 

IUPUI is a center of discourse where students, faculty , and citizens trade ideas, 
deepen values, and give form to dreams. It is a place for learning where the academic 
community intersects with the state, the nation, and the world, and with such abstractions 
as the past and the future . It offers the means whereby students, and the society they will 
lead, transform their own lives. 

Other urban campuses, such as the University of Illinois at Chicago or the University 
of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, are exclusively parts of one university and one city. Each 
reflects the coherence of a single institution and a single place. IUPUI is a campus where 
two separate universities come together to interact with each other, and with the com
munity they serve, in a spirit of tolerance, respect, and trust. At IUPUI, things are usual
ly more complex than they appear, and names often conceal untidy but effective arrange
ments. IUPUI exists as a mix of contrast and concurrence--more than a single university. 
It is unique in American higher education. 

Along with Indiana University at Bloomington, IUPUI is a core campus of Indiana 
University and it is structurally a part of Indiana University in all goverance, fiscal, and 
managerial aspects. However, the concept and the practice of IUPUI reflects the joint 
venture symbolized by its name. 

No degrees are awarded in IUPUI's name. Its schools derive their identities from 
either Indiana or Purdue universities, as do most students. A significant number, especial
ly those just beginning their education, identify with IUPUI as a place, and therein lies a 
fundamental problem with its anomalous status. 

This formal difference, however, does not inhibit the intellectual cohesiveness and 
collaboration which is the hallmark of a great university . It simply means that there are 
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some organizational differences which defy the usual preference for simplicity. Even so, 
students, especially undergraduates, have a sense of IUPUI as a single campus and after 
time think of it as a university as well as a place. This sense of cohesion is purposefully 
encouraged at IUPUI for undergraduate students. Their learning should be a seamless , in
tegral experience unaffected by administrative arrangements and other differences in the 
two universities. 

Because IUPUI has transcended the limitations of a single university and a single 
location, various collaborative multi-campus efforts have been fostered. The programs in 
the School of Business, the School of Public and Environmental Affairs, the School of 
Education, the School of Medicine , the School of Journalism, the School of Nursing, and 
the School of Social Work have evolved as hi-campus or multicampus programs with 
very substantial interchange and planning on both the Bloomington and Indianapolis cam
puses of Indiana University. The Bloomington-based School ofMusic will assume 
responsibility for music in Indianapolis in the 1987-89 biennium. These programs could 
not have evolved to meet the challenges in these professions and disciplines if IUPUI had 
been organized as a separate university. Other academic areas also build on the potential 
for collaboration with the Bloomington and West Lafayette campuses. 

For historical reasons, the ties between Indianapolis and Bloomington are especially 
strong, and this complementarity is a dominant theme of the future development of 
IUPUI. Similarly, the merger of Indiana programs with those of Purdue in 1969 has led 
to strong ties with the West Lafayette campus. However, IUPUI is especially mindful of 
its special status on behalf of the smaller campuses of Indiana University. If the concept 
of one university is to succeed, it must work in Indianapolis. 

More importantly, many IUPUI faculty understand from experience the tensions 
which affect the smaller campuses, especially those which arise due to differences be
tween expectations and resources, talent and opportunity, or desire and approval. As it 
assumes its particular place in Indiana' s array of higher education, IUPUI will seek new 
ways to collaborate with colleagues on each of Indiana University 's eight campuses and 
to take advantage of the experiences and expertise of faculty who have maintained a de
gree of integration and interaction not possible on the larger campuses. 

IUPUI, by location and mission, has a manifest role in Indiana's economic develop
ment. Educational excellence is essential to permit industry, services, and business to 
recruit the best employees to the state. The quality of the academic programs at IUPUI 
will determine the quality of the Indianapolis region 's--and hence a major portion of the 
state's--work force for the next century. Strong programs here will foster the creativity 
and innovation necessary for orderly change in society and its economic institutions. For 
this reason, post-baccalaureate programs in engineering and science are especially impor
tant. 

Though some might be surprised, IUPUI has already approximated the state's other 
research campuses in the range and diversity of its public service and research activities. 
At IUPUI, 49% of the 1986-1987 budget (excluding hospitals) is for research and ser-
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vice; for IUB, this component is relatively less, 47%, and for the smaller campuses it is a 
modest 17%. Sponsored program income generated by units based at IUPUI has grown 
from $20 million in 1977-78 to over $34 million in 1986-87, an increase of 70% in nine 
years. In the same period, the income from industrial services within this broad category 
of external support has grown from $.7 million to $5 million, or by over 600%. 

Although IUPUI's development over the next decade will reflect its complexity and 
multiple missions--undergraduate, graduate, and professional--there will be one impor
tant segment of special attention, particularly in the first few years. Emphasis will be 
placed on the continuing development of undergraduate schools and programs--units in 
which there have been large enrollments over the past decade without commensurate 
growth in resources . Necessarily, this emphasis will simultaneously address graduate 
program development since the two levels of learning are inextricably linked at a public 
institution such as IUPUI. 

Although a few disciplines have met the challenge to excel in academic achievement 
in all areas of responsibility, the basic academic programs at IUPUI have suffered under
funding for two decades. These programs are hampered by excessive use of part- time 
faculty, grossly inadequate library resources, poor to inadequate facilities, and limited stu
dent services. 

The central problem is reflected in the low per-FfE student expenditure for instruc
tion in these programs, a figure which is significantly less than the combined average of 
the smaller, or regional, campuses of Indiana and Purdue universities and dramatically 
lower than other public universities in Indiana. IUPUI's undergraduate programs are 
surely the least well-funded public higher education programs in the state, even though 
they must provide a broad range of services, including quality education at the graduate 
level. 
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COMPARISON OF IUPUI BASIC ACADEMIC 
PROGRAMS WITH OTHER CAMPUSES 

1986-7 Fees and State Support 

Per Full-Time Student 

Indiana State $ 7,600 

Ball State 6,500 

Purdue's Smaller Campuses 4,750 

Indiana's Smaller Campuses 4,500 

IUPUI 4,250 

Mean Average of above 5,570 

Mean Average excluding IUPUI 5,840 

Were IUPUI basic academic programs to receive support at the ayeraie level of sup
port for the four other examples cited, IUPUI should have a $16 million increase in its an
nual budget for this portion of its mission. 

Put differently, IUPUI is funded at 73% of the average level of support enjoyed by 
other campuses. To compensate for inadequate funding, both the quality of services and 
access to them have suffered, though not to the same degree as the level of support would 
suggest. Priority has been given to teaching and research with a disproportionate 
decrease in student and administrative services. Based on these comparisons, the smaller 
campuses of Indiana and Purdue universities may also be inadequately funded given 
local expectations for high quality undergraduate education. 

These conditions reflect the campus ' historical development and were under
standable in the early stages of enrollment growth at IUPUI. But the embryonic stage 
has passed, and Indiana expects far more of IUPUI than a community college; its mis
sion, responsibilities, and scope of learning sharply differentiate IUPUI from all other 
post-secondary schools in the region. Today, these fmancial conditions impose a substan
tial inequity for those students who must, or who choose to, study at the only public 
university in the major metropolitan region of the state. More importantly, these condi
tions risk critical losses for the cultural and economic future of central Indiana and the 
state. 
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An understanding of IUPUI requires a knowledge of the differentiated missions of 
Indiana and Purdue universities , a recognition of Indiana's economic prospects, and an 
awareness of the changing nature of the ways in which universities create, organize, and 
disseminate knowledge. IUPUI cannot be properly understood if it is regarded simply as 
a college and not much more. 

ll. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
IUPUI is a partnership of Indiana University , Purdue University, and, infonnally, 

other public and private institutions in the state capital. It has been labeled Indiana 's 
"Capital Campus." Combining the missions of Indiana and Purdue, IUPUI provides the 
most comprehensive array of programs of any campus in Indiana. Accordingly, IUPUI 
has a future which matches the dynamic growth projected for Indianapolis, and it is the 
principal means for linking the university centers of Bloomington and West Lafayette 
with the capital. 

The level of academic distinction at IUPUI must be consistent with the academic 
standards of both universities. It serves students from the pre-college to the post-doctoral 
levels, and it oversees the delivery of a variety of degree programs to 15 other instruction
al sites throughout Indiana. No other campus in Indiana has such an extensive mission. 

IUPUI has state-wide responsibilities, yet it plays a distinctive role in making acces
sible the resources and separate missions of both universities to more than 1.2 million 
people at the geographic and population center of the state. It is the one place in Indiana 
where degrees in engineering, dentistry, law, medicine, and many other specialties are all 
available. Organizationally and conceptually, it is the most complete campus in Indiana, 
and it is unique in the United States. Few institutions have so successfully combined 
broad access with commitment to academic distinction. 

Although less than two decades old, IUPUI is built on a core of professional schools, 
including those which make up one of the nation's largest medical centers. Some 
programs have traditions that span more than a century. 

Simultaneously new and old, traditional and innovative, IUPUI faces challenges and 
opportunities unlike any other campus in the state. Its effectiveness will hinge on the ex
tent to which IUPUI can emerge as a cohesive, coherent institution that fulfills the 
diverse missions of its constituent schools in the state 's largest urban area. 

The integrating concept at IUPUI is based on the principle that ideas are more power
ful and enduring than individuals or institutions. Coherence is being developed self-con
sciously through tolerance, compromise, and respect for the legitimate interests of dis
tinct academic objectives. Unity will come through a shared commitment to a planned 
future . 

Unlike most other institutions, IUPUI has not had the benefit of organic growth from 
a single, historical core as a unifying experience. More than perhaps any other complex 
university in the United States, IUPUI in less than 20 years has learned through ex-
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perience that coherence grows out of shared values and a common commitment to learn
ing. At IUPUI, those qualities are operational necessities, not platitudes. 

Consequently, in cooperation with the Indiana Commission for Higher Education, 
the collaborating universities, and the leader ship of Indiana, IUPUI seeks to secure a dis
tinctive place in the state 's system of education by planning its future evolution to meet 
specific state needs. Because it directly serves the students of so many other cities , 
IUPUI will have an impact throughout Indiana for decades to come. 

The plan for the development of IUPUI is detailed and comprehensive. It will re
quire a substantial increase in the state-appropriated campus allocation, but the total in
crease needed to achieve the goals and objectives of the IUPUI plan will cost, on a per 
student basis , no more than is currently allocated to Ball State University or Indiana State 
University in the basic academic areas. The goals and plans are realistic. They are con
sistent with the commitment of Indiana to ensure access to quality education for all of its 
citizens. 

Tied to each other geographically and intellectually, the three campuses--HJB, 
IUPUI, and PUWL--constitute an educational resource unequaled in the Midwest. With 
combined faculties of over 4,000, these three institutions share a viable mechanism for or
chestrating and coordinating a truly outstanding array of human capital to their mutual 
benefit and the common good of Indiana. Through shared programs and projects, as well 
as differentiated missions, the Faculties can concentrate their talents without needless 
duplication. No other university in the Midwest is capable of mustering so much talent. 

For these reasons, the full potential of IUPUI can be achieved only if IUB and 
PUWL remain strong and vibrant. The special challenge facing Indiana is its ability to 
take full advantage of the potential of IUPUI as the vital link between the strengths of In
diana and Purdue universities. If the concept is effective at IUPUI, then the smaller cam
puses of both universities are more likely to achieve their potential as well. 

In seeking its antecedents, IUPUI could tum in many directions, and it could draw 
upon an array of concepts and traditions. John Henry Newman' s famous essay on "The 
Idea of a University", however, is particularly helpful in relating IUPUI to its special cir
cumstances. Newman forged his vision as a new university was being established in 
Dublin. He gave special attention to its urban location and to the purposes of education 
at a time of technological and social change not unlike our own: 

A University is a place of concourse, whither students come from every quarter 
for every kind of knowledge . You cannot have the best of every kind 
everywhere; you must go to some great city or empori urn for it. There you have 
all the choicest productions of nature and art all together, which youfind each 
in its own separate place elsewhere . .. . In the nature of things, unity and great
ness go together; excellence implies a centre . And such . . . is a University . 
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The same idea of "unity and greatness" gave birth to IUPUI in Indianapolis. The 
principal tenet of this plan is that "excellence implies a centre"--a capital campus which 
combines the strengths of Indiana and Purdue for the common good of the citizens of In
diana. 

Although Newman 's concept was conceived in the nineteenth century, it is still apt 
at the verge of the twenty-first. IUPUI is an interactive hub, a point of convergence and a 
nucleus of talent. It is a place where the most advanced work in medicine--in human 
genetics, for example--excels, yet it is also a place where an adult learner can complete 
an associate 's degree in technology. 

It is truly the vital and exciting place imagined by Newman and expected by the 
leaders who created IUPUI with such a sense of hope. 

ll. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
A. THE CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT PLAN IN THE CONCEPT OF 

"INDIANA: ONE UNIVERSITY" 
This IUPUI plan has been prepared as a campus-specific document by faculty, stu

dents, staff and University officials to identify the objectives of the campus and to create 
a means whereby all of the academic community can share in a common vision for and 
understanding of IUPUI. It will be used by university, city, and state leaders in address
ing the state's need for planning its future system of higher education in Indiana. The 
plan is also intended to explain the role of IUPUI in fulfilling the distinctive missions of 
Indiana University and Purdue University. The purpose is to refine the vision for IUPUI 
and to identify the resources necessary for implementation. 

Shortly after the creation of IUPUI, a task force was appointed in the spring of 1971 
and charged with preparing a report to the faculty and administration of the young cam
pus which would chart a course for development. The group submitted its first report in 
the same semester, recommending that IUPUI retain its primary identification with In
diana University. This fust study also noted the w1even levels of development among 
IUPUI schools and urged planning to reduce disparities. 

Two years later, the eight-person committee published the results of its further inten
sive work in April 1973 as a 126-page "Preliminary Report of the IUPUI Goals and Ob
jectives Committee." It contained 121 separate recommendations, 82 of which had been 
accomplished, in general, by 1987 and 26 of which were either in progress or on-going. 
Of the 13 recommendations which were not implemented, many reflect a change in 
perspective, such as a decision to permit private development on campus or to assume 
direct programmatic responsibility for IUPUI-Columbus Center. 

Widely circulated and discussed, the report for many years provided a useful 
framework for planning. Fifteen years later, this present plan updates and extends the ear
lier vision of what IUPUI should become. While progress has been uneven, it has been 
steady and it has been consistent with the broad objectives set forth in 1971 and in 1973. 
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The IUPUI community of the late 1980's is indebted to colleagues who began IUPUI 's 
self-conscious planning effort, which continues today. 

The present plan evolved from two years of institutional self-study preliminary to 
developing a mission statement for IUPUI. Based on full faculty , student, and administra
tive participation, a comprehensive mission was established by the faculty and endorsed 
by the Indiana University Board of Trustees. This mission was summarized in a brief 
statement prepared by and adopted by ICHE provisionally in September 1986; the sum
mary statement was subsequently revised by Indiana University in January 1988 and is 
appended here for reference. The mission statement identifies four discrete areas of 
responsibilities: Undergraduate, Graduate Health, Liberal Arts and Sciences Graduate, 
and Post-Baccalaureate Professional. 

The development plan represents a distillation of institutional self-study carried out 
with the broadest possible participation of all concerned parties. It is designed to articu
late the concept of IUPUI as a mature institution and to set forth clear incremental stages 
of development which will lead to the full implementation of the campus design. 

The vision of IUPUI as it might well exist in the year 2000 is based on the assump
tion that consensus and flexibility will guide its development. Thus, the IUPUI plan will 
undoubtedly be changed from time to time as dictated by experience and external factors, 
just as the 1973 campus plan has been modified. At this stage, however, the plan repre
sents a commitment to realize the stated objectives through a series of deliberate, coor
dinated steps to coincide with the biennial budget process. The plan will thus be 
reviewed and updated every two years. 

The campus plan has also emerged as a deliberate component of an Indiana Univer
sity planning effort initiated by President Thomas Ehrlich. In his paper, "Our University 
in the State," President Ehrlich outlined two guiding premises for Indiana University: 
first, each campus must build its identity and strength on its individual place and purpose; 
second, the comparative advantage of Indiana University lies in using the diversity 
among campuses by being explicit about the strengths of the components. These two 
premises have guided the drafting of the IUPUI development plan. In a sense, IUPUI is a 
paradigm for Indiana University as an institution which plans to become greater than the 
sum of its parts. Because it shares a creation history with Indiana University ' s smaller 
campuses, IUPUI can serve as a model for colleagues elsewhere who can learn from the 
Indianapolis experiment. 

In his paper, President Ehrlich also identified three specific missions: academic dis
tinction in teaching and scholarship; access to quality education; and assistance in 
economic growth in the state. Each of these three missions is addressed in the campus 
plan, in the context of both the special strengths of IUPUI and the opportunities for col
laboration with IUB and PUWL. Implicitly, the IUPUI plan seeks its focus in the integra
tion of the missions and premises by identifying a special role for the campus on behalf 
of Indiana University in exploring the intellectual interaction between the professions and 
the basic disciplines of the arts and sciences. IUPUI is like I y to emerge as the state's cen-
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ter for post-baccalaureate education and for interdisciplinary research at the beginning of 
the next century, though the centers of traditional graduate education and research are cer
tain to remain focused in Bloomington and West Lafayette. Both have achieved interna
tional reputations for the high quality of their programs. 

More recently, Indiana University has begun a comprehensive planning effort 
designed, ultimately, to make choices and to establish priorities by identifying a limited 
agenda of importance to the whole University . The IUPUI campus plan will contribute 
to the overall effort and will continue to evolve in accord with University priorities. Ad
ditionally , the campus plan will provide a single, shared context for school planning, 
which is to follow as a necessary corollary to University and campus planning. Each 
school offering programs at IUPUI will prepare a five-year plan which sets forth 
academic priorities and specific implementation plans consistent with the broad 
guidelines set forth in this document and the plan for one Indiana University. 

II. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
B. COHERENCE THROUGH LEARNING 

IUPUI purposefully defines itself as a learning community. The emphasis on learn
.i.ni. iterates the inherent wholeness of teaching and research as aspects of the same single 
activity. If research contributes to the education of students, then such research fulfills 
the primary mission of the campus; if teaching is based on the faculty's personally 
engaged expansion of our shared knowledge and understanding, then such teaching con
tributes to the level of excellence and creativity society rightfully expects from university 
education. Learning thus defines a collaborative relationship between student and 
teacher in which both participate actively. 

IUPUI strives to create an atmosphere of learning which promotes a reciprocal ex
change between faculty and students. Faculty who are engaged in research are fundamen
tally students, seeking to extend the perimeters of knowledge. The act of scholarly inves
tigation--the search for knowledge and understanding--is the single originating goal of 
university education, and it is a goal for faculty and students alike. 

Through research and the dissemination of research funding (of which teaching is 
the principal means), members of the university communicate to each other, and the 
world at large, the discoveries, theories, and interpretations that enrich our understanding 
of humankind, as well as the world we inhabit. Research and teaching aim ultimately to 
increase the quality of life, and the quality of an academic institution is directly reflected 
in the vitality and strength of the environment it fosters. 

As teachers, IUPUI's faculty serve as facilitators oflearning for the state's largest 
and most diverse population. IUPUI' s capital location makes it a locus of learning at the 
advanced and basic levels. The learning promoted at IUPUI results not just in an edu
cated citizenry; it fosters the skills and capacities necessary for the state ' s continued 
economic vitality. 
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At IUPUI, the principal areas of academic inquiry can all be integrated through col
laboration among the three campuses (IUB , IUPUI, and PUWL). Implicitly, therefore, 
IUPUI has a fifth mission: to serve as a center in the State of Indiana for interdiscipli
nary and cross-disciplinary study. In this sense, IUPUI's role as the Capital Campus will 
be of particular importance to other regions of the state, which can look to IUPUI as an 
open forum for concourse and exchange. 

IUPUI thus becomes the "centre" envisioned by John Henry Newman. At IUPUI the 
distinctive missions of the principal public universities can be joined for the public good 
through broad access to degree programs, research activities, and life- long learning op
portunities. IUPUI is a crossroads of discourse: at all levels and in all areas of impor
tance to all the citizens of Indiana, and of the Indianapolis region in particular. 

This collaboration has already taken shape. especially among the system or merged 
professional schools. Faculty in business, education, and SPEA regularly teach on both 
campuses, and the schools of business, public and environmental affairs , continuing 
studies, and optometry report to IUPUI, including the components in Bloomington. 
Faculty based at IUB in medicine, nursing, and social work also report to their respective 
deans at IUPUI. Reciprocally , IUPUI faculty in journalism, education, and music report 
to deans at IUB. In the last few years, faculty members from IUPUI have taught 
graduate courses in the liberal arts at IUB, and IUB faculty have taught a variety of cour
ses at IUPUI; parallel relations are in place for geology . Some faculty hold joint appoint
ments at both IUB and IUPUI. 

Similarly, faculty have found compatible, joint appointments among several IUPUI 
schools. Varied adjunct appointments, which involve most of the schools on campus, 
create a network linking faculty across the intellectual diversity and organizational com
plexity of IUPUI. 

Already distinct from every other university campus in Indiana with respect to the 
number, size, and quality of its professional degree programs at the undergraduate and 
post-baccalaureate levels, IUPUI should continue into the next century as the pre
eminent center for professional education in Indiana, especially in areas related to health, 
the biomedical sciences, law, social work, and public policy studies. 

II. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
C. FOUR THEMES 

Building on its existing strengths, including support from IUB and PUWL, IUPUI 
will focus its development over the next decade on those activities which take full ad
vantage of interaction among the professions with each other and with the basic academic 
disciplines of the arts and sciences. IUPUI can become a model for excellence in higher 
education in the Midwest and the nation if it is able to achieve results associated with 
four themes which have dominated IUPUI 's development to this point. While the future 
certainly holds new themes and goals , "continuation, completion, consolidation, and 
cooperation" have played a major role in shaping IUPUI: 
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CONTINUATION: The professional schools in art , dentistry, law, medicine, nurs
ing, physical education, and social work. as well as some IUPU1-based com
ponents of business, education, and public and environmental affairs will continue 
to develop as statewide or nationally significant academic divisions. Although 
local funds supporting these schools are at levels below their peers nationally, espe
cially in regard to salaries, some programs have assumed roles of national leader
ship in their respective disciplines . For example, some graduate programs in the 
basic biomedical sciences receive external research support at levels above the 
average of comparable Big Ten universities. The development of programs in these 
schools should be viewed as a continuation of the direction they have taken. 

Continuation also refers to life-long learning which will perpetuate economic 
development into the next century. Because of its strategic location, IUPU1 is like
ly to be the most important center fm; post- baccalaureate education in the state, as 
professionals in all fields seek to keep up with the astonishing expansion of 
knowledge. Moreover, career change has become a corollary to the service in
dustry, and so advanced, continuing education is certain to remain a primary means 
of professional advancement and personal growth. 

COMPLETION: The basic academic areas of any university--the liberal arts and 
sciences--are essential to the quality and integrity of all professional programs, in 
addition to fulfilling their own essential role as the foundation of all advanced 
learning. The liberal arts and sciences, along with related undergraduate programs 
in art, business, engineering, public and environmental affairs, education, and jour
nalism, are the newest and least well-developed components of the IUPU1 campus. 
Because of a vital need for academic integrity and a commitment to provide quality 
undergraduate education on a par with that available elsewhere in the state to the 
citizens of the Indianapolis region, completion of the basic academic disciplines is 
a high priority for the affected schools and those professional schools which 
depend on the arts and sciences. There must be enough full-time faculty to ensure 
disciplinary integrity, quality instruction, and achievements in research; there must 
be adequately equipped laboratories and learning centers; there must be an accept
able library; and there must be sufficient support services in testing, counseling, 
and related student service areas. 

Completion, however, can be accomplished at IUPUI in a very special way by 
taking advantage of the absence of established programs to design and to imple
ment a special academic core. The IUPU1 plan can be ideally adapted for the spe
cial mission of the campus and the emerging needs of the citizens. Among the con
siderations addressed in the plan are the potential for: participating with the 
private sector, voluntary organizations, and government institutions in joint re
search or economic development projects; highlighting the shared research and 
learning opportunities between the arts and sciences and the professions; estab
lishing new modes of cooperation and interaction between the secondary schools 
and the university; drawing on the full potential of computer-based delivery sys
tems; developing a new concept of access to education in partnership with area 
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school systems and private industry; and creating post-baccalaureate programs in 
the arts and sciences which draw on community resources, the professional 
schools, and the traditional disciplinary strengths of IUB and PUWL. 

CONSOLIDATION: The remaining separate campuses of IUPUI located at 38th 
Street and 16th Street, as well as service buildings in several sites, must be con
solidated on the main campus if students and faculty are to avoid having their learn
ing seriously impeded. Additionally, the extra costs of academic programming, 
class scheduling, and personal time loss warrant priority consideration. Consolida
tion also implies programmatic coherence which in tum requires the development 
of an adequate, central university library to serve the undergraduate students, to 
complement the professional school collections, and to enhance graduate programs 
developed in cooperation with IUB and PUWL. By taking advantage of electronic 
technologies, IUPUI can achieve the benefits of functional consolidation of 
libraries with its sister campuses in Bloomington and West Lafayette. Finally, con
solidation means that if the state is to reap the benefits of having the Indiana and 
Purdue missions at a single location, then the basic biomedical sciences, engineer
ing, and the sciences must be physically near each other. 

COOPERATION: As its defining characteristic, cooperation will bring IUPUI 
into more joint ventures with other educational institutions in Indianapolis, includ
ing the possible development of cooperative graduate programs in the arts and 
sciences with Butler University, the University of Indianapolis, Martin Center Col
lege, and Marian College. These institutions have been invited to comment on 
their interest in cooperating in programs being developed in religious studies, 
economics, and political science, as well as a research center focused on In
dianapolis (POLIS, or Project on Line-- Indianapolis Study). IUPUI Columbus 
Center, of course, represents a special case of cooperation with a community; a sec
tion of this plan is reserved for Columbus programs. Other collaborative programs 
with area secondary schools to coordinate curricula and share resources, especially 
in the basic skills areas, are highly desirable. One example is the Indiana Partner
ship, a consortium of 15 public school districts around the state with its head
quarters at IUPUI and the School of Education. 

Similar programs with city and state governmental agencies, local museums and 
other cultural organizations, research institutions, and private business may be pos
sible for specific joint research, instructional or educational ventures. A contract 
establishing a collaborative relationship between IUPUI and a coalition of utilities 
and city and county agencies for IMAGIS (Indianapolis Mapping and Geographic 
Infrastructure System) is but one example of where cooperation creates access to 
very special learning resources; without IUPUI's emerging graduate and research 
programs in geography, geology, and economics, Indiana University would not 
have gained access to one of the nation's most useful tools for spatial analysis. 
Education programs based at IUPUI have many interactions with local schools and 
with school districts across the state. Recognizing that over one-third of the In
dianapolis region population may be over 60 years of age by the year 2000, IUPUI 
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must take a leadership role with other institutions and civic organizations to ensure 
that this human resource is well used and that the needs of this particular popula
tion have been adequately addressed. 

However, cooperation has a special meaning at IUPUI for interdisciplinary col
laboration among the schools of IUPUI and among the three campuses which 
define a corridor stretching 100 miles from West Lafayette to Bloomington. 
United and working together, the elements of this three-way partnership can be 
thought of as Indiana's counterpart to Research Triangle Park in North Carolina or 
the Highway 128 Belt of Boston. 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY: THE THEMES COMBINED: All four major campus 
themes apply to the plan for a new University Library which will help to serve the 
academic programs described in this plan and to meet the needs of the Indianapolis 
region for a major infonnation center necessary for economic development into the 
next century. The traditional physical center of all learning institutions since the 
great library at Alexandria, the library represents the principal purposes of a univer
sity: the creation, evaluation, preservation, and dissemination of knowledge. It is 
the physical symbol of a university 's highest goals. At IUPUI, the new University 
Library will create for the first time a physical, central presence for the idea of a 
modern university. Appropriately, it is likely to be the first major library that will 
use fully the emerging information technologies and thus anticipate a new era of 
knowledge use. 

Built to serve a two-year extension learning center, the current library was inade
quate before it ever opened. With the dramatic two-decade growth in bac
calaureate and advanced programs, the library has never had a chance to match the 
demands placed on it. Completion, thus, is the major objective. When compared · 
to libraries at similar urban institutions such as illinois at Chicago or Wisconsin at 
Milwaukee, IUPUI can only be described as incomplete until its library is properly 
established. Without going so far as Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, or Milwaukee to 
find cause for concern, an impartial observer would be struck by the fact that the 
IUPUI University Library's expenditures and operations budget is funded at a level 
15% below the smaller campuses of Indiana University . Since these Indiana 
University campuses also need additional library resources, the IUPUI situation is 
noteworthy. The annual general fund allocation must be increased by $350,000 to 
achieve funding consistent with the minimum standards of the Indiana University 
system. 

Consolidation is also a factor since the Herron and science libraries will be more 
valuable--and accessible--when located on the main campus with the primary col
lection, even if housed in separate buildings. 

Although they are necessarily separate collections because of their functions, the 
libraries serving dentistry, law, and medicine are coordinated with the University 
Library in collection development and use. Through the new central facility, the 
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professional school libraries will be enhanced and strengthened. Nevertheless, 
each of these collections needs supplementation in its own right, and their respec
tive development is discussed elsewhere in this plan. Cooperation among the 
separate libraries on the IUPUI campus is an intellectual, economic, and ad
ministrative necessity. It is also a goal shared among the library directors. 

Cooperation has a special meaning for the new library because of existing and 
planned collaboration with IUB, PUWL, and area libraries. IUPUI will not seek to 
recreate or duplicate existing research collections at IUB, but instead will con
centrate on differentiating its collections to support the special strengths of IUPUI. 
This policy will permit IUB and IUPUI to expand greatly their holdings collective
ly by cooperation. With a goal of full electronic access and one-day turnaround in 
circulation, IUB and IUPUI together will become a single functional collection for 
research purposes. Student learning, however, will require strong basic collections 
in both places. With the development of electronic linkages, the IUPUI libraries 
will also seek closer relations and collaborative collection development with the 
PUWL library, especially in engineering and bioteclmology areas. For example, a 
recent American Chemical Society report suggested a list of 700 titles essential for 
an undergraduate collection, yet the IUPUI science library collects only about 100 
titles now. Whenever possible, the libraries will seek to avoid duplication and, in
stead, increase the number of journals available on both campuses if adequate ac
cess to scholars can be ensured. 

Cooperation also takes on a special meaning in Indianapolis because the new 
University Library will become a major community resource, serving citizens of 
central Indiana as a principal information center. More importantly, it will become 
the knowledge base, including electronic information sources and data banks, for 
professional firms, research organizations, and state agencies. Special cooperative 
ventures with the Indiana State Library, the Indiana Historical Society Library, the 
Indianapolis Marion County Library, and other collections are planned. Finally, 
the University Library will be a focus of cooperation with new campus programs 
such as the Center on Philanthropy. 

Continuation takes on two more meanings as a goal for the library. First, the new 
library will be designed to be sufficient for 20 years, and hence continuity is a 
primary requirement of a facility which must compensate for the past and an
ticipate the future. Second, continuation means developing a library which will 
take advantage of the latest and anticipated developments in computer and 
electronic teclmology. IUPUI is perhaps the last major university campus to estab
lish its primary library, and so this campus and this city can set world standards by 
becoming the first truly electronic library of the information age. It is an oppor
tunity of immense importance. The Capital Campus will become a hub for the 
state's information network and a central resource for the smaller campuses. 

Because IUPUI will have few of the symbols of a traditional university, the library 
will become the rallying point of intellectual coherence which has thus far been 
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missing. Located geographically at the center of the campus, the new library will 
become both a focus of activity and a reference point for a new era of information
based education. · The University Library at IUPUI will represent a learning com
munity in ways that athletic teams or marching bands cannot. It will be a unifying 
symbol for students, faculty, and the community, and its value as a symbol will be 
drawn from its function. 

II. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
D. IUPUI IN THE STATE AND NATION 

President Ehrlich has identified avenues for Indiana University's contribution to the 
economic development of the state: improving the state's competitiveness international
ly; developing and implementing a strong information-based economy; and serving as a 
center for knowledge and technology transfer to aid in the production of goods and the 
delivery of services. IUPUI will help the University meet its responsibilities in all three 
areas . 

Appropriately, IUPUI has begun to acquire the nickname of "The Capital Campus" 
as a reflection of its location and its role in the state. As one of Indiana's premier centers 
for advanced learning, IUPUI 's principal contribution to the city, state, and nation is 
educating citizens and helping them to adapt to ever-changing economic and social condi
tions. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the city's and state's need to adapt to a 
world economy and to membership in the international community. Through its 
academic distinction, IUPUI provides the intellectual and cultural resources necessary to 
help attract and retain industry and business in the central region of Indiana. Through its 
expertise, the campus can help Indianapolis and the state capital adapt to a new, more 
complex global environment. 

In part because of its centrality and its comparative youth, but largely because of the 
strength of its professional programs and a research profile attractive to state industries, 
IUPUI is likely to play a major role for the state on behalf of Indiana University as a 
nerve center for the broad use and adaptation of electronic technology to information dis
tribution and use. Involving libraries, computer networks, interactive video, graphics, 
and other media, the learning center of the next century is certain to make available ap
plications tailored for home or office use. 

As a new campus still developing its electronic infra structure, IUPUI has already 
begun to prepare itself for a different, though still uncertain, form of education; the 
capacities of the new Conference Center or its new broadband communications network 
are but two current examples. Also, the new Science and Engineering Building will be 
designed with sufficient flexibility to accommodate a still evolving array of technologies, 
and the University Library may well become a paradigm for learning centers of the twen
ty-fust century. 'Through differentiation of campuses within Indiana University and 
through functional links with Purdue University, IUPUI will play an ever-increasing role 
in the state ' s economic growth, perhaps as the center of a knowledge-based brokerage 
system. 
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Located in the strategically important city of Indianapolis, IUPUI meets the expand
ing needs of society for continuing, life-long learning within easy commuting distance 
for employed persons and others who find it necessary or expedient to take courses and 
degrees near their homes. However, until IUPUI offers a full range of graduate programs 
in the sciences, engineering, and the liberal arts to complement existing professional 
degrees, economic development in the region may lag behind comparable urban areas in 
the Midwest. 

The range of educational opportunities, therefore, must extend from undergraduate 
to post-doctoral. These will meet needs for advanced professional education and make it 
possible for highly educated citizens, as well as matriculating students, to adapt to chang
ing technological, economic, and cultural conditions through further study. 
Entrepreneurial activity , for example, is directly dependent on role models of creativity 
and sustained research to encourage the suGcessful risk-taking necessary for growth. 
Until such time as IUPUI offers graduate programs in all critical areas, entrepreneurial in
dustries are likely to remain modest by comparison with similar sized cities. 

IUPUI should be a state and national leader in developing programs--and innovative 
means of knowledge transfer--to meet societal needs for education beyond the campus. 
Consequently, IUPUI, through its graduate and professional schools in particular and 
academic services in general, will continue to explore ways of delivering advanced learn
ing opportunities to places and at times which match the needs of learners. Computing 
technologies and sophisticated video delivery systems will play a role in helping IUPUI 
serve a statewide constituency as the hub for Indiana's advanced technology network. 

Off-campus and remote learning programs, computer-based or televised courses, 
combined-degree and advanced certificate programs, and alternative formats for courses 
and degrees are only a few of the options to be explored in the next decade. Examples of 
current endeavors, along with collaborative activities with city institutions, are included 
throughout this plan. 

IUPUI will provide state-wide services in areas of particular strength. This will in
clude continuing professional education for practitioners in dentistry, education, 
medicine, law, public and environmental affairs, nursing, business and social work. In 
cooperation with IUB and PUWL, new state-wide services may be developed as well, 
while maintaining a responsibility to meet the needs of the greater Indianapolis 
metropolitan region, including those constituencies traditionally underserved by higher 
education in the state. In some areas, such as business, the core campus programs of 
Bloomington and Indianapolis will develop graduate or continuing education programs 
that serve state-wide needs without, however, interfering with the regional programs of
fered on other, smaller campuses. 

In focusing its undergraduate services on the Indianapolis region, IUPUI nonetheless 
serves a state-wide constituency. Many students are attracted to IUPUI from small towns 
and rural areas because in Indianapolis they can find employment and a university cam
pus which acconnnodates part-time but serious students of all ages through convenient 
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course scheduling and services. Nursing, allied health, social work, and Herron School 
of Art, for example, have attracted undergraduate students state-wide and regionally for 
several decades. 

IUPUI's niche in the state system of public higher education generally and the In
diana-Purdue partnership in particular will derive from the multidisciplinary possibilities 
inherent on a campus with a full array of professional schools and comprehensive liberal 
arts and sciences programs in the state's capital. Its role is to be based on the strengths of 
its professional schools and on its interaction with the special strengths of IUB and 
PUWL. 

IUPUI will continue to be innovative and interdisciplinary in anticipating societal 
needs for educational services, but it will be able to pursue this risk-taking course be
cause of interaction and collaboration with IUB and PUWL, whose missions provide for 
fundamental strengths in the traditional disciplines of their respectively assigned respon
sibilities. As noted earlier, the future of IUPUI depends on exceptionally strong faculties 
at IUB and PUWL. Similarly, a strong IUPUI will play a major role in the advancement 
of learning on the smaller campuses. 

Reciprocally, faculty from IUB , PUWL and smaller campuses will gain access to in
terdisciplinary, innovative, and highly interactive learning opportunities in Indianapolis 
which would otherwise be unavailable or difficult to sustain. Although still remote in 
practice, electronic communications of the future will greatly enhance faculty interaction, 
making Indianapolis more readily accessible to colleagues located elsewhere in the state. 
The potential use of the !MAGIS system is but one example of how the city can serve 
directly as a research site from a distant location for scholars in many fields. IUPUI is 
thus likely to be a resource of considerable importance to faculty based on Indiana 
University's smaller campuses. As special research opportunities emerge at IUPUI, their 
accessibility to faculty on smaller campuses will be considered carefully. 

In filling its special niche in Indiana's system of higher education and in assuming 
state leadership for advanced professional education--especially in those areas which 
overlap with the traditional academic disciplines--IUPUI will do more than take a clear 
and distinctive role in Indiana. It will strive to emerge as a national leader by the year 
2000. 

IUPUI may well serve as a model for the functional organization of knowledge
generating and knowledge-disseminating institutions of the next century precisely be
cause it can turn the fact of its postponed development to best advantage, much as the 
city of Indianapolis has been able to draw on the success and failure of other urban en
vironments in seeking its own unique course . 

Service: As the only public college or university in Indiana's largest urban region, 
and state capital, IUPUI has special service responsibilities on behalf of both Indiana 
University and Purdue University. Service to the city and state takes many forms, includ
ing the most important service to individual citizens: making a full range of academic 
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programs accessible to students who need them, particularly students who may have no 
other viable alternative for university-level education. 

Teaching and research are the two academic responsibilities of faculty, but the in
stitution as a whole serves the public through the application of research to important 
societal concerns. Accordingly, a special relationship between universities and society 
has emerged. 

In Indianapolis, there are opportunities for extending learning and meeting challen
ges to use knowledge for the social good. All of the professional schools draw on the 
resources of the urban region for clinical opportunities, for collaborative research, and for 
joint ventures. Nowhere is this more apparent than in cooperation with city, county, 
state, and federal agencies, as well as the business and not-for-profit sectors. 

In training professionals for government, public policy, law, journalism, social work, 
and other fields, the many government offices of Indianapolis provide an extended 
laboratory. Many of the sciences, social sciences, engineering and educational special
ties, and business draw on this resource, while the health professions all depend on the 
urban environment for clinical training and for research. In the increasingly important 
field of visual communication, the Herron School of Art has been able to create effective 
collaborative learning situations through internships. In return for this interaction with 
IUPUI, the city and region gain the advantages and benefits of service, high quality con
sultation, and research. 

In providing services, however, IUPUI or any university must ensure that the ends of 
learning--through teaching and research-- are well served. Otherwise, the university be
comes a service provider whose human and intellectual resources are deflected from its 
principal goal of learning. 

Academic integrity must direct the ends of all university service to the community. 
Not only must learning be advanced, but the freedom of intellectual inquiry must be 
preserved without interference. Joint ventures with area industrial organizations, re
search institutes, social agencies, and cultural organizations hold great promise for new, 
innovative partnerships in training, shared facilities, and (eventually) cooperative appoint
ments. However, IUPUI can never forget that its business is education. 

Economic DevelQPment: Including its hospitals, IUPUI is the third largest employer 
in the state's largest city. It has an annual budget of $432 million with an accumulated 
economic impact perhaps of one billion dollars. Thus in its own right, the campus is a 
major factor in economic development for the state. 

As the region's only public institution of higher education, IUPUI must be a catalyst 
for economic development. It is the primary resource center for generating research that 
leads to new services, products, and means for preparing an educated work- force and 
citizenry capable of advancing with rapid technological and social change. It is a wellspr
ing of leadership for the community in anticipating the future. 
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Joint ventures of IUPUI with area industrial organizations and research institutes are 
numerous, but they have not yet sufficiently developed to become a potent factor in the 
region's economic development. Many scientists and technicians already employed in 
the community, for example, could take advantage of specially-designed Ph.D. degree 
programs which build on research under way at the employer's laboratory or facility . By 
making this work a part of a learning experience, the Ph.D. students (and employers) 
would gain the guidance of and consultation with faculty who direct the academic 
studies. Faculty, in tum, would gain access to advanced facilities and to cutting-edge ap
plied research. 

IUPUI has the potential to enhance the state economy as an incubator for new types 
of partnerships which draw on faculty expertise. At present, the faculty have compara
tively little flexibility in arranging joint appointments outside the academy. They also are 
affected by traditions of work governing tenure, advancement in rank, outside income, 
leaves of absence, and even conflict of interest. 

While great caution must be exercised in tampering with proven procedures and 
traditions, the economic prosperity of the state, as well as market factors within academe, 
may make the next decade a propitious time for a campus such as IUPUI to experiment 
with new instructional arrangements, new types of appointments, and new economic in
centives. 

IUPUI has already become the state 's pioneer in public- private partnerships as the 
host campus for a private-sector hotel. As an experiment, this first-ever attempt to seek 
the common ground between a profit incentive and a public service responsibility may 
open up an unforeseen array of new ventures which can contribute to the primary mission 
of learning inside the University, while spurring economic development. 

Similarly, growth of not-for-profit organizations--many of which have a close af
fmity with the academy--may signal a major change in the overall structure of important 
segments of the economy, ranging from health care to personalized product retailing. 
Through the Center on Philanthropy, IUPUI has already begun basic research on fun
damental issues related to this subject. 

Additionally, the campus is the center for specific resources vital to economic 
development. The new University Library, for example, may prove to be the single most 
important community resource in the year 2000 as service industries and a burgeoning 
not-for-profit sector cope with an avalanche of new information. It could become the 
nerve center for information-dependent businesses as well as governmental agencies. Spe
cialized, highly sophisticated computing or telecommunications facilities could offer 
similar advantages to the entire community. 

IUPUI's role as a center for global awareness and exchange will almost certainly 
help area industry connect with the world economy. The relocation of Indiana 
University 's Center for Global Studies from Fort Wayne to Indianapolis reflects the grow
ing importance of IUPUI in this arena. The campus already routinely offers language in-
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struction in Arabic, Chinese, English as a Second Language, French, German, Hebrew, 
Japanese, Korean, Russian, and Spanish. 

IUPUI's response to the Pan American Games (for which it assumed state-wide 
responsibility for certifying language skills for nearly 15,000 volunteers in an 18-month 
period) proved that the campus can respond quickly and efficiently to special oppor
tunities or needs. These same capabilities can be applied to economic development, but 
they can be extended to many other areas of expertise of value in the state's entry into the 
international marketplace. 

IUPtn will play a key role, as a campus and as agent for the West Lafayette and 
Bloomington can1puses, in the development of a Science and Technology Research Park. 
This Park, to be located along the canal between IUPUI and Methodist Hospital, is the 
subject of a consultant 's study and holds the interest and support of all the state and city 
organizations dedicated to economic growth and development. 

Although any listing would be incomplete, the following sample of governmental 
and affiliated groups with which IUPUI faculty collaborate on economic development is 
illustrative: 

City of Indianapolis 
Business Opportunities System 
Commission for Downtown 
Office of the Mayor 

Department of Metropolitan Development 
Department of Public Works 
Department of Transportation 
Police Department 

Division of Economic and Housing Development 
Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce 
Indianapolis Economic Growth Corporation 
Indianapolis Economic Development Corporation 
Greater Indianapolis Foreign Trade Zone, Inc. 
Greater Indianapolis Progress Committee 
International Center of Indianapolis 
Westside Economic Development Corporation 

State of Indiana 
Office of the Governor and Lieutenant Governor 
Board of Health 
Department of Mental Health 
Department of Public Welfare 
Indiana State Chamber of Commerce 
Indiana Department of Commerce 

Agriculture Development Division 
Basic Industry Retraining Program 
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Business and Financial Services Division 
Division of Business Expansion 
Economic Analysis Division 
Energy Policy Division 
Indiana Employment Development Commission 
Industrial Development Commission 
International Trade Division 
Minority and Women's Business Development Division 
Tourism Development Division 

Corporation for Innovation Development (CID) 
Corporation for Science and Technology (CST) 
Corporation for Indiana's International Future (CIIF) 
Institute of New Business Ventures 
Economic Development Council 
Indiana Arts Commission 
Indiana Committee for the Humanities Indiana Historical Bureau 
Indiana Employment Security Division 
Indiana Economic Development Council 
Indiana Infrastructure Incorporated 
Indiana Energy Development Board 
Indiana Agricultural Development Corporation 
Governor's Commission on Minority Business Development 
Indiana Film Commission 
Indiana Office of Occupational Development 
Indiana State Department of Education 
White River State Park Commission 

Of course, any listing which included cultural, or non-governmental agencies would 
be far more extensive. It is not likely that any other university or public agency in the 
state of Indiana is more fully involved in the state's economic development. 

The principal business of IUPUI, however, is education, and it is through its own 
business that the campus will have the greatest impact on the city and state. 

As the one Indiana University campus where there is a School of Engineering, 
IUPUI has a special role to play in the state, especially in emerging fields such as 
biomedical technology. Preliminary plans for a cooperative technology and research 
park are well underway, for example, and Purdue University is in the process of extend
ing the master 's degree programs in engineering available at IUPUI. 

Cultural and Intellectual Center: As the city continues to grow and mature, it has 
stimulated a number of cultural and intellectual programs, facilities, and opportunities. 
The quality of life in Indianapolis and the whole state has changed markedly over the 
past two decades. The Indiana Repertory Theatre, the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, 
the Indianapolis Museum of Art, the Children 's Museum, The Harrison Eiteljorg 
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Museum, the Indianapolis Ballet, Dance Kaleidoscope, the Indiana State Museum, the In
dianapolis Zoo, the Indiana Committee for the Humanities , and the Indianapolis Opera 
are but a few of the cultural organizations which have flourished in the past few years . In 
tum, these more traditional organizations have encouraged an array of galleries, special 
experimental theatres such as the Phoenix Theatre and the Shakespeare Festival, historic 
preservation groups, a Writer 's Center, and the Madame Walker Urban Life Center. 
While none of these organizations depends on IUPUI, the campus often serves a a 
catalyst or partner in activities because of its role as the region 's public institution of 
higher education. 

The next major emphasis of the city and the region will address the quality of life in 
education, housing, and culture. IUPUI will necessarily play a major role in this 
deliberate process of taking an inventory of resources, estimating and evaluating the over
all quality of life, and developing Indianapolis into one of North America's most livable 
cities. With over 1,300 faculty and 23 ,000 students, IUPUI possesses the expertise and 
the commitment to assist in this process. 

The new library planned for IUPUI and Indianapolis is one important ingredient in 
creating a permanent intellectual foundation for the city 's continued growth. Another 
will be the relocation of the Herron School of Art to the downtown campus in a new arts 
center designed for theatre, music, dance, and the visual arts. The interplay of IUPUI 
with the community through people and programs will provide a means for the continu
ing evolution of the city ' s artistic, aesthetic, and cultural qualities. Progress can be best 
ensured through education. 

To help ensure that the campus relates effectively to the community, the Office of 
Special Media Projects has been established within the Dean of the Faculties office. The 
coordination of media projects works with schools, academic programs and individual 
faculty to assist them in explaining their work and its importance to the community 
through television, radio, and print media. Distinct from public relations and other adver
tising efforts, the Special Media Project is intended to place the public in direct contact 
with a representative sampling of research, teaching, and service activities of the faculty. 
This project helps IUPUI fulfill its role as the cultural and intellectual center for In
dianapolis. 

Indiana University Press: The Indiana University Press is one of the most effective 
and comprehensive means that IUPUI and the University have of serving the public. 
Through the publications of research and scholarship, faculty extend the learning process 
beyond their own students and colleagues to the nation and the world. Books have an en
during quality which permits the knowledge reflected in them to be used for many years 
by many people. Most of the generalizations made about the centrality of the library 
could be extended to include the special role of university presses in making knowledge 
available. 

The imprint of Indiana University Press cites Bloomington and Indianapolis as a 
reflection of the special role of the two core can1puses in the advancement of learning. 
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While the Press serves all of Indiana University's eight campuses; it has established a 
leadership role for Bloomington and IUPUI, which have a comparatively larger con
centration of faculty. Indeed, the Press's single most significant project is the projected 
publication of over twenty volumes of the collected works of Charles Sanders Peirce. As 
one of the largest editorial projects in the United States and as one of the principal en
deavors of the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Peirce Edition Project at 
IUPUI represents the very special mission of universities in preserving, creating, and dis
seminating knowledge. Knowledge which is not shared with others may be perfectly 
well understood by its creator, but it does not advance learning. 

Indiana University has created over a period of years one of the most distinguished 
and largest university presses in the United States. The Press has helped establish the in
ternational reputation of Indiana University as a capital of learning, one with which 
IUPUI can justly be proud to be associated. While it publishes only scholarship of the 
highest caliber from scholars throughout the nation, the Indiana University Press is of 
major importance to IUPUI in fulfilling its overall mission. 

In addition to the Press, the faculty at IUPUI schools and departments draw on many 
other journals or presses to disseminate their learning. These other means of com
municating and preserving learning are very important and have become an integral part 
of the campus responsibility. While they need not be listed here, they too will play a role 
in the development of IUPUI in its service to the city, state, and nation. 

IT. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
E. UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION: QUALITY AND ACCESS 

In planning for the next decade at IUPUI, the campus has placed its greatest em
phasis on the undergraduate schools and programs. In keeping with that emphasis, the 
following overview includes some general thoughts about undergraduate education at 
IUPUI, and especially the goals of quality and access. IUPUI must strive for the highest 
quality in its undergraduate programs and increase access for its several constituencies. 

While it is committed to providing broad access to all qualified students, including 
programs that help some students prepare for university-level work, IUPUI is committed 
first to offering high quality programs. The quality of the faculty and of the academic 
programs offered at IUPUI must be on a par with those at IUB and PUWL. Faculty and 
students alike must have confidence in the quality and integrity of courses offered on any 
one of the three major campuses. Students should be able to transfer among the three in
stitutions without loss of credit or time because of a difference in standards or perfor
mance. This concept of interchangeability is reflected in the University policy of estab
lishing parity within IU-Bloomington undergraduate fees incrementally over a period of 
years. Further, it is a goal of the "One University" planning process to establish proce
dures for undergraduates to transfer credit readily among the eight Indiana University 
campuses. 
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To ensure academic integrity and to provide for collaboration within IUPUI and 
with the IUB and PUWL campuses, the basic academic programs in the arts and sciences 
must also attract and retain faculty of a quality equal to its collaborating partners. Facul
ty hired within the past five to ten years approximate this goal in all areas, and have been 
compatible with IUPUI's professional schools, which have been nationally competitive 
for decades. 

Indiana must make a commitment to offer quality programs in Indianapolis and to 
avoid, even inadvertently, suggesting that IUPUI has a mission to provide lesser-quality 
undergraduate education. Students should not be denied the best possible education be
cause their choice is limited to one public institution. The success of institutions such as 
Brooklyn College and CUNY in meeting this challenge should offer sufficient encourage
ment for Indiana to insist on nothing less for its largest urban area. 

Directly and locally serving up to one-fourth oflndiana' s entire population, IUPUI is 
dependent on the state to provide a level of funding sufficient to permit it to offer excel
lence as a standard shared with its sister campuses. The careers of too many citizens and 
the potential of too many Indiana cotporations depend on the quality of education avail
able at IUPUI to risk less. While many communities in Indiana take particular pride in 
their "local" university, none is as large or as diverse as Indianapolis in its expectations 
and requirements. 

Moreover, IUPUI's undergraduate programs must have an investment commensurate 
with the commitments made for special projects on the campus by the state and its lead
ing philanthropic institutions. This relates directly to the issue of access, for IUPUI will 
only reach its full potential as a powerful force in encouraging the public to pursue higher 
education goals if potential students are satisfied that programs are of high quality and 
that no stigma (or apologetic self-consciousness) is associated with earning a degree from 
Indiana University or Purdue University in Indianapolis. 

Among IUPUI undergraduate students, there will always be a wide range of 
preparedness and ability, from the weakest to the most able. This spectrum confronts the 
faculty with a challenge not found at most residential campuses, which attract a more 
homogeneous population in age and ability . Only the most able faculty can meet the 
needs of the range of students and still manage the learning process to the advantage of 
all students. Some universities which enroll only the most talented students can rely on 
the students themselves to ensure learning, but IUPUI faculty must be skilled teachers 
and it is for this reason that both scholarship and teaching excellence are expected of 
faculty. 

Similarly, there is an increased need for capable, flexible student support services. 
Under these circumstances, it is reasonable to expect that IUPUI's cost per student at the 
undergraduate level would be among the highest in the state. Yet IUPUI's undergraduate 
programs suffer from one of the lowest (if not the absolute lowest) levels of support per 
student of any public institution in Indiana. At the same time and somewhat ironically, 
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tuition fees at Indianapolis are higher than at the smaller campuses of Indiana and Purdue 
universities. 

A new monitoring system and counseling service will be implemented within the 
IUPUI University Division during the 1987- 88 academic year. Students with 56 credit 
hours or more who do not qualify for admission to a degree-granting program will not be 
permitted to continue; counseling services will be provided to assist them in identifying 
alternative educational options within the university or elsewhere. 

For example, students who do not aspire to upper-division work may fmd an as
sociate degree an appropriate, even if temporary, level of completion. Alternative paths 
for personal improvement will also be explored; in some cases, specific transfer or refer
ral procedures may be established. And in some instances students may take advantage 
of the Adult Education Coordinating Center. 

Further, IUPUI must develop reliable measures of accountability in assessing reten
tion rates. If the campus is to play a risk -taking role for the state's system of higher 
education in admitting students who are less likely to succeed, then appropriate measures 
of institutional success must be developed as well. Realistic measures and goals com
patible with resources will be considered in 1987-89 and then be articulated during the 
1989-91 biennium. These goals will include measures other than employment or par
ticipation in post-baccalaureate education. With a current retention rate of over 60%, 
IUPUI already has demonstrated the effectiveness of its programs (given the large num
ber of high risk students who are admitted); however, IUPUI tentatively projects a reten
tion rate of 75% as its goal for the mid-1990 's. 

Clearly, campus-wide objectives or standards would be inappropriate since there is 
little similarity between medical students and candidates for associate degrees in technol
ogy, in terms of retention. In considering retention on a school- specific basis, it may be 
illustrative to consider the School of Liberal Arts, particularly since it does not have a 
strong vocational orientation. Based on the fact that it takes a liberal arts student about 
5.5 years to complete a baccalaureate degree (incidentally, the same time as the national 
average for urban and residential campuses), a survey of all students who applied for ad
mission in 1980-81 was completed in the fall of 1986. More than 70% of those who 
matriculated were "retained" in some sense, by graduating from liberal arts (19% ), by 
continuing in school (8%), or by transferring to another school (34% to other IUPUI 
schools and 10% to other campuses). Approximately 25% of the students who matricu
lated dropped out or stopped. In the academic context, retention is extremely high. 

At the upper-division level where students have elected majors, IUPUI is committed 
to quality and performance standards second to none in Indiana. Standards at the 
graduate and professional levels are recognized nationally for their rigor and the quality 
of alumni they produce, and these standards encourage similar expectations at the under
graduate level. The record of the medical school in graduating students who consistently 
score above the national average in the highly competitive National Board is an example 
of IUPUI's student performance objectives. Over the past decade, the number of medical 
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students drawn from the IUPUI graduating class has grown steadily. In general, the ex
pectations and standards ofiUB , IUPUI, and PUWL should be consistent at all levels . 

Since its creation in 1969 from the regional campuses of Indiana and Purdue univer
sities and from the several professional schools based in Indianapolis, IUPUI has stimu
lated speculation and expectations about the students it would serve and the level and 
quality of its programs. 

It is now clear that IUPUI has a substantial undergraduate population, larger than all 
but the state's two largest residential campuses. This population contains a variety of stu
dents. Some students have limited expectations while others have very high aspirations 
and are able to achieve at the highest levels; some would achieve academic distinction at 
America's most prestigious colleges while others may not be prepared for study at the 
level required in a university. To ensure that both students ' personal and the state's 
public resources are well used, IUPUI will set admissions policies designed to ensure that 
students who are admitted to degree programs are sufficiently well prepared to learn at 
the university level and to contribute to the learning of fellow students. 

IUPUI is committed to maintaining access to all of its programs for all citizens of 
Indiana who demonstrate an ability to study successfully at the university level. Ac
cordingly, the campus has created and will continue to develop a broad array of services 
to inform potential students about post-secondary educational opportunities, to evaluate 
their preparation for university-level work, to counsel them about educational alternatives 
at IUPUI and elsewhere, and to enroll those who qualify for and seek admission. 

Specifically, IUPUI will continue affirmatively to increase access for under-repre
sented groups. The Adult Education Coordinating Center, special programs ofthe Stu
dent Mfairs Office, the University Access Center, the Office of Women's Research and 
Resources, and school-specific projects such as the Minority Engineering Advancement 
Program are examples of current efforts to increase access for under-represented groups. 

Because there are insufficient resources, however, access to particular programs may 
be limited. Priority, in these instances, will be given to those who are best able to 
demonstrate their ability to succeed in a given program. Of course, continuation at all 
levels of study is contingent on students' performance. 

During the development period covered by this plan, several specific categories of 
activity are anticipated, all of which will be advanced in accord with the strategies being 
developed by state agencies for access and choice, increased college participation, im
proved preparation for post-secondary education, articulation with pre-college programs, 
and improved use of technology. These twelve categories are: 

Pre-admission Proirams: Through its non-credit course program offered at multi
ple sites in the region, IUPUI will sponsor or offer pre-college, non-credit courses 
in reading, writing, mathematics, communication skills , and related topics designed 
to help students prepare for college admission at schools of their choice. These 
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courses will be coordinated and planned to acconunodate a range of students in age 
and preparation. 

In a new initiative to improve access, these skill development opportunities will be 
offered in conjunction with counseling and testing services in places and times of 
convenience, including special programs designed for corporations or businesses 
interested in employee development programs. They will be supported through a 
combination of fees for service and University subsidy. Admission to IUPUI will 
neither be promised nor encouraged through this program, but IUPUI will undoub
tedly provide a primary source of post- secondary, pre-admission education for 
matriculating students. 

Articulation with Indiana Vocational Technical College--IVTC--will occur primari
ly through pre-admission programs where there is overlap with course content and 
objectives. A special effort will be made to relate any cooperative ventures be
tween IUPUI and high schools to IVTC programs. Additionally, IUPUI will work 
with IVTC to facilitate the enrollment of IVTC students at IUPUI if they seek ad
mission to a degree program or enrollment as a non-degree student regardless of 
where the students begin their post- secondary studies. 

The University Access Center will be one of several means of delivering pre- ad
missions programs, especially counseling about preparedness for college, by taking 
these programs into the conununity. Students who are uncertain about their 
abilities and who may therefore be reluctant to apply for admission will be offered 
an opportunity for pre-admission advising and for referral to a range of study op
tions, including admission to other post-secondary institutions. 

Other pre-admission programs such as the Herron School of Art workshop 
program for high school students, are offered during the sununer. Saturday classes 
in art, foreign languages, and other areas are available for junior high and high 
school age students. 

Cooperation with Hig;h Schools: In cooperation with school districts in the In
dianapolis region, IUPUI will initiate new and extend current collaborative projects 
designed to increase preparation for college-level study and to increase participa
tion. One or more projects may involve developmental education programs of
fered in cooperation with area high schools as a part of a conunitment to provide 
pre-admission programs as noted above. However, the emphasis of collaborative 
ventures will be to use the expertise of University faculty to fullest advantage. 
Based on the successful program of coordinating writing curricula between the 
12th and "13th" grades (e.g. , creation of the Indiana Teachers of Writing Associa
tion and a linkage program sponsored by the Lilly Endowment), IUPUI will seek 
additional opportunities for high school and college faculty to work together in dis
ciplinary areas, with the objective of improving the preparation of students through 
clarifying goals and establishing performance objectives appropriate to the levels 
of learning. Similar progran1s in foreign languages, mathematics, and science are 
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anticipated, and IUPUI was a founding sponsor of a nationally-recognized col
laborative of secondary and university level foreign language teachers. 

A new initiative based on a highly successful young scholars incentives program is 
anticipated if external funding can be arranged. This program is directed toward 
eighth-grade students. Those who agree to meet certain performance standards 
during the four years of high school (e.g. , course pattern selection, minimum GPA, 
.minimum standardized test scores, parental contracts, and the like) would be as
sured of tuition--and possibly additional financial aid--to attend IUPUI (or possibly 
other state institutions, depending on the funding) for their baccalaureate educa
tion. Consideration is being given to a cooperative venture with IUB and PUWL 
to target minority students in particular; the MEAP project in the School of En
gineering and Technology serves as an example. 

Access for Academically Talented Students: In cooperation with area school dis
tricts, IUPUI will increase opportunities through its SPAN program for qualified 
high school students to take college-level courses for credit on site in their high
schools and at IUPUI. Early participation programs will not compromise the in
tegrity of the college curriculum. Ordinarily, full-time university faculty will teach 
such courses rather than delegating responsibility to high school teachers or part
time faculty to ensure that these courses are consistent with university objectives. 
Special non-credit programs, such as the existing Young Scholars Program, for stu
dents between the fourth and tenth grades will be expanded to encourage interest in 
post- secondary education without college credit. 

As a special program based on IUPUI's role as a center for professional education, 
a recruitment and integrated liberal arts-professional degree program is under con
sideration. Under this plan, up to 50 extremely well-qualified students with aspira
tions toward medical, dental, or law degrees would be admitted each year as fresh
men to the schools of Liberal Arts and Science; eventual admission to one of the 
three professional schools would be contingent on satisfactory performance. This 
integrated program would offer specially designed liberal arts and science com
ponents to increase the effectiveness of the professional education. It is intended 
as a program to keep the best Indiana students in the state and to reduce "brain
drain" while offering a better, more coherent program of study free ofthe usual 
pressures for course selection felt by undergraduate students planning to attend 
graduate professional schools such as medicine or law. Minority student recruit
ment would be emphasized, and this particular program may include some 
preparatory programs at the high school leveL 

Associate Degrees: IUPUI offers a variety of associate degrees and two-year 
programs as an option for students who seek the advantages of college-level cour
ses organized into a program or concentration. Many of these are terminal, comple
tion degrees, but most are designed to permit students to continue into bac
calaureate programs. The two-year degrees are especially effective in providing 
access to returning adults who may initially be intimidated by the prospects of a 
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four-year program. Degree programs in general studies, allied health, criminal jus
tice, liberal arts, nursing, early childhood education, and teclmology are especially 
popular. Certificate programs in business, long-tenn health care administration, 
paralegal studies, allied health, public health, environmental science, public affairs, 
gerontology, and labor studies are also available or planned. 

As a matter of access, IUPUI will review the relationship of associate degrees with 
baccalaureate programs to match the educational objectives of associate degrees 
more closely with baccalaureate degrees. Credit earned in the two-year programs 
should apply toward baccalaureate requirements to the fullest extent possible. As
sociate degrees in professional subjects pose special problems because they con
centrate professional courses into the first two years to prepare students for licen
sure and work whereas baccalaureate programs in the same subject emphasize 
general education in the first two years and then concentrate on professional cour
ses which are more advanced than similar associate degree courses because of the 
prior educational base. Because the educational goals of the two degrees are dif
ferent, there may be a disappointing amount of credit transfer to the baccalaureate 
program. 

As part of its review, IUPUI will also publish specific guidelines for students in as
sociate degree programs who may wish to transfer to baccalaureate degrees. They 
will know in advance which credits will transfer. The associate degrees in the 
liberal arts and sciences, in general, allow for full transfer while professional as
sociate degrees may have limited transferability. 

Graduate Programs in Arts and Sciences: Because graduate programs are a neces
sity for the quality and integrity of undergraduate degrees in an institution with the 
characteristics of IUPUI, their role must be noted in considering quality and access 
at the undergraduate level. A full section on the actual development of graduate 
programs is provided subsequently in this plan. Because of the nature of IUPUI 
(i.e., non-residential campus with a very diverse student body in an environment 
dominated by post-baccalaureate professional programs), highly qualified faculty 
will expect to work with graduate students to sustain their own professional 
development. Secondly, the presence of graduate students will permit the develop
ment of better instructional programs for undergraduates by using trained graduate 
students in place of a portion of the part-time faculty; these advanced students will 
have professional teaching seminars and will be under the direct, continuous super
vision of faculty who serve as educational mentors. Thirdly, the intellectual excite
ment of graduate students engaged in directed research will have a demonstrable 
elevating effect on upper-division undergraduates, thus enhancing the overall 
quality of learning. 

Research and Development Re~ardin~ Adolescents: Because of its research ac
tivities identified with young people, especially early adolescents, IUPUI is creat
ing important opportunities for developing a strong research base to address the so
cial, psychological, economic, familial, physical, and educational factors affecting 
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adolescents. With existing IUPUI-based resources (such as the Riley Hospital 
programs, the Center on the Psychological Rights of the Child, the Center for 
Urban and Multicultural Education, and the School of Social Work) , a state-wide 
coordinating center examining the critical period when attitudes about education 
are formed among young people would offer help to all educational institutions in 
the state. In addition, through its programs on multicultural education and intercul
tural studies, IUPUI is equipped to make a significant research contribution to the 
study of access to higher education in the state, especially as urban centers con
tinue to grow. 

Child Care: Convenient, reasonably priced, quality child care has become an in
creasingly important aspect of access , especially for women and single parents. 
Child care has been increasingly recognized as an important policy issue and an es
sential component of economic development. It is appropriate that IUPUI assume 
a leadership role in seeking solutions to the problems of child and dependent care. 
Women between the ages of 22 and 45 constitute one of the fastest growing seg
ments of the IUPUI population, and many women require short-term child care as 
a precondition of their attending classes . The need for short-term care during eve
ning classes, when few alternative services are available, may be particularly press
ing. Other students, including men, as well as many faculty and staff desire full
service, full- time, on-site child care. Recognizing child care as an issue of access, 
IUPUI will assign priority to short-term care services. However, such services are 
most effectively provided as a component of a full-care facility served by a full
time, professional staff. Consequently, IUPUI will seek to provide child care 
primarily as a self-supporting auxiliary or as a private-sector service although some 
fee support may be necessary. During the 1987-89 biennium, plans will be 
developed under the direction of the Dean of Student Mfairs to establish adequate 
child care services on a sound financial basis to enhance student access and, secon
darily, to provide an employee service. Additionally, the IUPUI Day Care Center 
now serves as an important training site for the early childhood education program, 
and a new facility or reorganized service will necessarily take into account the 
educational role of an on-campus child care facility. As a leader in the state's 
economic development, IUPUI will consider the role of a child-care center as a in
creasingly important factor in attracting, retaining, and developing a high quality 
work force. IUPUI may be able to develop useful models, including a variety of 
options, which could be adapted by other large employers. 

Access for Working Learners: Already internationally known for its innovative 
programs which respond to the needs of part-time students through week-end cour
ses, off-campus instructional sites in banks, government offices, civic centers, shop
ping centers, high schools, and other "non-academic" settings, IUPUI will con
tinue to explore a variety of delivery mechanisms for higher education to citizens 
at times and places most compatible with their schedules and competing demands. 
A new program of courses offered in downtown Indianapolis has been designed to 
bring education to where people can take advantage of it and to adapt the format to 
limiting circumstances of time and support facilities (such as libraries or com-
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puters). Other programs designed to use computer technology, television, and 
satellite and microwave technology are under consideration, including advising, 
course registration and admission services which can accommodate students who 
cannot come to campus during normal business hours. All such courses without 
exception will be offered with the same commitment to academic integrity as on
campus, conventional courses. 

Adults and Senior Citizens: The Adult Education Coordinating Center provides a 
special access point for adults interested in a range of educational opportunities, 
from taking a single course to completing a degree. The counseling and other 
programs of the Center help assist adults explore the options and develop the right 
program or plan for individual needs. IUPUI has recognized the special require
ments of older adults, especially those of retirement age, and has designed a series 
of credit and non-credit courses and-programs offered through its continuing 
studies division. Some are offered at special rates for retirees who may have fixed 
or limited incomes. Some schools and academic units have developed courses and 
delivery mechanisms for older learners. Additionally, several of the professional 
schools such as nursing and social work offer academic programs for service 
professionals who choose to work with older adults. Under the leadership of the 
program in gerontology, a multi-disciplinary certificate in gerontology for service 
professionals and for those who wish to increase their knowledge of this popula
tion was developed in 1987. These efforts address the need for services to a 
population which will increase 70% by the year 2020 in Indiana (from 490,000 in 
1980 to 1,185,000 in 2020). 

Academically Talented and Honors Programs: In addition to providing a variety 
of programs to encourage and to advance academically talented students at the pre
college levels, IUPUI offers an honors program designed to build on the maturity; 
experience, and seriousness of students who have demonstrated an unusual 
capacity to learn. These students are provided access to faculty, opportunities, and 
resources ordinarily reserved for graduate students. Funding, for example, is avail
able for students to work as paid assistants on faculty research projects in instances 
where there are significant learning opportunities for undergraduates, and grants of 
up to $200 are currently available to support student-initiated research. Through 
special advising, honors seminars, and learning contracts, particularly able students 
can earn graduation with honors by demonstrating a degree of accomplishment on 
a par with the most competitive institutions. An honors senior thesis option for 
especially able students encourages undergraduate research. Through these 
programs, a small but growing number of undergraduates have begun to participate 
in national, professional meetings on par with graduate students. 

Indiana Vocational Technical College: IUPUI is committed to exploring coopera
tion with IVTC in academic areas of mutual interest although there are fundamen
tal differences between IVTC programs and those of baccalaureate education. 
Cooperation is likely to focus initially on a shared concern with preparing students 
for college level work and/or for employment. In cooperation with IVTC and area 
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high schools, IUPUI proposes to establish pre-college counseling and compen
satory learning programs which can meet the various needs of IVI'C, area colleges, 
and employers in terms of preparation. 

Although IUPUI will explore other options, including the delivery of general 
education courses to qualified students enrolled at IVTC, it is not likely that 
cooperative college-credit transfer programs can be established until problems of 
under-funding at IUPUI are resolved. Already excessively dependent on part-time 
faculty for its own credit-bearing courses, IUPUI cannot contribute to the further 
deterioration of program integrity and quality by extending services to IVTC loca
tions. Until the under-funding at IUPUI is addressed, it would be inappropriate for 
the state to encourage the creation of parallel services at another site in the im
mediate service area. Also, the distinctive mission of IVI'C should not be blurred 
or lost if Indiana is to retain the greatest advantages of the differentiated systems of 
post- secondary education created nearly two decades ago. Cooperation generally , 
and especially programs designed to facilitate students ' gaining access to the educa
tion they need (sequentially or simultaneously), should nonetheless be encouraged. 

In the interest of serving the widest range of students in the Indianapolis region, 
IUPUI will explore with IVTC advising services which can facilitate IVTC 
students ' applying to IUPUI for admission to degree programs or for adult non-de
gree status. Admission to IUPUI, however, will depend on students' meeting 
regular criteria for admission. Services may include on-site IUPUI admissions 
counseling at IVI'C and joint workshops for IUPUI and IVTC admissions officers. 
At IUPUI-Columbus, cooperation with the nearby IVTC campus has resulted in 
shared facilities and equipment. 

Financial Aid: A change in economic or employment conditions is most often 
cited by academically eligible students as the reason they must drop out of their 
educational programs. It is essential that the state, and IUPUI, develop a fmancial 
aid program responsive to the needs of working, adult students who attend college 
part-time. Current policies favor full-time students to the detriment of a sizable 
portion of undergraduates at IUPUI, 40% of whom attend part-time. Financial aid 
programs may have to be developed to supplement state and federal pro-grams. Of 
particular concern are students seeking pre-admission courses and services who do 
not qualify for usual college-participation financial aid programs. 

Access to quality undergraduate, professional and graduate programs is a special 
responsibility for public universities. As the programs described above indicate, access 
depends on many variables and approaches. Access is a matter of importance for all stu
dents, but some encounter multiple problems or barriers. As the importance of education 
for economic and social success grows, the concern over access will grow also. IUPUI is 
committed to improving access as it improves the quality of its programs. 
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II. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
F. CAMPUS INTERRELATIONS AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 

IUPUI is committed to cultural, economic, gender, racial, and ethnic diversity as an 
inherently important aspect of learning that promotes understanding, tolerance, mutual 
respect, and civility. IUPUI strives to increase minority participation in all aspects of 
learning through an active, campus-wide plan of recruiting students , faculty, and staff in 
proportions which reflect the diversity of the larger community and which ensure that 
graduates of programs based at IUPUI have experienced representative social diversity . 

There are two explicit facets to this commitment. First, IUPUI recognizes a respon
sibility to assist those traditionally under-represented in higher education, including mem
bers of the minority communities of Indianapolis, to gain access to higher education and 
to complete degree programs through individual achievement. Second, IUPUI under
stands the contribution minorities make in the education of the numeric majorities among 
students, faculty and staff, whether these are determined by race, gender, age, national 
origin, physical ability, or other distinguishing characteristics. As a learning community, 
IUPUI avows the inherent value of diversity among its members . 

The affirmative action plan for IUPUI is continuously evaluated and modified to 
meet objectives. For the next five years on a trial basis, IUPUI will adopt a new strategy 
to place greater responsibility and accountability for affirmative action with the units that 
make hiring decisions. IUPUI comprises such a diversity of schools and programs that 
several different approaches--coordinated through a single campus office--may achieve 
better results. As a colleague has observed, this change should create an environment of 
positive expectation, and IUPUI will take steps to avoid disappointing expectations. 

In consultation with the respective school dean or unit administrative officer, the 
Vice President (Indianapolis) will appoint a tenured faculty or senior staff member as an 
affirmative action associate for each school and major unit responsible for faculty and 
staff hiring. In selecting unit appointees, the Vice President will take into account 
specific qualities and characteristics of each individual, who will be expected to have ac
cess to and the confidence of the dean (or unit administrator), to have earned credibility 
and the respect of the affected constituency, to have a clear commitment to affmnative ac
tion, to have the skills necessary to educate and sensitize others, to have sufficient com
mitment to make time available, and to possess high personal standards commensurate 
with the goals of the campus development plan. The unit affirmative action associate 
will receive necessary administrative support from the dean or unit director. Each school 
or unit will develop immediate and long-range goals for faculty and staff recruitment as it 
has in the past, but additionally the goals will be accompanied by recruitment strategies 
for achieving these goals. 

At the campus level, these liaison appointees will collectively constitute an Affmna
tive Action Council, which will advise the Vice President and the Director of Campus In
terrelations. An executive committee appointed by the Vice President from an1ong the 
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Council Members will recommend policies and procedures, set the agenda for Council ac
tivities, and evaluate progress toward unit goals . All faculty, professional, and desig
nated staff appointments will require the endorsement of the unit affmnative action 
liaison officer, who will recommend final approval or disapproval to the campus affirm
ative action officer. Given the importance of the liaison role, the appointees will be care
fully selected to promote an improved campus atmosphere as well as attainment of goals. 
Additionally, care will be taken to ensure that the appointees' valuable service respon
sibility is recognized as a major contribution to the campus and community in salary and 
advancement. 

Moreover, each school or other large unit will appoint a committee (if one is notal
ready in existence) to assist the liaison person in setting unit goals, in developing the 
recruitment strategies responsive to specific disciplines or market conditions, and in 
monitoring progress. These committees and unit liaisons may also play a role in student 
recruitment within their respective units, although the admissions office will retain 
primary responsibility for undergraduate student recruitment. 

At the campus level, a recruitment assistance program will be initiated to help 
schools identify potential candidates for faculty or professional appointments. At the mo
ment, there is no central service to assist search committees actively in the recruitment 
process; most of the central activities have instead focused on enforcement of procedures 
and record-keeping. While these functions will be maintained at the can1pus level, the 
emphasis will shift to supporting the recruitment process. 

The campus affirmative action officer will have an expanded role. A new respon
sibility for campus interrelations will be added, and this senior campus officer will report 
directly to the Indiana University Vice President (Indianapolis) as the principal IUPUI ad
ministrator concerned with campus interrelations; equal opportunity, and affmnative ac- -
tion. The Director of Campus Interrelations will play a major role in shaping interactions 
between the campus and the Indianapolis community as well as among the many con
stituencies which make up IUPUI. 

The title "Director of Affirmative Action" may be held by this person or by another 
person reporting directly to the Director of Campus Interrelations to ensure compliance 
with university goals and with applicable state or federal regulations. The Director of 
Campus Interrelations will have overall responsibilities for supervising policies, prohibit
ing discrimination based on race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability 
or veteran status. 

Although the position title of Director of Campus Interrelations may change over 
time, the incumbent will be regarded as the senior human relations officer on campus. In 
addition to advising the Vice President on policy, the Director of Campus Interrelations 
will work directly with the Dean of the Faculties on all matters related to faculty develop
ment and recruitment and with the Director of Personnel on similar matters related to the 
recruitment, advancement, and retention of staff members, including professional appoin
tees. 
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IUPUI will always strive to foster a climate that makes the campus a good place to 
learn and work. The Director of Campus Interrelations will plan and implement a 
program of education for faculty , staff, and administrators designed to improve the com
munity atmosphere, orient school affirmative action persons, and develop a program of 
information exchange with the larger community of which IUPUI is a part. 

Because people are the most important resource of a university, IUPUI will continue 
its programs designed to improve employee satisfaction with the expectation of recipro
cal gains in the quality and productivity of performance. An expanded employee assis
tance program, for example, is under consideration and should be fully implemented if 
funds are available. This program would assist employees in solving personal problems, 
family problems, or chronic illnesses which carry over into the workplace and affect the 
individual's performance. The Director of Campus Interrelations will play a major role 
in designing any employee assistance program that may be established. 

While the emphasis of the office and the director will be on improving the campus at
mosphere and the conditions of minority participation in the university community, the 
director will also supervise an efficient, informal complaint procedure prior to initiation 
of the formal grievance process to ensure that any person who has not found remedy for a 
perceived mistreatment because of age, gender, race, or other discriminatory basis may 
be assured of an impartial review of the facts and a prompt recommendation for remedy 
when warranted. The Director of Campus Interrelations will evaluate and coordinate the 
unit affirmative action programs and report periodically to the Vice President (In
dianapolis) on unit program accomplishments and, when warranted, problems. Each 
dean or unit administrator 's success in achieving recruitment goals and in contributing to 
an improved campus atmosphere will be considered as one aspect of administrative 
review. 

As an educational institution, IUPUI is committed to ensuring access to higher educa
tion for traditionally under-represented students who seek advanced learning and to in
creasing the retention rates for minority students who are admitted. Through its admis
sions office, University Access Center, Adult Education Coordinating Center, and related 
programs, IUPUI actively seeks out minority, adult, and other non-traditional students for 
whom there is reasonable assurance that they are able to succeed at the college level 
regardless of prior academic preparation. Through its University Access Center, IUPUI 
will assist any interested student in applying for admission to college (including IUPUI) 
or, if not ready, in preparing for college level work through developmental and refresher 
courses. Some programs and courses may be specifically designed to be offered in com
munity centers or other city facilities which will increase access for minority students in 
particular. Because the University Access Center is based on the concept of individual as
sessment and counseling, it will also serve directly as an access point for admissions to 
IUPUI for students who are already prepared for college level work and need no other as
sistance other than admissions advice. 

It is a specific goal of IUPUI to increase the participation of minority undergraduates 
to demographic levels that represent or exceed those of the Indianapolis region. At the 
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graduate, or post-baccalaureate, levels, representative increases will also be sought. The 
Office of Admissions, the Dean of Student Affairs, the Office of Campus Interrelations, 
and the Office of Minority Student Services are taking specific steps to improve student 
recruitment and retention to achieve these goals. However, past efforts to set numeric 
goals at many institutions, including Indiana University, have proved to be ineffective 
means of achieving that objective. Great care will be taken in setting any unit-specific 
numeric goals, and in some cases more appropriate alternatives may be developed forM
firmative Action Council consideration. 

Hiring goals for faculty , professional employees, and other staff are meaningfully set
-as they have been in the past--only within specific schools and major administrative 
units because of variations in the applicant pools. These goals are derived on the basis of 
a workforce analysis of the availability and under-utilization of women and minorities. 
During the 1988-89 period, unit-specific plans will be developed by the affirmative ac
tion associates under the leadership of the Director of Campus Interrelations, along with 
support services from the Personnel Department and the Dean of the Faculties office. 
These unit plans will constitute a comprehensive affinnative action program which will 
be reviewed by the Affirmative Action Council. 

To encourage greater interest in and commitment to the objectives of affrrmative ac
tion and improved campus inter relations, the director will administer an annual competi
tive recognition program for outstanding achievement in meeting the campus objectives 
in a particular school or unit. The details and guidelines for the awards will be widely 
distributed in the fall 1988 semester. The award will include a personal recognition for 
exemplary achievement by an individual and a grant of up to $5,000 to the person's 
school or unit for its further development of affirmative action programming. The award 
might be used for a scholarship or graduate fellowship, for the purchase of education 
materials or for other meaningful purposes. While these awards cannot substitute for 
widespread commitment or action, they are intended to serve as tangible reminders of the 
value and necessity of individual action and to recognize successful activities which 
might be adopted by other units on campus. Finally, a retreat or series of workshops for 
academic deans on the subject of affirmative action, minority recruitment, and campus in
terrelations will be held, beginning in the spring term of 1988. 

ll. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
G. INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION 

One of the more important perspectives on the development of IUPUI must be 
drawn from the international context of the campus and its responsibility as a primary 
catalyst for global awareness in the central Indiana region. Already significantly engaged 
in international education through language departments. professional schools, and con
tinuing studies, IUPUI will give special attention to this aspect of all of its missions in the 
decade ahead. 

Language courses at the beginning and intermediate levels are available in Arabic, 
Chinese, Hebrew, Japanese, Korean, Latin, and Russian while courses from beginning to 
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graduate levels are offered in French, German, and Spanish. The language departments 
offer courses in several sites throughout the city, including shopping centers, government 
buildings, and schools. Further, IUPUI has taken the lead in bringing together foreign 
language teachers at area colleges and secondary schools to promote a greater interest in 
foreign languages and cultures, to coordinate course offerings, and to share ideas and in
formation. 

The first important step in preparing new campus-based projects has been taken by 
establishing a presence for the Indiana University Office of International Programs in In
dianapolis. A program officer with responsibilities for both Bloomington and In
dianapolis is located at IUPUI, an office has been established, and the Indiana University 
Dean of International Programs operates from both locations. 

The focus of international education at IUPUI will be fully coordinated with 
programs based at IUB, including study abroad, student and faculty exchanges, library 
resources, and research projects. IUPUI, for example, has served as the primary sponsor 
of a summer program in France at the University of Dijon, for many years, but emoll
ment has been drawn from throughout all of Indiana University. Similarly, IUPUI has 
sponsored a European art study tour in alternate years under the auspices of the Herron 
School of Art for all IU students. Most study abroad programs are sponsored by IUB
based departments or units, however, and all are available to IUPUI students. 

Increasingly, those public service, economic development, or research endeavors 
which can take advantage of federal, state, city, and corporate offices in Indianapolis will 
be coordinated with IUPUI schools and departments regardless of the primary sponsoring 
campus. Within the School of Business, for example, a new Center for Global Business 
Studies to serve both the IUB and IUPUI campuses is under development and the School 
maintains several overseas studies programs in Europe and Asia. The Center will serve 
as a focal point for research on the international dimension of business. Two research 
papers have already emerged from the Center and other strategy and position papers will 
follow. With respect to state needs, the Center will work in conjunction with area studies 
centers based at IUB (which include IUPUI faculty) to sponsor seminars and conferences 
on contemporary international trade and investment issues of direct interest to Indiana 
business leaders. Many of these programs will be held at the IUPUI Conference Center, 
where direct, world-wide, satellite connections are possible. 

An exchange program between the School of Education and Hangzhou University in 
China similarly serves both Bloomington and Indianapolis simultaneously. SPEA spon
sors a formal exchange program with Erasmus University in the Netherlands, and it fre
quently participates with city and state agencies in receiving interns from foreign govern
ments; additionally, SPEA students may study at the University of Paris, the National 
Institute for Development in Bangkok, Canterbury University in Great Britain, the East
West Center in Hawaii, or one of several institutions in East Asia. While these programs 
are available to faculty and students throughout Indiana University, IUPUI is frequently 
the host campus for international students who seek internships in Indianapolis 
governmental agencies and tum to SPEA for course work and advising. 
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The Indiana University Center for Global Studies (distinct fr~m the business center) 
has been relocated from the Fort Wayne campus to IUPUI as a base for University-wide 
academic program development. To improve coordination of related programs and to en
courage a higher level of intra-university and state-wide resource sharing, the Center's ad
visory council has been expanded to include representatives from the Corporation for 
Indiana's International Future and the Department of Education. Additional exchange 
programs based on collaboration with professional schools, such as the IUPUI German 
depaqment 's business student exchange with the Baden-Wuerttemberg Professional 
School, will be developed through the Center. A new task force with representatives 
from several' schools has been created to explore opportunities for creating a program of 
Canadian Studies. It will also be a mechanism for cooperating with government and not
for-profit groups, such as Partners for Livable Places, which have international concerns 
and projects. 

The Malaysia Program, administered by the School of Continuing Studies, currently 
enrolls about 1,200 students, some of whom will continue their baccalaureate-level educa
tion at Indiana University. The Malaysia Program offers special opportunities for IUPUI 
faculty and students who seek greater contact with Southeast Asia. 

The School of Social Work, as an affiliate of the Council on International Programs, 
has participated for many years in hosting annually 10-15 human services professionals 
from around the world for periods of study and work ranging from a few months to a 
year. The School of Social Work also participates in an overseas program at Hamburg in 
West Germany, and it has an increased interest in a multicultural, multinational under 
standing of social services. 

The School of Dentistry and the School of Nursing have both developed extensive in
ternational connections through students and cooperative programs designed to deliver 
health services in many parts of the world. The School of Law has offered a summer 
school credit program in Shanghai for law students and lawyers; international law holds 
increasing interest for Indianapolis student and faculty. The alumni of these programs 
who live all over the world represent an important resource for IUPUI and the state of In-
diana. 

The Indianapolis office of International Programs has given its primary emphasis to 
building good relationships with agencies in the city and to establishing an inventory of 
mutual interests. The International Center of Indianapolis has become an important 
partner in this effort. Secondly, a similar inventory of academic programs is under way. 
During the 1987-89 biennium, a comprehensive plan for international education is being 
developed under the auspices of a campus-wide advisory committee chaired by the In
diana University Dean of Intemational Programs. 

One primary objective of the plan will be to develop a format for international study 
and travel which is responsive to the particular needs of IUPUI undergraduate students, 
1nany of whom are employed. In assisting the School of Business meet its commitment 
to international education, for example, special initiatives may be necessary at IUPUI to 
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provide opportunities comparable to those offered IUB students. Many of these overseas 
study programs will be designed to accommodate adult learners and business officials 
whose work has led them into international projects. 

While a major expansion of activity is expected over the next decade, only a modest 
increase in resources will be required because of existing faculty and campus programs, 
potential support from the governmental and corporate communities, and coordination 
with IUB and regional resources. 

The presence at IUPUI of more than 250 students from more than 50 other countries 
contributes significantly to the learning community and to the goal of diversity among 
the students, faculty , and staff. While the number of foreign students is comparatively 
small, it is likely to grow as the special opportunities for study at IUPUI become better 
known throughout the world and as alumni are asked to become involved in specific 
projects. Services that meet the students ' special needs will be maintained and extended 
as necessary. New ways to involve these students in the intellectual life of the campus 
will be expanded to increase their interaction with domestic students and to bring a 
greater international perspective to bear on learning generally. 

Plans for International Education 
1987-89: Plan relocation and complete development of Center for Global Studies; 

complete inventory of community (including governmental) resources in 
cooperation with the International Center of Indianapolis; complete inven
tory of IUPUI resources; begin assessment of role of international studies, 
including foreign languages, in undergraduate education through Council 
on Undergraduate Learning; plan International House; review administra
tive organization of international student services; develop video 
programs based on satellite broadcasts for language courses and com
munity programs; plan other special media projects based on international 
topics. 

1989-91: Review space allocation for international programs; implement Internation
al House; review international education and foreign language needs for 
students in post-baccalaureate professional programs in cooperation with 
faculty committees; conduct comprehensive survey of area high school 
language and area studies; consider cooperating with an area school dis
trict in an_ international high school; review international education oppor
tunities in cooperation with sports organizations; continue development of 
Center for Global Business Studies; continue coordination with area in
stitutions for offering lesser taught foreign languages; secure full-time 
faculty member(s) to teach Chinese, Japanese, and/or Korean. 

1991-93: Review library holdings; review opportunities for student study abroad, in
cluding fmancial aid; evaluate International House; review and evaluate 
recruitment of international students and their role in educational 
programs; develop specific area center projects in cooperation with HJB 
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for international business and economic development; develop certificate 
programs in area studies; develop media projects for state-wide broadcast; 
review need for additional faculty in languages . 

1993-95: Expand financial support for study abroad for undergraduate students; 
review undergraduate curriculum with regard to international studies; con
sider establishing study center in a geographic area in cooperation with 
state and IUB ; extend Global Studies programs to smaller campuses 
throughout the state; review off-can1pus language courses and new means 
of making language courses available through video. 

1995-99: Review and up-date campus plans in coordination with schools and IUB; 
adjust plans in light of state and city economic and cultural needs accord
ing to University priorities. 

II. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
H. EDUCATION AT IUPUI IN THE ELECTRONIC AGE 

Since the tin1e of Plato, scholars within the academy have been aware that the tech
nological change represented by writing was but the first of many revolutions in both con
sciousness and capacity. The present changes in computers, and electronic technologies 
generally, are almost certainly of a magnitude equal to the invention of writing or print
ing. While we may not yet know the full implications of the electronic revolution, we 
know that the forms of education will be fundamentally altered. 

IUPUI 's growth and development have coincided with the electronic revolution. 
Modem computing had entered its third decade before IUPUI was named. Because of its 
comparative youth and its tradition of experin1entation and change, IUPUI is particularly 
well adapted to take advantage of the flexibility and efficiencies afforded by computers. 
Moreover, computers match the learning styles often encountered at a commuter, 
predominately professional institution with substantial post-baccalaureate activity, where 
students, faculty and learning resources are not always in the same place at the same 
tin1e. 

IUPUI has completed a major study of its academic and administrative computing re
quirements in coordination with IUB and related Indiana University offices. With broad
band communications installed in the past two years, the campus is currently reviewing 
its network requirements. Already IUPUI is developing a comprehensive computer
based infrastructure inventory system which will permit the campus to locate graphically 
and accurately every piece of equipment or significant utility or construction feature . 
Recent building construction, including the new conference center, has been planned to 
accommodate the latest trends in electronics, and all new buildings will be even more ad
vanced in their concept. Finally, an appropriate administrative structure is being 
developed to ensure that all offices responsible for computing are coordinated and suppor
tive of the overall objectives of a learning community. 
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The new University Library planned for IUPUI will represent a culmination of this 
planning and represent a model for future campus development by integrating com
munication and information services with the traditional knowledge base of a library. 
The library will be much more than a place where books and other print materials are 
stored and used; it will become a learning center where students, faculty and citizens gain 
access not only to materials but to each other. The concept of a learning community will 
guide the creation of a new type of library suitable for a new century. 

By the early 1990's, every member of the faculty and most other professional 
employees will have direct access to computer work stations. In most schools, the 
majority of the faculty already have computer access . Students will have unlimited ac
cess and there will be an adequate number of computer-based classrooms and 
laboratories. An efficient communications network supported by convenient yet power
ful software will link all members of the academic community at IUPUI, and scholars 
will be able to have direct connections to colleagues throughout the world. Most ad
ministrative services, such as counseling, registration and record-keeping will take full ad
vantage of computers. Indiana University will be one university in function as well as 
concept. 

Indeed, most aspects of this plan for computing are well on the way to implementa
tion and many components will be realized in the next few years . Throughout the cam
pus development plan (which is available as a computer data base as well as a paper 
text), the use and role of computers and electronic technology are addressed in the con
text of their application. However, the IUPUI development plan envisions the possibility 
of a fundamental change in the organization and nature of learning by the year 2000. It is 
a recognition of this potential, not the implementation of current, definite plans, which is 
being noted here. IUPUI expects to be at the forefront of learning in the electronic age. 
The !MAGIS project, which will create one of the nation ' s most powerful tools for spa
tial analysis outside classified military research, is an example of new developments at 
IUPUI. Although still in the development stages, IMAGIS will generate a wide variety 
of disciplinary and interschool research projects. Moreover, it may lead to a wholly new 
degree program designed for professionals who must work with new technologies, 
methodologies and concepts. Other projects and degree programs for applied com
munications and computational linguistics are under consideration. Most of the degree 
programs will prepare highly trained professionals for non-academic employment, but 
they will build on the research methodologies typically identified with Ph.D. programs. 
IUPUI will thus play a special role in Indiana and the Midwest in adapting traditional dis
ciplines to new, more flexible, and interdisciplinary applications. 

ll. THE IUPUI CONCEPT 
I. THE IDEA OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION IN THE 21ST CENTURY 

The substance of this part of the campus development plan will derive from the dis
cussions and recommendations of the Council on Undergraduate Learning, which will be 
convened during the spring 1988 semester. The Council will be made up of the deans of 
the schools offering undergraduate degrees, administrative persons whose units are direct-
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ly related to undergraduate learning, and representatives of the Faculty Council. The 
Council will coordinate its work with the "One University" planning process which 
focuses on undergraduate education. 

The principal change to the Council will be to outline the essential components of an 
undergraduate education at IUPUI for associate and baccalaureate students and to help 
give a distinctive identity to the quality, scope, and content of the IUPUI baccalaureates. 
In addition, the Council will serve as a forum to ensure that the coherence of under
graduate learning is preserved despite any budgetary incentives for increased specializa
tion as a consequence of responsibility centered budgeting, that IUPUI remains account
able to the public it serves, and that the role of faculty as mentors in learning is given 
adequate consideration by the campus. The Council will be asked to comment on the fol
lowing topics: 

Coherence of the Baccalaureate: What are the essential components of a bac
calaureate degree? How well do the requirements of the undergraduate degree 
units reflect these goals? What changes should the Council advocate for schools? 
And what changes may be necessary by the year 2000? Specifically, the Council 
will review current IUPUI student course selections and evaluate how objectives 
are being met, especially for transfer students. Recommendations of the Council 
will take into account the "One University" planning process initiated by President 
Ehrlich. 

Assessment of Effectiveness: What measures should IUPUI adopt to provide as
surance to the public that it is meeting its responsibilities in undergraduate educa
tion? Currently, all entering freshmen are tested in mathematics and writing skills. 
Should there be an exit or senior competency examination as well? What addition
al skills should be evaluated? What minimal competencies should be established 
before a degree is awarded at IUPUI and how should these competencies be 
measured? What other measures should be studied to provide deans, faculty, ad
ministrators, accrediting bodies and the public with accurate information about stu
dent success? For example, how should "retention" be defmed and measured at 
IUPUI where significant numbers of students stop out but then return as finances 
or personal circumstances permit? How should assessment measures be tied to 
faculty development? 

General Education and Professional Training What common ground exists among 
the professional school curricula and the traditional concept of a liberal education? 
How can the essential ingredients of a comprehensive education be preserved in 
the face of pressures for specializations and special applications of general skills 
(e.g., professional writing, statistics)? What role can IUPUI play in setting new 
standards for professional education by building on collaboration with the tradition
al liberal arts and sciences? 
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Technology: What role can and should television, computers, and other media 
play in undergraduate education? Can students receive more individual attention 
through technology given the fact that so many students and faculty are part-time? 

Research: IUPUI has deliberately defined itself as a learning community in which 
teaching and research are aspects of the same process. One assumption of this 
definition is that students and faculty alike learn through inquiry. To what extent 

. should all baccalaureate students be engaged in research as a formal requirement? 
Many are already, but can research become one of the defining characteristics of 
an IUPUI baccalaureate education? 

Majors: Does the major still serve its original purpose of involving a student in the 
study of a subject in depth, not for mastety of the subject, but for sufficient ex
perience to understand the concept of discipline, to study and apply a distinct 
methodology, and to gain a perspective which can be applied to other fields by 
analogy? What role does the major serve in undergraduate education? What is the 
role of interdisciplinary learning at the undergraduate level? 

Forei~n Lan~a~es and Cultures: Should all undergraduates be required to 
demonstrate a mastery of a foreign language at graduation? What admission re
quirements should IUPUI adopt? How can IUPUI take advantage of study abroad 
when such a high percentage of students attend part-time due to work obligations? 
To what extent should IUPUI encourage increased numbers of foreign students at 
the undergraduate level? 

Special Students: Does IUPUI currently provide sufficient alternatives for gifted 
students? How can the current program be expanded and supported? Similarly, 
how can IUPUI best meet its responsibilities to serve students who are not suffi
ciently prepared but who may be able to succeed in college if given an oppor
tunity? Are different strategies required? 

Advisin~: How well does IUPUI meet its responsibilities for advising a very 
diverse student body? Could the Schools of Science and Liberal Arts better meet 
the needs of undecided and pre-professional students than University Division? 
What role should advisors play as mentors in student learning? Can advising be ex
tended to include undergraduate students as collaborators in learning? 

Co-Curricular Activities: Traditionally, extra-curricular and co-curricular activities 
have formed an important component of undergraduate education, much of which 
is centered around residential life. How important are such activities for a whole 
undergraduate experience and what can IUPUI do to compensate for the absence of 
dormitories and other student housing? Can voluntary activities play a special role 
at IUPUI and should the Center on Philanthropy be invited to help develop a 
program for IUPUI? 
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Although by the year 2000 it is likely that IUPUI will have become one of the state 's 
leading centers for post-baccalaureate education, the campus will continue to attract large 
numbers of undergraduates and it has an opportunity to assume a leadership role in relat
ing general education to professional learning. The Council on Undergraduate Learning 
will be the principal campus forum for exchanging ideas and preparing recommendations 
to the several schools, faculty , and the campus administration. The Council 's reports on 
the topics identified above as well as others identified by the Council will form a series 
of recommendations to be incorporated in this campus plan for development. 

lli. THE PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT 
To aid discussion, specific development plans for IUPUI are discussed below in 

terms of the four separate missions identified for IUPUI: Undergraduate (including 
Columbus Center), Health, Graduate Liberal Arts and Sciences, and Graduate Profes
sional. 

These categories are convenient because they coincide with the perspective of the In
diana Commission for Higher Education, but they do not adequately reflect the actual or
ganization of the campus. The basic biomedical sciences, for example, have a close af
finity to the graduate programs of the traditional arts and sciences, especially since 
students can pursue the Ph.D. without seeking professional accreditation as an M.D.; 
these departments share most of the research and educational objectives of the programs 
discussed under the rubric "Graduate Liberal Arts and Sciences," yet they are included in 
the section on "Health" for administrative consistency. Ironically, the biomedical scien
ces more conventionally fit the traditional model of graduate liberal arts and sciences 
than do the programs discussed under this title, and the biomedical sciences have offered 
Ph.D.'s in several fields for nearly half a century. 

Because the overall development plan is presented in two- year increments to coin
cide with the biennial budget cycles, subsequent abbreviated summaries combine 
separate mission projects and estimate resource requirements to achieve stated biennial 
objectives. Goals become more general as the span of time increases. 

lli. THE PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT 
A. UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 

The undergraduate mission-ofiUPUI has three distinct concerns which must be ad
dressed during the next decade if the campus is to fulfill its mission: quality, program in
tegrity, and access. In response to community suggestions and in recognition of the un
usual opportunity available to IUPUI in serving such a large portion of the state's 
population, the campus has begun a careful examination of its administrative structure to 
ensure that the institution has given adequate attention to the basic academic programs-
which support the undergraduate mission in all schools. 

During the 1987-89 biennium, IUPUI will carefully consider how it can best struc
ture itself to fulfill its obligations and to support its overall objectives. The academic of
ficers of programs in art, business, education, engineering, journalism, liberal arts, music, 
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nursing, physical education, public and envirorunental affairs, science, and social work, 
along with the centrally important support services of academic computing, continuing 
studies, honors programs , learning resources, University Library, and University 
Division, will meet regularly to ensure that the programs are coordinated and that the un
dergraduate experience receives full attention. As a predominantly undergraduate 
program, Columbus Center will also be included. The deans and directors of these units 
will constitute a Council on Undergraduate Learning. They will consider the effective
ness and evolution of the undergraduate experience and plan the institution's develop
ment at this basic level in detail. 

DI. A. UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 
1. Quality 
As the common denominator of all undergraduate and professional education, the 

quality of undergraduate instruction is integral to the entire mission of IUPUI. The goal 
of the development plan is to ensure that by the year 2000 the quality of instruction and 
the overall learning community in Indianapolis, and West Lafayette are on a par. Since a 
major portion of the state is served by IUPUI, quality improvement in Indianapolis will 
have direct and irrunediate benefits for the entire state. 

Quality in the undergraduate programs will be achieved as a concerted effort involv
ing all four primary missions of IUPUI because of the vertical integration of learning 
through a faculty which teaches at all levels of student involvement. It is an explicit goal 
of IUPUI to provide high-quality undergraduate programs at the same time it offers the 
widest possible opportunities for access to higher education to qualified students. 
Quality and access are compatible--not conflicting--goals, but sufficient resources are re
quired to achieve both goals. 

The quality of the student body affects the quality of instruction since faculty must 
continually try to address the learning needs of the least prepared students in a class. 
When this instructional base-line is set by students who are ill- prepared for college level 
work, then the quality of learning experiences diminishes for the remainder of the stu
dents. Consequently, only those students who are prepared for college- level work will 
be admitted to degree programs; other students who demonstrate the potential for college
level work will be assisted through the University Access Center noted earlier. 

Regardless of high school rank or nationally normed test scores, all matriculating stu
dents who seek undergraduate admissions will continue to be tested in writing and mathe
matics . These tests will be used to place students at the proper level of instruction, but 
they will not be used to determine admission. Conditional admission may be granted to 
students who are placed in remedial writing or remedial mathematics, and enrollment in 
other courses may be restricted until the students achieve a satisfactory level of perfor
mance in mathematics or writing. As a part of its assessment program, IUPUI will con
sider how to test the writing and quantitative skills of undergraduates at a mid-point and 
at graduation; this information will help assess both individual student achievement and 
curriculum effectiveness. 
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lli. A.l. QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 
a. Part-Time Faculty . 

One of the distinctive comparative advantages of IUPUI is its ability to attract very 
able professionals who teach part-time and who bring a wealth of practical experience to 
the classroom. Many, if not most, part-time faculty have attained genuine distinction in 
their primary areas of employment and are recognized as highly skilled practitioners of 
the subjects they teach at IUPUI. Most of the part-time faculty at IUPUI are thus at
tracted by an interest in their subject and in students instead of compensation; their 
dedication and enthusiasm--in addition to experience--contribute significantly to the ex
citement and overall quality of education at IUPUI. While part-time faculty will con
tinue to play a major role on the campus, an over-reliance on temporary, adjunct and part
time faculty in some areas requires adjustt!lent. There must be an overall balance 
between part-time and full-time faculty for the integrity of degree programs. By plan
ning changes in the proportions of part-time faculty over a period of years , many schools 
will be able to enhance the role and significance of part-time colleagues even as the num
bers are reduced. 

Three-fourths of most basic skills and business subject areas and about half of the en
tire liberal arts and science programs are taught by part-time faculty . A similar reliance 
on part-time faculty in most of the undergraduate professional programs impinges on 
their integrity and overall quality as well. The following summary illustrates the 
problem: 

FALL 1985 DATA ON IUPUI PART-TIME INSTRUCTION 

Total Credit-Hours %Taught 
Credit Hour Taught by by Part-Time 

Course Level Enrollment Part-Time Faculty 

Freshman-Sophomore 92,233 44,176 48% 

Junior -Senior 27,572 8,247 30% 

Graduate 9,328 1,767 19% 

Total 129,133 54,190 42% 

By comparison, the smaller campuses of Indiana University--which have a sm~ler 
range of degree programs--do not rely on part-time faculty as much as IUPUI m un
dergraduate programs. At the Freshman and Sophomore levels, 42% of the credit 
hours are taught by part-time faculty at the smaller campuses, in contrast with 48% 
at IUPUI. At the junior and senior levels, 21 % of the credit hours are taught by 
part-time while at IUPU130% are taught by part-time staff. 
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This fact has led many observers to equate program quality with IUPUI's depend
ence on part-time staff. Most of the part-time faculty provide very high-quality instruc
tion and are an asset of the educational programs. Indeed, IUPUI has been fortunate in at
tracting an unusually well-qualified cadre of part-time teachers whose professional 
dedication and support of the campus have overcome many of the hardships under which 
they must work. 

In recognition of the importance of these part-time colleagues, IUPUI intends to 
build the quality of its offerings in part on the continued use of associate and adjunct 
faculty, but it will do so as part of an overall plan to improve the conditions for part-time 
faculty and to acknowledge explicitly their professional contribution. They are decidedly 
an important part ofiUPUI's future as well as an economic necessity. 

To replace all part-time faculty with full-time professors would cost more than $20 
million dollars and would require at least one new building exclusively for offices. Clear
ly, program quality requires improving the effectiveness of part-time faculty, not 
eliminating them. 

The principal educational rationale for replacing a large number of part-time faculty 
with full-time faculty is based on program integrity and the necessity of having formally 
trained, fully committed professors to cover the entire range of a discipline or a 
profession's subject matter. It is difficult to ensure either quality or integrity when part
time faculty carry a heavier portion of the instructional load than full-time professors or 
when essential subject areas of a discipline are covered entirely by part-time teachers. 

However, the issue always arises in the context of quality. The long-term develop
ment plan for IUPUI is based on the explicit intention of using a large number (though 
fewer than currently) of-part-time faculty as a distinctive component ofiUPUI's faculty 
strength. The effective and established model of clinical and adjunct medical faculty will. 
be adapted and emulated at the undergraduate level because of special opportunities to 
bring practical, current expertise into the curriculum. The writing program has 
developed its own effective model of drawing on part-time colleagues for a sustained 
program of high quality. The large number of practicing professionals in the In
dianapolis region who are willing to share their experience and expertise with students 
can enhance and help to ensure quality, especially when part-time staff are able to par
ticipate, even informally, in the overall development of institutional goals and respon
sibilities. 

By increasing the number of full-time faculty, the schools most dependent on part
time instructors (business, liberal arts, and science) will be able to be more selective in 
their hiring practices and, because of reduced numbers, more effective in their evaluation 
of part-time colleagues. In recognizing the distinctive role which part-time instructors 
can play in undergraduate (and certain graduate) programs, IUPUI must also contribute 
to the support and professional development of people who are making a sustained, long
term contribution to the educational needs of the state. The following programs are in
cluded in the campus development plan: 
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1. Effective orientation programs for part-time faculty (incl~ding graduate assis
tants and new faculty) in each school which include: explicit employment criteria 
(e.g. , minimum educational attainments and experience), a training program to ar
ticulate course and program objectives (e.g. , ranging from a day-long session for 
experienced teachers to a required graduate-level professional seminar for new in
structors); classroom observation and other evaluation of teaching . 

. 2. School-determined professional development opportunities for part-time instruc
tors who have taught for three or more years, including support for travel to 
present scholarly papers or to improve their knowledge base in a way that will con
tribute to their teaching, course development grants , and merit awards for excep
tional performance. 

3. Adequate support for instruction, including office space where faculty can meet 
students; storage space for tests, papers, and other materials; secretarial services; 
supplies; and training programs to pennit their using new instructional tech
nologies, including computers. 

4. Adequate compensation with consideration given to market conditions. A well
articulated compensation plan, with pay scales pegged to changing pay- scales for 
AI's (graduate student Assistant Instructors), should be in place and fully imple
mented as a part of the plan. If part-time instructors are to occupy a central place 
in the IUPUI program, then they must receive adequate compensation to attract 
and retain the best qualified teachers . 

5. A recruitment plan which draws upon the commitment of private enterprise and 
governmental agencies to quality education will be developed through which 
employers will be encouraged to pennit interested and qualified employees to 
teach a course at IUPUI with the support and encouragement of the primary 
employer. In certain cases (especially those where high school teachers are in
volved in teaching courses such as writing, mathematics, foreign languages, and 
other subject areas where the curriculum overlaps between the 12th and "13th" 
grades), the recruitment plan will incorporate institutional collaboration and cur
riculum coordination whenever possible. 

Currently, nearly one-half of the entire undergraduate mission is carried out through 
the services of part-time instructors. The goal of IUPUI is to achieve a balance of full
time faculty accounting for about 60% of the program, part-time faculty accounting for 
about 20%, and graduate AI's teaching about 20% of the undergraduate students. 

In addition to improving the professional status of part-time faculty, IUPUI also will 
develop carefully planned programs to use graduate students, including graduate students 
completing programs at IUPUI (including biomedical sciences), IUB and PUWL. Be
cause many IUPUI graduate students in the liberal arts, sciences, and business are part-
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time and employed, comparatively few are able to accept teaching assignments at salary 
levels currently available. 

However, circumstances are likely to change as graduate programs develop and as 
closer ties are established among the separate schools. The cadre of several dozen ad
vanced doctoral students in the basic biomedical sciences is an underused resource 

' which will be more carefully developed over the next decade. Already an increasing 
number of graduate students in the sciences are full-time and require adequate support 
through teaching opportunities, fellowships, and research appointments. In a compara
tively brief period, graduate students in the liberal ruts and professional schools may fol
low this pattern. 

Cooperative programs will also be sought with other campuses, especially IUB and 
PUWL, to develop special supervised training programs for doctoral students whose 
career aspirations are in college teaching. Because a large portion of the future teaching 
positions nationally are likely to be in urban areas , it will be important for graduate stu
dents trained at residential campuses to have a supervised experience in teaching the 
range of students encountered at IUPill. 

In addition, if IUPUI is to attract strong graduate students, it must offer fmancial sup
port that is competitive nationally with other universities. As a small, but absolutely es
sential component of the state's workforce, these advanced degree students will account 
for the critical margin of difference in Indiana's competitive edge with other states in the 
region. Such an investment can not only enhance the overall quality of IUPill at a 
modest cost. It will contribute to long- term economic stability. 

Additionally, special programs will be created in a few instances with institutions 
elsewhere modeled after the current program in religious studies, where a "teaching fel
low" from a consortium school (Harvard, Chicago, Virginia, IUB) is selected on a com
petitive basis each year to teach at IUPUI while completing the dissertation. 

Most of the schools in the consortium cannot provide adequate teaching oppor
tunities to their graduate students. By coming to IUPUI, the students will have a chance 
to develop this important aspect of their training while IUPUI gains the experience of 
some of the most outstanding young scholars in the country. 

A similar program (in cooperation with historically black colleges, the Committee on 
Institutional Cooperation, and other organizations) will be designed to increase the ethnic 
diversity of the IUPill faculty. Although all departments and schools will give priority 
to establishing an adequate core of full-time professors who are assisted by carefully 
prepared graduate students and part-time colleagues, special arrangements for staffing 
will permit IUPill to maintain its role as an innovator in education. 
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lli.A.l. QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 
b. Facilities, Instructional Equipment, Computing 

Quality in undergraduate programs also will require sub- stantial improvements in 
facilities and instructional equipment. The relocation of science and engineering 
programs to the main campus into new buildings, with new laboratories and equipment, 
will be a major improvement. However, updating and replacing equipment is an ongoing 
concern, and equipment needs must be evaluated continuously even after completion of 
the science and engineering complex. Although the Medical Research Building will not 
have a direct bearing on undergraduate education, the completion of this facility will con
tribute to the overall quality of instruction on campus. 

Developing adequate computer-based instructional and research facilities will be a 
continuing high priority for IUPUI. All college graduates need to become computer profi
cient by having opportunities to use computers and related technologies as part of their 
course work in all fields. Based on current projections of an information technologies 10-
year plan for IUPUI, a minimum of 30 computer-based classrooms must be created 
during the next decade to provide faculty in all schools with minimally adequate access 
for instruction. 

Areas such as art, which were once considered removed from electronic tech
nologies, have recently found that visual communication education literally depends on 
computers for design and professional experience; to remain viable, Herron must acquire 
computer laboratories to complement its traditional studios and workshops. 

A campus computing network for interaction among faculty and students should be 
fully operational within a five-year period, and each member of the full-time faculty 
should have direct access to computer information systems and processing. Computers 
in individual faculty offices will provide primary links to library resources and data 
bases. To ensure that IUPUI takes full advantage of existing, installed technology and 
gives priority to academic objectives in the use of its capacities, a Network Advisory 
Committee has been established to inventory equipment and present capacities, to 
monitor use, and to recommend modifications in the newly installed campus cabling sys
tem. 

The committee will also help ensure that new buildings are designed to meet future 
technological requirements. To enable IUPUI to continue as a state-wide leader in the 
use of new technology, the advisory committee will provide a forum for assessing the ap
plication of emerging technology to the educational objectives of IUPUI. Additionally, 
the Intelenet project, which will connect Indiana communities and campuses with fiber
optic cables, will extend IUPUI to the far reaches of the state. 

To play a strong role in the economic development of the Indianapolis region, 
IUPUI must graduate students who can use knowingly and effectively the technologies 
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on which much of the service and manufacturing sectors will depend for their most 
routine operations. In tum, faculty must also have access to computing. 

In addition to a new library and the new science and engineering complex, the under
graduate programs will require several other major building renovations and additions. 
The Mary Cable Building, which currently serves as a primary teaching site for writing, 
communications, and theatre, is wholly inadequate. Designed as an elementary school, 
the building cannot adequately accommodate university-level work. Moreover, it is to be 
the permanent home for journalism and telecommunications. Until the building is 
renov~ted, or replaced, these fast-growing programs (involving more than 200 majors cur
rently) must make do in temporary quarters to the serious detriment ofthe students ' 
education. 

The theatre program and University Theatre also currently share inadequate facilities 
in the Cable Building. The theatre itself is a remodeled elementary school gymnasium. 
Space limitations have had a direct bearing on the scope, quality , and integrity of offer
ings. Despite physical limitations, the theatre program has emerged as an important 
academic unit and University Theatre has become a valuable community service as well 
as a student activity . Indeed, the theatre program has achieved regional attention for its 
accomplishments in children 's theatre, and individual productions or programs--such as 
the children 's playwriting contest--have been recognized nationally . 

The further development of these academic programs and University Theatre depend 
on acquiring an adequate facility . Preliminary plans include a theatre in the proposed 
visual and performing arts complex , but the costs for such a facility may require its defer
ral to a second phase if the relocation of the Herron School of Art were to be delayed by 
including a theatre in the project. In such a case, the renovation of the present theatre in 
the Cable Building should be reconsidered in the context of its remaining the home for 
University Theatre for an extended period. 

As a part of the planning process, a task force will be appointed to review the 
centrality of theatre as an academic program and University Theatre as a co-curricular ac
tivity, due to the dependence of these programs on adequate facilities. As a part of this 
review, relations with area theatres, such as the Indiana Repertory Theatre or potential 
new facilities in the White River State Park, will be considered. 

Similarly, the programs in dance and in music will be reviewed at the same tune, 
since they do not have proper facilities and preliminary plans also provide new space for 
them in the proposed arts complex. At the present time , these academic and performance 
programs have been limited by lack of facilities . Program planning cannot proceed effec
tively until the facilities issue has been addressed. The dance program has the possibility 
of developing a much needed degree option in dance education to serve a state-wide 
clientele, but it must make such an academic decision based on whether or not adequate 
facilities are available. 
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The Herron School of Art is housed in seriously deteriorated buildings at 16th and 
Delaware streets. The Herron program depends on basic instruction in the sciences and 
liberal arts , and it cannot function effectively as a geographically isolated entity. 
Moreover, its current facilities must either be totally renovated or the program relocated 
within the next decade. Three buildings are so seriously deteriorated that they have been 
closed, and the University has rented instructional space in nearby conunercial buildings. 
Because the rented space is smaller, the academic programs have been adversely affected 
despite the improvement in facilities. 

Rather than invest the millions of dollars required to renovate these unsafe, out
moded buildings, the academic needs of the students suggest it would be far more cost ef
fective to build a new arts facility on the main campus. 

Additionally, Herron faculty have neither offices nor studio space for their profes
sional, creative development. Suitable space must be acquired if Herron is to retain its 
most active faculty. 

The present Herron program also requires additional instructional facilities , includ
ing a video-imagery laboratory which can be linked with the computer graphics program. 
Storage space--a necessity for art supplies and materials--is almost non-existent in the 
present facilities. These needs can best be addressed in a new building. 

Finally, the new arts center will serve as a focal point for the city 's growing cultural 
institutions, several of which are located in the nearby White River State Park or 
downtown area. The completion of complementary buildings and facilities on campus 
will make IUPUI the "centre of excellence" which is the goal of an urban university. 

ll.A.l. QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 
c. Student Services 

The quality of the undergraduate experience is also signi- ficantly affected by the 
quality of student services. Major improvements have been made during a recent period 
of reorganization and redirection. The following areas will receive particular attention 
during the decade ahead: 

Advisim~: Through the University Division, undecided students are provided ex
pert counseling, as well as pre-admission advising for students who intend to major 
in one of the undergraduate professional programs in business, allied health, social 
work, or engineering, but who have not completed prerequisites. In the past, this 
centrally important unit had been called upon to provide remediation services, 
career counseling, and access services as well as academic counseling. These func
tions have been separated and the Division will be able to concentrate its efforts on 
its assigned mission: academic advising. Within each of the degree-granting units, 
advising offices have been established and most larger schools have departmental 
or program advisors who assist students on an individual basis. A new computer
based information system is being carefully developed and introduced to provide 
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academic advisors with current and comprehensive information. Combined with a 
new telephone registration system, this computer-based approach will be very 
responsive to part-time students who cannot always adapt to normal University 
business hours due to work schedules or family responsibilities. 

Housing: Although there is a growing demand for on-campus student housing for 
graduate students and undergraduates, IUPUI will develop housing only for tar-

. geted programs which support distinctive academic functions. There are no plans 
for IUPUI to build residential facilities, but in very special circumstances where 
housing is a necessary component of an educational program, consideration will be 
given to accommodating the students . IUPUI recognizes the importance of housing 
in creating a complete academic conununity, but because of the development of 
several nearby housing projects , a vital neighborhood characteristic of the most suc
cessful urban learning centers is likely to grow up without administrative interven
tion. Because there are existing housing facilities on campus, these residences will 
be used to support academic initiatives. Two such projects are under way currently 
and are indicative of housing plans. 

One is the establishment of an International House which will serve a growing in
ternational clientele and help them in making a transition to the Indianapolis area. 
The House will also permit other IUPUI students and programs to take advantage 
of the international students ' presence as a part of their own educational ex
perience. These foreign students can make a major contribution to the overall stu
dent body; but, without a focal point, such as a residence unit, there is very little op
portunity. The International House would accommodate a viable mix of foreign 
and domestic students to promote cross-cultural understanding and to avoid isolat
ing foreign students. 

Given IUPUI's distinctive state-wide mission in professional education, considera
tion is being given to a new program for talented traditional-age students with a 
strong interest in an enhanced, intensive undergraduate learning experience. Under 
the program, approximately 50 of the state's most highly qualified students would 
be invited each year to apply for contingent admission to law, medicine, or den
tistry at the same time they are admitted to an undergraduate liberal arts or science 
major. As undergraduates, these students would participate in a specially designed 
curriculum and would be housed together in a designated facility where co-cur
ricular activities could be planned around their residential experience and where 
counseling could include both academic advising and professional counseling. 

Any available rooms not required to meet academic program objectives may be as
signed to students from other parts of the state which are not served by local cam
puses. In some instances, students may be able to meet their educational objectives 
only by taking up their studies, and residence, at IUPUI. 

Since there continues to be strong interest among students, both undergraduate and 
graduate, in housing, IUPUI will monitor demand as a factor affecting the quality 
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and diversity of the students it serves through the campus ' specific mission as an 
urban, commuter campus . Housing may be a factor of increasing importance in 
serving the needs of post-baccalaureate students and certain undergraduate 
programs in such areas as art , nursing, and social work. When appropriate or 
academically useful, IUPUI will cooperate with private developers to secure ade
quate housing for students near campus. A task force will be appointed to review 
demand and available housing during the 1989-91 biennium; apartments now 
under construction near the campus will be completed by this time and these 
facilities may have a significant impact on current student demand, especially for 
post-baccalaureate students. 

Student Activities: Given the special challenges of an urban institution, a program 
of student activities which draws upon city resources as well as campus programs 
will be expanded. Opportunities in dance, theatre, music, creative writing, ath
letics , journalism, cable television, student government, and discipline-related or
ganizations will be enhanced with a special emphasis on volunteerism and citizen
ship activities. Given the average age of IUPUI undergraduates and their 
significant prior involvement in the city, this aspect of student activities holds spe
cial promise. It is worth noting that the average age of IUPUI full-time students 
(who comprise about 60% of the total undergraduate student body) is 22 while the 
average age of part-time undergraduate students is 28. No single set of activities 
can meet all student needs or interests, and an array of student activities must be 
available. Opportunities to cooperate with city, cultural, educational, and service 
institutions offer unusual options for IUPUI students. The presence of the Center 
on Philanthropy may provide a special vehicle to develop this aspect of under
graduate education. 

Student Center: As noted elsewhere, the present University Library will become 
the IUPUI Student Center when the new library building is completed. The 
present Student Union does not adequately serve as the physical home for student 
programs and activities or as the study and lounge area necessary for commuting 
students who do not have convenient, nearby housing to use in between classes. 
Although the renovation schedule for the Student Center will be determined by the 
completion of the new library, significant program planning for student services 
and activities has been underway for several years . A small task force has begun 
to match program needs with the available space, and the plans for renovation of 
the Student Center should continue over the next biennium. In addition to accom
modating student services, the facility will house student activities and provide 
lounges, study areas, meeting rooms, and other facilities necessary for the support 
of co- curricular, recreational, cultural and social activities which are essential to a 
complete educational experience. 

Sports and Intercollegiate Competition: Consistent with the traditional role of ath
letics in the academy since the early Greeks linked the development of the body 
with the development of the mind, IUPUI will place an emphasis on fitness, stu
dent activity, and participation in advancing its athletics programs. Sport is an irn-
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portant student activity at IUPUI, as it is at most other American colleges and 
universities, but given the special role assigned sports--especially amateur sports-
in the City of Indianapolis, this campus has an unusual opportunity to set new 
standards, values, and goals for sport in the modem American university. Care 
will be taken to ensure that the athletic program at IUPUI is developed in a way 
that complements the academic mission of the campus and transcends the cynicism 
which has overtaken the athletic programs of a number of universities in the nation. 

Despite the presence of outstanding athletic buildings and facilities, IUPUI already 
requires additional access to intramural and recreational facilities. Although 
priority will continue to be assigned to the completion of academic buildings, the 
growing need for additional sport and recreational facilities will be studied in the 
context of special funding opportunities based on user fees and the possibility of in
corporating a dedicated recreational facility into a new parking structure. 

The number of intercollegiate sports and the level of competition with other institu
tions will be expanded more rapidly to the extent that the sports are financially 
self-supporting, endowed, or fee-supported through voluntary student initiative. 
As student interest grows and as intercollegiate sports become increasingly finan
cially viable, IUPUI will seek competition with like institutions, particularly those 
of similar size and with similar academic characteristics. Intercollegiate athletics 
can play an important unifying role for students, given the fact that their academic 
identity is drawn from the separate universities which make up IUPUI. Along with 
other student activities in dance, theatre, music, art, governance, and the like, an 
athletic program adds vitality and spirit to the sense of campus identity which 
makes IUPUI unique in the United States. In keeping with this special role, the 
IUPUI athletic program will reinforce the image that the campus is self-conscious
ly projecting of itself as an academic center--a place of discourse and learning--in
stead of being primarily a sponsor of spectator sports. The athletic program has 
been developed thus far at IUPUI with a clear sense of mission and perspective, 
and this vision is likely to help win a place of respect for the campus among its 
peers nationally. 

Adults and Returning Students: Mindful of the large numbers of students who are 
adults, IUPUI will continue to provide special counseling and access services to 
this distinct population through its Adult Education Coordinating Center and 
through special access courses offered in off-campus locations. These services will 
be expanded and enhanced through improved computer-based registration and ad
vising systems. 

Admissions and Student Recruitment: IUPUI will continue its efforts to increase 
minority student participation in the undergraduate curriculum through the Admis
sions Office, Minority Student Services, and other programs designed to encourage 
access to higher education such as the Adult Education Coordinating Center, the 
University Access Center, and cooperative programs which may eventually bees
tablished with IVTC, Martin Center College, and area school districts. Coor-
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dinated through the Admissions Office, most of these initiatives will originate in 
academic units and will focus on substantive content through collaboration with 
area schools, community centers and other informal support organizations. The ad
missions staff will be continually evaluated and improved through professional 
training. IUPUI will also develop a recruitment plan designed to attract the 
academically talented. 

Financial Aid: IUPUI administers a program of financial aid that augments the 
students ' resources in meeting the costs of college. In general, this assistance is 
minimal and is awarded according to the individual student need. Although IUPUI 
awards approximately $12 million annually in financial aid to more than 12,000 
students, available funds cannot meet legitimate needs. As noted earlier, financial 
aid for part-time students is an especially critical concern. IUPUI will continue to 
seek and to cultivate additional financial aid sources for undergraduates as well as 
for graduate and professional students. Particular attention will be given to finan
cial aid for under-represented groups. 

Personal and Career Counseling: Through its Personal Counseling Center, IUPUI 
helps students with personal and psychological counseling resulting from stress, 
family problems and other personal circumstances which detract from or interrupt 
academic pursuits. The Center does not provide long-term counseling, but it can 
refer students who may need extended services. During the 1987-89 biennium, 
these services and their coordination with other counseling services available to stu
dents will be reviewed. Because requests for services currently exceed the avail
able staff time, the situation needs adjustment. 

Up to two new psychologists may be required or, alternatively, new policies estab
lishing priorities and referrals may have to be established to ensure that students 
who most need personal counseling receive assistance in a timely fashion. 

The Career Employment Services Office assists students in all aspects of career re
lated planning, including career development through education. Internships, 
cooperative learning programs, and work-study opportunities are available through 
this office. Although academic advising is provided by schools, the Career 
Employment Services office can assess the skills , interests and prior education of 
individuals to help them identify specific career paths. The office also provides 
job placement services, including appointments with employee recruitment offices, 
publishes information about job openings, provides interview and resume counsel
ing, and maintains a credentials f.tle for seniors and alumni. In the future the office 
will give increased attention to assisting students and alumni with career change 
strategies, to coordinating with similar services on other campuses, and to the over
all student recruitment program. 

Student Health and Health Services: The Student Health Service is located in 
Coleman Hall and provides physician care or referral for specialty services to all 
full-time undergraduate (12 hours or more) or graduate students (9 hours or more) . 
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Through the IUPUI student health insurance program, all students enrolled for one 
or more credit hours may purchase optional coverage for hospitalization and other 
costs. As the state's center for health education, IUPUI has a significant commit
ment to wellness and to the prevention of illness and disease. Through a number 
of programs, such as intramural sport, and policies, such as those which limit smok
ing in public areas, many different offices and programs work to promote the physi
cal, emotional, and psychological well-being of student learners. These programs 
and services are regularly reviewed, modified, and expanded in the light of ex
perience. 

The Dean of Student Services has overall responsibility for administering a broad 
range of student services intended to promote and support learning as the principal objec
tive of students, whether they are at the undergraduate , professional, or graduate levels. 
Only those services which are essential to or supportive of the broad educational mission 
of IUPUI can be sustained, and all services are reviewed continuously. Because students 
must function as whole beings, however, IUPUI is committed to providing an environ
ment responsive to the broad range of human needs and interests. 

lli.A.l. QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 
d. Faculty 

The quality of IUPUI' s undergraduate programs will depend primarily on the quality 
of its faculty . Special efforts must be made to retain excellent faculty and to recruit new 
colleagues who can help implement the development plan. There are three key elements 
in the campus faculty development plan: 

Learning: In accord with Indiana University and Purdue University policies, 
IUPUI will emphasize recruiting, retaining, and rewarding those faculty who share 
a commitment to learning--a commitment which requires continuing, demonstrated 
achievements in both teaching and research. The campus reward system of advan
cement and salary will be based on an effective annual review of faculty perfor
mance with an explicit evaluation of both teaching and research. Schools which 
have strong service missions, including social work, SPEA, and the clinical 
facilities of the health schools, may have additional professional service require
ments. 

Salaries: New faculty will be recruited at salaries that permit IUPUI to advance 
with comparable institutions and attract the most talented faculty available. It is 
probable that higher education is now entering an even more competitive period 
when the demand for doctorally prepared faculty will exceed the supply. In recent 
years, an imbalance has prevailed only in the disciplinary areas where private 
enterprise could offer more attractive salaries, but due to shifting demographic fac
tors, these conditions will spread to all disciplines. IUPUI, and Indiana University, 
offer attractive fringe benefits as a part of the total compensation plan, and this 
provision will be monitored carefully to avoid any erosion to the plan yet to 
provide increased flexibility for individual faculty as well as for the institution. 
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Since increased benefits are usually achieved at the cost of ·increased salary, a 
greater effort will be made to evaluate more explicitly the comparative advantages 
and disadvantages of one fonn of compensation over the other, especially in regard 
to early retirement or phased retirement plans. In the future, faculty may be given 
increased latitude to adjust individually the components of their total compensation 
package . 

. As entry level salaries go up more quickly than average salaries, a compression of 
compensation levels among faculty ranks will occur, necessitating corrective ac
tion. Without a major overhaul of the salary system, competition among institu
tions will permit selective raiding. Although this problem is not unique to IUPUI, 
it poses a special dilennna because IUPUI does not have many of the compensat
ing factors (e.g., an excellent library, fully developed graduate programs in the 
traditional arts and sciences, a homogeneous and highly qualified student body, or 
teaching loads commensurate with research productivity) which retain faculty on 
other campuses with which IUPUI must compete. IUPUI must be competitive 
with all Big Ten campuses as well as a small number of urban institutions with 
similar academic characteristics, including Wayne State, University of Cincinnati, 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, University of Missouri at Kansas City, 
CUNY, University of Louisville, and University of Pittsburgh. 

The goal is to achieve salary parity with faculty in the same disciplines at IUB and 
PUWL and with faculty at the median level in the peer institution comparison pool. 
Progress toward this goal will be reflected in biennial appropriation requests and 
will be based on changing market conditions as other states seek to improve their 
comparative positions. 

Faculty Development: As with other professions, faculty must have opportunities 
for continuing professional development. Based on an effective system of annual 
review, faculty development initiatives will be expanded to include competitive op
portunities for learning a second discipline, for improving or expanding teaching 
competency, for career change, for travel to professional meetings to present re
search fmdings, and for research development. The sabbatical leave program and 
school-based initiatives will continue as the heart of this strategy, but new 
programs will be added, drawing on the Indiana University Office of Learning 
Resources, based both at IUPUI and IUB as a core campus service. 

As already noted, program integrity requires the addition of about 100 new faculty 
during the rest of this century. However, there is another aspect of the shortage of full
time faculty having to do with an erosion of quality. An undersized faculty (and support 
staff) has been asked to do more and more each year as the numbers of students have 
grown and expectations for research and service have increased. 

The extensive scope of this development plan is a case in point. It implicitly calls 
for greater contributions by the faculty who currently constitute IUPUI. While the 
specific goal of the plan is to gain more faculty who can share the responsibilities and, 
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thereby, help raise the overall quality of academic life , the strain on overworked current 
faculty must be acknowledged. 

One of the clearest signs of this overload, at least in terms of quality of education for 
students, is class size. Despite IUPUI's greater responsibilities, classes taught in its basic 
academic programs tend to be larger than those on Indiana University 's smaller cam
puses. 

The following chart illustrates this problem. Using the average class size (by class 
level) of the smaller campuses to calculate an estimated number of class sections, the 
chart shows how many sections would be taught at IUPUI if the smaller campus average 
were used. That number is subtracted from the actual number of IUPUI basic academic 
program sections to detennine the number of additional sections required, assuming 
parity with the practices of smaller campus. 

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE CLASS SIZE 

Course Level 
Freshmen/Sophomore 
Junior/Senior 
Graduate 

IUPUI 
Course 

Enrollment 
30,794 

9,184 
3,296 

Smaller 
Campus 

Average 
Section 
23 
14 
16 

Number of Class Sections 
Estimate 
Based on 
Average 
1,339 

656 
206 

IUPUI 
Actual 
1,097 

450 
229 

Dif 
242 
206 
_illj 

Additional sections required for Parity 425 

Another problem which must be addressed during the period covered by the IUPUI 
campus development plan has been focused by the federal law which, after 1994, will 
prohibit mandatory retirement of tenured faculty who have reached the age of70. Al
though the full implications of this change in practice are unknown, the usual concept of 
tenure may require re-evaluation. Discussion on this topic will occur at national and state 
levels, but IUPUI must develop its own plans and procedures for evaluating faculty per
formance consistent with Indiana University policies. Since age is no longer a determin
ing factor in continuation, other performance-based criteria will most likely be required 
to determine both re-appointment of faculty and specific conditions or terms of re-ap
pointment. 

In 1988, the Faculty Council Executive Committee and the Dean of the Faculties 
will appoint a joint study commission to collect information on this topic, to identify and 
evaluate issues, to coordinate with other Indiana University or national study groups, and 
to make recommendations on acceptable procedures and policies which might be imple
mented at IUPUI to preserve the essential concept of tenure while providing increased 
flexibility for evaluating faculty and assigning annual duties. The study commission will 
coordinate its work with Faculty Council committees, schools, and administrative offi
cials. 
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DI.A.l. QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 
e. Support for Learning 

Although faculty , both full and part-time, are the primary resource for learning, 
teachers, librarians, and research scholars must be supported by adequate secretarial ser
vices, supplies, equipment, and a vast number of often unseen people filling a multitude 
of roles. Quality of learning is directly proportionate to the effectiveness of the campus 
personnel infrastructure, and to the adequacy of the support resources. The supply and 
expense budgets of academic units have been eroded to the point where many operate on 
annual deficits. Large programs in writing, mathematics, and communications must rely 
on donated materials and services; it is not uncommon for part-time faculty to supply 
their own paper for tests and class handouts . 

Secretarial services are similarly limited in the basic academic programs. Many 
whole departments are without their own unit secretary, and a ratio of ten faculty per 
secretary is almost typical. Secretarial services for part-time faculty are almost non-exis
tent; in liberal arts, for instance, 1.5 secretaries provide all of the services for more than 
300 part-time faculty. 

The desperate situation will be partially addressed by computing services. New com
munications and automated services will permit individual faculty to compensate for 
over-taxed secretarial services through optical readers, scanners, and word processing. 
However, each faculty member must have adequate access to computing facilities. Ex
perience at IUPUI has shown that computing increases faculty productivity; it does not 
reduce the need for faculty or for support staff. 

Laboratory technicians are essential for most of the natural sciences (and social scien
ces to a lesser degree) because of the individual attention required for students in 
laboratory settings. These professionals augment the faculty and provide an essential ser
vice in the education of students, many of whom have had no prior exposure to the scien
tific method or to experimentation at a level which links theory with discovery. Instruc
tional services, including professional staff who can assist with course design and 
delivery, must be expanded and improved. Cooperation with learning resources offices 
on both the IUB and IUPUI campuses will help in gaining maximum effectiveness and ef
ficiency from existing resources , but the support staff and instructional equipment base 
for IUPUI must be expanded to match the growth in size and quality of undergraduate 
programs. 

The primary mission of IUPUI is learning, and for this reason most of the details of 
the campus development plan are addressed to faculty issues and concerns, especially in 
regard to faculty involvement with students. However, the nearly 6,000 secretaries, cus
todians, nurses, carpenters, police officers and other professionals in hundreds of dif
ferent classifications represent a vital but invisible part of the academic community. 
Without the sustained contribution of these dedicated colleagues, the learning community 
would dissolve overnight. Faculty, and many students, have few illusions about the es-
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sential role of support staff. IUPUI is, in effect, a small city requiring the same array of 
services of any comparable community. 

All universities depend on the commitment of employees to do more than is re
quired. Low pay scales and high expectations are serious problems, but the special en
vironment of the learning community offers partial, off-setting compensation. This deli
cate balance is based on principles of mutual respect and meaningful participation 
involving both faculty and staff (and, or course, students, but not as employees, typical
ly). For this reason, the plaru1ing process for the development of IUPUI must have the 
participation and tacit approval of the support staff if the goals are to be achieved. 

Although the Staff Council has participated in developing the plan, the next stages of 
implementation will also involve staff throughout the campus in consultative roles within 
individual units as well as in administrative advisory councils . It is essential that all 
members of the IUPUI academic community understand and share the vision of the cam
pus for the year 2000, and a program of explanation and involvement will take place in 
1988-91 . A feature of staff orientation for new employees will address this point in the 
future and provide a means for sharing the goals and hopes of the campus envisioned for 
the year 2000. 

Plans for Undergraduate Quality Improvement 
1987-89: Acquire and plan renovation of Mary Cable Building; review academic 

programs in dance and theatre; begin replacement of part-time faculty (see 
program integrity for actual plan); implement first stage of part-time facul
ty development plan with school-specific orientation programs where they 
do not already exist; develop comprehensive plan for intercollegiate ath
letics; complete planning for pre-professional admissions program and 
housing; begin renovation Ball Residence; implement International 
House; implement new admissions standards for undergraduates (see ac
cess section above); plan undergraduate music program; implement facul
ty development programs with emphasis on teaching and learning 
designed to enhance interdisciplinary work (e.g., faculty study in a second 
discipline and multidisciplinary seminars); plan an institutional self-study 
of quality of education for undergraduates; continue collaboration with 
Butler University and University of Indianapolis to coordinate offerings in 
important but low-emollment subject areas (e.g. , foreign languages); plan 
core campus Office of Learning Resources; plan studio space for art facul
ty; plan new Student Center; make effort to begin phased improvement of 
supplies and expense budgets for basic skills departments ( communica
tions, mathematics, writing) to average of Indiana University on a dollar 
per student credit hour basis); plan adequate faculty access to computing 
to support instructional program; review scholarship and other financial 
aid to support undergraduate study and travel abroad; develop plans to 
draw more systematically on doctoral students in the basic biomedical 
sciences as assistant instructors; appoint study commission on future of 
faculty tenure and appointments; review student advising services. 
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1989-91: Complete renovation of Mary Cable Building, including darkroom and 
telecommunication facilities to be shared with journalism; review theatre 
to determine whether to include a facility in the new arts complex or to 
remodel the existing space; plan facilities in new Herron arts center to ac
commodate computer graphics and video imagery programs; acquire 
(even temporarily) studios for Herron faculty and advanced students for 
design workshop; seek funding for a new water chilling facility to serve 
south campus (necessary for program quality since the buildings in this 
part of campus serve the undergraduate mission and current cooling 
capacity has broken down); continue replacement of part-time faculty; im
prove pay-scale for part-time faculty (one-half of projected goal); extend 
faculty study in a second discipline program; implement two new faculty 
development programs; acquire computer-graphics laboratory for jour
nalism; renovate Cavanaugh Hall (after science programs move to new 
facility) to create needed offices and laboratory space; if funds are avail
able hire 10 new secretaries at CLOS level and hire 10 new science tech
nicians and laboratory assistants; improve salary to retain continuing facul
ty; continue renovation of Ball Residence; review student housing demand 
in context of private sector supply near campus; complete plan for renova
tion of current library building for use as student services center; imple
ment self-study of quality of undergraduate education by looking at out
come measures and by collecting data; initiate discussions with area 
private colleges about additional program cooperation to ensure high 
quality of offerings; secure funding for supplies and expense budgets for 
basic undergraduate programs at a level based on the average for Indiana 
University; review recreational sports facilities and consider combining a 
new user- supported facility with a parking structure planned for the south 
campus area or developing cooperative arrangements with the National In
stitute for Fitness and Sport or a private sector organization. 

1991-93: Initiate review of all introductory courses in undergraduate areas in 
cooperation with schools and the Council on Undergraduate Learning; ac
quire instructional equipment for Herron for video imagery program; ac
quire permanent studio space for Herron faculty; complete professional 
development programs for both part-time and full-time faculty; review use 
ofiHETS, Intelenet and other electronic media delivery systems for off
campus instruction, especially area schools and employment sites; con
tinue to implement salary program for part-time faculty; continue plan to 
achieve parity in salaries for continuing faculty; review space require
ments for Business and SPEA, including off-campus instructional sites 
and office facilities ; hire a combination of 20 new secretaries at CLOS 
level and new laboratory technicians or administrative assistants; com
plete review of all introductory undergraduate courses; complete salary im
provement plan for part-time instructors; continue salary improvement 
plan for continuing faculty; renovate student services center; develop long
term plan to secure funding for studying abroad at times and in formats 
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suitable for employed students; implement a graduate assistant instructor 
orientation and evaluation program for all units using AI's to teach under
graduate courses. 

1993-95: Evaluate faculty development programs for full-time and part-time facul
ty; continue renovation of Cavanaugh Hall space vacated by student ser
vice units relocated in newly remodeled student center; undertake com
prehensive review of curricular requirements and course compatibility 
between HJB and IUPUI to ensure that undergraduate students, especially 
those in professional programs. have full flexibility; continue salary im
provement for continuing faculty; achieve full faculty access to computing. 

1995-97: Review library holdings and access to materials through electronic means; 
review overall computing capacity for undergraduate programs, especially 
business, science, and engineering and prepare quality improvement re
quest, including equipment replacement; assess overall progress in meet
ing goals for salary scale of continuing faculty in comparison with IUB , 
PUWL, and peer institution comparison pool; review Columbus Center 
facilities and plan expansion as warranted by need. 

1997-99: Complete salary improvement program; evaluate outcome measures of 
quality of undergraduate education; initiate review of course trans
ferability for undergraduates between IUPUI and PUWL; review all full
time and part-time faculty development programs; review space use and 
renovate Business/SPEA Building and Education/Social Work Building. 

The undergraduate mission of IUPUI will be determined by access, academic in
tegrity, and program quality. As the least well-developed component of the state's sys
tem of higher education, the undergraduate mission at IUPUI will require a substantial in
vestment of new funds and an equal investment of creativity and imagination if the 
campus is to fulfill the missions of broad access and high quality. 

ID. A. UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 
2. Program Integrity 
Most of the undergraduate units in the basic academic disciplines have implemented 

degree programs without adequate faculty to provide full discipline coverage. This has 
forced departments or programs to omit instruction in certain areas or to rely on faculty 
(often part-time) who are not specialists, or formally trained, in the broad subject areas 
they are asked to address. While part-time faculty make a valuable and often under-ap
preciated contribution to the quality of IUPUI instruction, all degree programs require an 
adequate and sufficient number of full-time faculty . 

One of the highest priorities is to increase the number of full-time faculty in the un
dergraduate disciplines, especially high-demand areas such as business, engineering, 
public affairs, the sciences, the liberal arts, and education. 
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In laboratory courses in the sciences, engineering, and the social sciences, program 
integrity has also suffered because teaching equipment is inadequate. Equipment must be 
at least as current as that which students encounter in their own work environments, and 
it must be in good repair. 

Further, the integrity of baccalaureate education depends on a thorough grounding in 
certain core subjects and skill areas . These include communications, critical and creative 
thinking, analytical reasoning, and breadth of historical and intercultural understanding 
(including the American experience). The definition of these common principles, which 
determine the quality and value of undergraduate education, will be discussed by a Coun
cil on Undergraduate Learning at IUPUI. Because the undergraduate curriculum depends 
on adequate learning facilitie s, including libraries , laboratories, and computing resources 
which have not been adequately provided for IUPUI's undergraduate students, the Coun
cil will continuously review the quality of services . 

The primary objective of the Council, however, will be to address the way in which 
modes of learning can be shaped by a shared commitment to academic distinction. At 
the freshman level, the basic writing course may be a common, integrating experience for 
most students. All students are required to take Wl31, and most must complete a second 
writing course as well. With an emphasis on a two-semester sequence, the writing cour
ses address both the skill, or technique, of writing as a process, and they may also take up 
a common theme or topic which will permit some shared intellectual experiences across 
school, social, economic, and age boundaries. The Council will consider this possibility 
along with other options designed to increase the coherence of the undergraduate ex
penence. 

While less certain, other 100 and 200 level courses in communications, history, math
ematics, accounting, sociology, economics, chemistry, English, and psychology attract a 
high percentage of undergraduates, and some of these courses may already approximate a 
self-selected undergraduate program. The Council on Undergraduate Learning will 
review patterns of student course selection and compare the content of these courses with 
the objectives projected for a coherent baccalaureate experience. One question before 
the Council will be what intellectual content or approach--if any--distinguishes an under
graduate education at IUPUI from other schools in the state; secondly, the Council will 
ask how an IUPUI education reflects the standards, expectations, and distinctive qualities 
of an Indiana University or Purdue University baccalaureate. The "One University" plan
ning process will provide an important context for campus plans. 

At the senior level, all undergraduates of IUPUI will be encouraged through their 
respective schools to participate in a supervised research project which both demonstrates 
a mastery of the primary disciplinary methodology and integrates the broad under
graduate experience. Students will be expected to make an oral and a written presenta
tion of results to peers and faculty . 

The maturity and seriousness of IUPUI students will provide the basis for this dis
tinctive approach to undergraduate education. It will be the principal objective of the 
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Council on Undergraduate Learning to articulate the objectives and the means of meeting 
these objectives despite the inadequate learning resources which have persisted 
throughout IUPUI's existence. 

The appointment of new faculty in the basic academic programs will coincide with 
the developments of phases II and III of the Science and Engineering complex and the 
renovation of Cavanaugh Hall and the Mary Cable Building. Moreover, the new appoint
ments in science and engineering will be carefully coordinated with developments in the 
basic medical sciences, dentistry, and nursing to permit the campus to respond, through 
collaboration and planning, to economic development opportunities , especially those re
lated to biomedical research. In addition, coordination on new appointments with the 
School of Education will address issues related to the shortage of science and mathe
matics teachers in Indiana's secondary schools (while there may not be a technical 
shortage in Indiana now, there is a high probability of such shortages in the near term). 
Similarly, additions to the art faculty will coincide with the construction of a new facility. 
The expansion of personnel and facilities will be carefully coordinated. 

Program integrity requires a faculty whose members are representative of the racial, 
sexual, and ethnic diversity of the population served by the institution. Special considera
tion will be given to recruiting minority and women faculty. To assist in the plan and to 
emphasize action and opportunity in the campus commitment to affirmative action and 
equal opportunity employment practices, a recruitment assistance program will be estab
lished. 

Integrity, and quality, of undergraduate programs will also require increased atten
tion to advising, one of the more important ways to which faculty relate to students as 
mentors. New computer-based systems will remove some of the drudgery of advising re
lated to record-keeping, and faculty can devote more time to relating students' personal 
experiences to academic objectives. 

Plans for Program Integrity 
1987-89: Complete planning and obtain some private funding for the new Univer

sity Library as partial support for the total project; appoint four new full
time faculty which was all that was approved for this biennium in part
time faculty replacement (business, engineering, and liberal arts); develop 
recruitment assistance program to increase diversity among the faculty; 
develop comprehensive plan for instructional computer access (with in
cremental stages); continue assessment of laboratory equipment needs; 
consider separate school-speciflc "core curriculum" requirements (includ
ing senior research project or equivalent); review 100 to 200 level courses 
selected by large numbers of undergraduates; develop a plan for assessing 
student performance in meeting goals; design a faculty development 
program to acconunodate mid-career change and redirection based on 
changing institutional needs and to assign differential teaching loads 
based on individual performance and assessment; increase cooperation 
with IUB (and develop new ties with PUWL) for faculty exchanges based 
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on institutional program need; develop comprehensive plan for off-cam
pus credit courses and begin implementation; begin construction on new 
science and engineering building. 

1989-91: Begin construction on University Library; continue construction on 
Science and Engineering Building (phase Ill); appoint 30 new faculty 
with emphasis on liberal arts, science, business, engineering, and Univer
sity Library, and with some appointments in other areas needed to im
prove integrity in the undergraduate program; implement first phase of 
computer access plan; review campus computing objectives in context of 
Indiana University 10-year plan for information technologies; review 
recommendations of campus task force on information and communica
tions network; continue equipment acquisition plan (physical sciences); 
implement first phase of core curriculum (e.g., increased writing require
ment based on smaller section size and required writing assignments in 
upper-division courses); evaluate computer-based advising system and stu
dent counseling services, making necessary adjustments; plan fme and per
forming arts center (including Herron art library) to complete consolida
tion; review dance and theatre programs, including current facilities, and 
make a decision about inclusion in new fine and performing arts center; 
implement faculty development program, including performance assess
ment information as one component; assess delivery of off-campus credit 
courses. 

1991-93: Begin construction on new arts facility; hire 40 new faculty with continu
ing priorities determined by overall program review; implement second 
stages of computer and laboratory equipment plans; evaluate the base 
budget of the University Library in regard to the academic programs being 
supported by the library; evaluate common undergraduate requirements 
and make adjustments; evaluate Columbus Center programs and make 
recommendations about four-year degree programs and other curricular 
changes; conduct complete evaluation of student services; in consultation 
with faculty committee and Learning Resources, continue faculty develop
ment plan and develop specific assessment program to evaluate faculty 
performance in light of regulations regarding mandatory retirement; if the 
current law is still to be implemented in 1994, develop contingency plans 
to assess faculty and assign duties based on performance; develop joint 
programs between liberal arts and science and selected professional 
schools, including business, journalism, and SPEA; consider joint BA/BS
master's. 

1993-95: Evaluate performance assessment measures and undergraduate curricula in 
light of data; design faculty development program in cooperation with 
faculty committees to pennit institution to change curriculum using exist
ing faculty; hire 20 new faculty (areas to be determined by curriculum and 
performance evaluation); implement faculty evaluation plan as ap-
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propriate following review and consultation with faculty committees; 
evaluate overall undergraduate majors to plan new programs and to phase 
out mmecessary programs with particular reference to the demands of un
dergraduate professional school programs on the liberal arts and sciences; 
achieve full individual faculty access to computing campus-wide; com
plete installation of computer classrooms based on computing plan sub
mitted in 1987 -89; evaluate effectiveness of recruitment assistance 
program and develop new strategies for increasing diversity among the 
faculty and professional staff. 

1995-97: Plan new building for liberal arts and related programs to include new 
laboratory facilities for anthropology, geography, and communications; 
continue curriculum and faculty assessment programs; re-evaluate student 
perfonnance measures and relevance to curriculum development; study 
evaluation of impact of undergraduate core courses on professional school 
curricula and joint degree programs; hire 10 new faculty and assign them 
based on program priority and enrollment demand. 

1997-99: Build new liberal arts building; continue assessment programs, faculty 
development, and curriculum review; evaluate pre-professional admis
sions project and adjust as necessary. 

lll. A. UNDERGRADUATE MISSION 
3. Access 
Over the past few years, several faculty committees, augmented with community rep

resentatives and administrators from Indiana University and Purdue University have sys
tematically reviewed the IUPUI undergraduate admissions practices and developed a 
general statement of philosophy consistent with the policies approved by the respective 
Boards of Trustees of Indiana and Purdue universities. In the past, stated undergraduate 
admissions criteria may not have been un.iforrnly or consistently applied, resulting on oc
casion in a mismatch between student expectations and the extent of services which 
could be provided, especially for students not adequately prepared for college-level work. 
admission. 

During the coming decade, IUPUI will review its school-specific admissions stand
ards based on the institution' s experience in assessing qualifications required to succeed 
in university-level work. A new Indiana University policy on admissions will be imple
mented in 1991, and one goal of campus policies will be to assist students in determining 
which educational options are realistically open to them. Coinciding with its adoption of 
more explicit admissions guidelines, IUPUI will develop cooperative programs with area 
secondary schools to better prepare students for post-secondary education. 

Students who meet these requirements may be admitted subject to placement ex
aminations in basic skills areas. Matriculating students who do not demonstrate abilities 
to work at the college level after completing 24 credit hours will not be retained; counsel-
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ing will be provided to assist such students in pursuing other alternatives. Transfer or 
returning students will similarly be required to demonstrate their ability to succeed in 
academic work within a reasonable period of time. 

Plans for Access 
1987-89: Review admissions guidelines and develop published procedures and 

criteria for admission; combine existing services and implement Univer
sity Access Center for students who may not be prepared for post-secon
dary education; review and access programs and developmental education 
at Ball State and Vincennes universities; plan cooperative programs with 
area high schools; plan incentive program for eighth grade students; imple
ment new off-campus instructional sites; initiate discussion with Martin 
Center College about transfer programs in selected areas (e.g., basic skills, 
allied health, business, engineering, nursing); review existing services to 
provide counseling for students dropped for academic performance; 
secure consultant to work with community leaders and IUPUI in develop
ing strategies for increasing minority participation; begin remodelling of 
Ball Residence to accommodate pre-professional early admission 
program; review fmancial aid opportunities in context of access programs 
and prepare long-range plan; complete and test telephone registration sys
tems; develop plans for self-supporting child care services, including 
short-term care for part-time students; discuss admission ofiVTC students 
to IUPUI through a special admissions office on site at IVTC and begin 
discussion regarding cooperative developmental courses; complete plan
ning for special media projects to make university programs well-known 
and accessible to the general public. 

1989-91: Review University Access Center; seek funding for incentive program;· im
plement pre-professional admissions program; establish program specific 
minority recruitment programs; establish targets for retention rates of ad
mitted undergraduates; implement computer-based advising system for un
dergraduate programs; implement computer-based, telephone-access 
registration system; plan new off-campus course delivery using television 
and computers; continue discussions with IVTC regarding cooperative 
developmental courses and provide with trial project if warranted; address 
financial aid needs through specific proposals or requests; provide ade
quate facilities and staff for special media projects. 

1991-93: Monitor student retention by category and ability level (based on admis
sions profile); implement high school incentive program; evaluate success 
of minority recruitment and retention programs; develop trial programs 
based on studies conducted by adolescent research center; plan in-school 
college-level courses for academically talented high school students and 
on-campus access to selected university courses; offer at least one cable
access televised course for credit designed for national distribution (e.g., 
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research and curriculum development based on Center on Philanthropy 
projects) . 

1993-95: Evaluate access programs and evaluate participating students at IUPUI by 
age, ethnic status, and ability level (based on admissions profile); make ad
justments as necessary; develop specific projects with area employers for 
employee-development. 

1995-99: Review progress and adjust programs as necessary. 

lll. PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT 
B. Columbus Center 

IUPUI-Columbus was established in 1970 as a branch campus ofiUPUI in response 
to the expressed needs of the citizens in a five-county region . The primary mission of 
IUPUI-Columbus is the delivery of university-level educational services to this area and 
to contiguous counties as needed through the academic programs, departments, and 
schools based in Indianapolis. The preceding discussion of undergraduate education ap
plies to the Columbus Center, including resources for learning, but the additional com
ments are intended to address the specific context of IUPUI at Columbus. 

Education at IUPUI Columbus is designed to provide a student body of about l ,000 
study opportunities in the three related areas of liberal arts and sciences, career and tech
nical education, and continuing education, both credit and non-credit. To the same extent 
as other public institutions of higher learning, IUPUI Columbus also has a service role in 
the life of its host community, part of which is to participate in efforts to identify social, 
economic, and ecological problems of the community and to seek solutions to these 
problems within the usual constraints of assigning priority to learning. 

The delivery of high quality career and technical education is an important com
ponent of IUPUI-Columbus. Included in this area of responsibility are courses and 
programs offered through the Indiana University schools of Business and of Education 
and the Purdue University Schools of Engineering and Technology and its Statewide 
Technology Programs. Area business and industry support these courses, and the largest 
employer has· made an associate degree in technology the educational component of its 
apprenticeship program. Courses leading to a two-year certificate in business, as well as 
course work required for admission to the School of Business , are offered regularly. 
Similarly, course work leading to baccalaureate and graduate degrees in education is of
fered each semester. 

As a part of the overall IUPUI plan to improve program integrity, the ratio of student 
credit hours taught by full-time faculty versus part-time faculty will be adjusted gradually 
to meet the overall IUPUI objectives. The goals include developing more clinical and 
fourth-year courses, promoting the general studies degree , and establishing associate 
degrees in science. 
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The importance of research and creative endeavor to the teaching process must be 
recognized, encouraged, and enhanced. The goal is to provide financial support for each 
faculty member to teach at least one course each year in Indianapolis, preferably at the ad
vanced level, to present research findings at one or more scholarly conferences each year, 
and to attend monthly departmental meetings on the Indianapolis campus. The second 
goal is to provide facilities (in Columbus or at IUPUI or IUB) to support research of full
time faculty and to acquire a core library of 25,000 volumes. 

Administrative services include the offices of the Campus Director and the Assistant 
Director for Business Affairs who is responsible for budget, fiscal, and administrative 
matters. The primary administrative goals are to ensure the academic integrity of IUPUI 
Columbus programs through close coordination with IUPUI schools and departments; to 
acquire the land needed to complete the master plan; to cultivate and acquire support for 
campus projects and services; and to use existing resources effectively. 

To ensure that IUPUI is responsive to the educational needs of Columbus and the 
five-county region, Columbus Center operates as though it were a smaller campus. 
However, all courses, programs and faculty are extensions of IUPUI departments and 
schools and these units, through their administrative officers, retain full authority over all 
academic matters. Each faculty member based in Columbus is a member of an IUPUI 
department and school; accordingly, faculty in Columbus are required to meet the same 
expectations for professional advancement and they are reviewed annually as a part of 
departmental procedures. It is especially important that extra steps be taken to assure 
Columbus faculty of access to adequate library and research facilities and to advanced 
students. 

The final responsibility for the integrity and quality of academic programs thus 
resides with sponsoring IUPUI academic departments or schools. Close ties with IUPUI 
are maintained through the faculty's departmental involvement and through the joint ef
forts of the Campus Director and a designated academic liaison person appointed from 
faculty resident in Indianapolis. Student access is primarily the responsibility of the cam
pus director and administrative staff. 

Columbus Center is an important aspect of the IUPUI Mission, and it is a vital part 
of the campus delivery system even though it is far removed geographically. Options for 
enhancing the quality and diversity of programs available in Columbus will be reviewed 
continuously in consultation with faculty, community leaders, and the Center director. 

lll. PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT 
C. The Graduate Mission in the Academic Disciplines 

1. Overview 
The first master plan for higher education in the state was based on an extrapolation 

of experience in the late 1960's and early 1970's (a highly unusual period in American 
higher education to say the least) and a recognition that the state's four principal residen
tial campuses were already meeting demand for doctorally prepared graduates in the tradi-
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tionalliberal arts and science disciplines. In 1972, the decision to label IUPUI as a "com
muniversity" with only baccalaureate and associate degree programs in the basic 
academic disciplines was inadequate as a plan for development. 

By 1983 , the basic academic disciplines had already outgrown the initial view of the 
campus, and the institution had evolved to the point where the development of graduate 
programs in the basic academic areas were recognized as essential to the further develop
ment of both the medical center and the other professional schools. Indeed, by this time 
eight distinct Ph.D. programs in biomedical sciences had graduated several hundred high
ly trained scholars. 

In other disciplines , master ' s degrees in several of the sciences were in effect and 
cooperative doctoral programs were under discussion with counterpart departments at 
PUWL. This change in fact and in perception was fotmally adopted by the faculty and 
administration of IUPUI as well as the Indiana University and Purdue University systems 
in approving a compre hensive mission document in 1986. 

Although the Indiana Commission for Higher Education 's 1972 plan, titled "A Pat
tern for the Future," recognized the unique role of IUPUI in the state's system of higher 
education, it could not anticipate either the overwhelming changes in the creation and dis
semination of knowledge or the strong public demand for post-baccalaureate education in 
the Indianapolis region. As fully articulated and documented in the campus mission state
ment, IUPUI must serve the highest levels of educational attainment, given the economic 
and social demands of the Indianapolis population and its broad commercial and profes
sional base. With the state's largest concentration of baccalaureate-prepared citizens, In
dianapolis faces an inevitable, growing demand for a comprehensive range of graduate 
degree programs. Already more doctoral and terminal professional degrees are awarded 
at IUPUI (607 in 1986-7) than in IUB (601 in 1986-7). 

More importantly, professional programs require the competency of fully developed 
post-baccalaureate disciplines to train students and to keep practicing professionals cur
rent with their fields. The presence of Ph.D. programs in the biomedical sciences for 
decades illustrates the overall need for advanced graduate programs in the arts and scien
ces. Properly classified as a "Doctoral I" institution in the standard Carnegie Classifica
tion system, IUPUI would be classified as a Research I or II institution along with IUB 
and PUWL if it had awarded, respectively , 22 or 12 more Ph.D.'s in the 1983-84 base
line year used for the most recent classification. The published report is in error due to in
ternal University reporting inaccuracies; all Ph.D.'s were reported as though they were 
earned at IUB. However, Ph.D.'s have been awarded at IUPUI at least since 1948. The 
Indiana Commission on Higher Education staff has recognized the problem with the ap
parent improper classification in the state-based system and will address this matter in the 
next published report. The three campuses--IUB , IUPUI and PUL W--are distinctive 
among Indiana's public and private universities in regard to their research mission. 

The categorization of IUPUI is not important, however, compared to its respon
sibilities to provide access to a full range of educational opportunities and to facilitate the 
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state's economic development must be understood. A recognition of the role ofiUPUI 
does not require new resources. Instead, new resources are required for IUPUI to meet 
its current responsibilities. The outdated classification of IUPUI in 1973 has had sig
nificant consequences for the state, for the Indianapolis region, and for the Indiana and 
Purdue universities. The change in ICHE classification should help focus attention on 
the substantive issues of the proper role for IUPUI in the state . 

Mindful of a responsibility to avoid needless duplication of expensive graduate 
programs, the development plan is based on the concept of IUPUI's fulfilling a special 
niche in Indiana. IUPUI accepts a role of providing the largest concentration of bac
calaureate prepared citizens in the state with access to a full range of advanced degree 
programs and continuing education through collaboration with the Bloomington and 
West Lafayette campuses. Under the auspices of the respective university graduate 
schools, it also will develop some doctoral programs which draw on IUPUI' s special 
strengths and which build on the inherent interdisciplinary connections between the 
several professions and the basic academic disciplines. 

The graduate schools of both Indiana and Purdue universities will retain authority 
for approving degree programs, for awarding degrees, and for appointing faculty to 
graduate ranks. This is due to a deliberate decision on the part of the two graduate facul
ties to promote collegiality throughout the respective universities. More than 300 IUPUI 
faculty hold appointment on the Purdue or Indiana graduate faculty. Just as some Purdue 
programs are specific to West Lafayette or Indiana programs are specific to Indianapolis 
or Bloomington, new graduate degrees approved for the IUPUI campus will remain de
gree programs of the respective university graduate schools. Accordingly, the crucial dis
tinction of awarding degrees by either Indiana or Purdue (not IUPUI) will be preserved. 

There is one graduate faculty for each university graduate school, not separate, cam
pus-specific graduate faculties. This traditional defmition of a unit by its faculty ensures 
both a high level of quality and a high degree of interaction between campuses. Graduate 
School membership is awarded only to qualified faculty following a review of creden
tials. Some IUPUI faculty hold membership on the graduate faculties of both Indiana 
University and Purdue University. 

Because of the distinctive nature of the master's and doctoral degree programs of
fered at IUPUI, it is important to differentiate the IUB, PUWL, and IUPUI programs. Al
though there is close coordination among the three campuses for the purposes of permit
ting students maximum flexibility and of sharing resources, the degrees awarded at 
IUPUI by the respective universities emphasize, fust, high quality basic research as the 
foundation for advanced work in any field. 

However, these programs also take full advantage of applied research and problem 
solving, or practice-sensitive research, thus providing graduate students with an unusual
ly wide array of research training and career options. These programs draw on the resour
ces of a large urban environment to extend the classroom and laboratory experiences of 
students. Because of well-known and respected graduate-level cooperative education 
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programs in the sciences, a number of excellent students from across the nation are at
tracted to IUPUI, where they can earn graduate degrees and obtain employment. 

In comparison with the traditional programs at IUB and PUWL, a smaller portion of 
the IUPUI graduate students in the newer degree programs are likely to pursue academic 
careers as scholars and teachers at other universities , at least initially, because of attrac
tive research positions in industry and government. However, in some fields--especially 
the biomedical sciences--most doctoral students intend to pursue academic careers. In fu
ture decades , doctorally prepared researchers are likely to have creative, highly flexible 
appointments which take them into teaching and industry roles simultaneously or at dif
ferent times in their careers. Because of its location, IUPUI may play a role in defming 
these new relationships. 

The variety of degree programs available at IUPUI precludes their easy categoriza
tion in conventional terms. Nonetheless , highly motivated students who complete cour
ses, or master 's degrees , at IUPUI are encouraged to apply for traditional doctoral 
programs at IUPUI, IUB, PUWL, or other institutions. Graduate students in the sciences 
are frequently already employed as scientists in area corporations or research facilities. 

Existing coordination among campus specific programs will facilitate these students' 
being able to complete traditional degrees by applying for admission and transferring to 
IUPUI, IUB, or PUWL. Although not generally noted, IUB serves as a feeder program 
for some IUPUI doctoral degrees, especially in the biomedical sciences. However, many 
of the master 's students view their degrees as terminal, permitting them to advance 
professionally in their current places of employment or to pursue advanced study at the 
doctoral level. As IUPUI departments mature, additional students will pursue Ph.D.'s 
while working in basic research positions in industry, government, or other institutions. 

To ensure the economic vitality of the state, Indiana must anticipate the need for ad
vanced education in the academic disciplines. By drawing on the experience of existing 
professional programs, many of which have evolved into a coherent model that integrates 
theoretical and applied research, IUP1JI can claim a differentiated mission which will 
strengthen IUB and PUWL by creating a strong partner in research and graduate educa
tion. 

The development plan has two principal objectives for graduate education in the arts 
and sciences: building on the unique overlap of the professions with the basic academic 
disciplines at advanced levels of research and learning to create programs of academic 
distinction and providing access to quality programs. 

The following section on access stresses development in the liberal arts because this 
is the only major gap in program accessibility in Indianapolis. Graduate programs in 
sciences, biomedical sciences, engineering, and other professional areas are vitally impor
tant to the community, to the state 's economic development, and to the health of the 
IUPUI cooperative venture. While degree programs already exist in all of the sciences, 
the sponsoring departments in the School of Science do not yet have an adequate state-
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supported resource base. Consequently, this plan will accommodate resource develop
ment across both the arts and sciences, but it emphasizes degree development in the 
liberal arts . 

III. C. GRADUATE MISSION 
2. Integrity 
The basic biomedical science programs at IUPUI have awarded nearly 600 Ph.D.'s 

through the Indiana University Graduate School to students who have since taken posi
tions of leadership through out the country. Degrees have been awarded in anatomy, 
medical genetics, medical neurobiology, microbiology and immunology, pathology, phar
macology and toxicology, and physiology and biophysics. Master's degree programs are 
available in all of the science disciplines at IUPUI, as well as in history. 

The science fields are biology, chemistry, computer and information science, geol
ogy, mathematical sciences, physics, and psychology. Students also have access in In
dianapolis to doctoral degree programs in all of the sciences, except geology, through col
laborative relationships with counterpart departments on the West Lafayette campus 
under the auspices of the Purdue University Graduate School. Depending on the in
dividual student's program of study and research, some courses may be taken in West 
Lafayette (and, of course, some students based at PUWL may find it desirable to take 
courses at IUPUI). 

Similarly, Indiana University doctoral programs in education are available in whole 
or in part at IUPUI in several fields, all of which may draw on advanced, doctoral level 
courses in other schools. No doctoral programs in the liberal arts are yet available to stu
dents in Indianapolis, though advanced courses are offered in most disciplines. 

The only significant gap in access to advanced post-baccalaureate education in the 
traditional arts and sciences disciplines is found in the humanities and social sciences. 
Because of a highly publicized over-supply of doctorally prepared students in these dis
ciplines through the 1970's, there remains a perception that no additional degree 
programs are required in the state. This view is outdated and fails to recognize the impor
tance of advanced learning opportunities to the quality and integrity of the undergraduate 
program. 

Additionally, students completing post-baccalaureate professional degrees in busi
ness, law, journalism, public policy studies, nursing, dentistry, education, and social 
work may draw on related courses in such areas as sociology, anthropology, philosophy, 
history, economics, political science, conununications, writing, foreign languages, ethics 
and applied social justice, interpretive theory, cultural studies, inter national studies, and 
so on. Many liberal arts departments offer several graduate courses each year, and some 
have offered multiple courses regularly for more than ten years. There are thus several 
facets to the concept of access . 
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Of the 50 largest cities in the United States, Indianapolis is singular in the absence of 
a full range of post-baccalaureate degree programs (including those at the doctoral level) 
which are accessible to large numbers of people, many of whom are unable to travel to 
other locations because of work, family, cost, or transportation. Only Butler University 
and the University of Indianapolis provide any post-baccalaureate degrees in In
dianapolis , and both of these institutions have concentrated their programs in profes
sional areas. 

Moreover, IUPUI is cooperating with the private universities in the region to avoid 
competition and to provide access to the graduates of these institutions, some of whom 
are reluctant to pursue undergraduate liberal arts degrees without knowing that there are 
graduate programs available in the region. 

In a recently commissioned study of the public 's interest in access to graduate 
programs in the liberal arts, IUPUI officials learned that a conservative estimate of ap
proximately 15,000 college-age citizens are interested in taking graduate liberal arts cour
ses at IUPUI. 

A much larger group--estimated to be more than 250,000 citizens--believes that it is 
a responsibility of the state to make graduate liberal arts programs available in the In
dianapolis region. About 90% of the sample said IUPUI should offer graduate programs 
in the liberal arts . 

Access without demand, of course, is pointless. But the demand for graduate liberal 
arts and sciences programs is both predictable and growing. Based on undergraduate 
demand, which has grown by over 30% in four years in the liberal arts, there is an in
evitable need. This fact has been confirmed by the results of a census of liberal arts 
graduates, a majority of whom have expressed a desire for graduate programs. The prob
ability of interest is born out by the fact that within two years of its availability, the 
master's in history attracted 27 qualified and admitted students. 

Because master's degrees in the sciences have been available for several years, en
rollments have grown steadily. They are likely to increase even more rapidly with com
pletion of the new science and engineering complex and with the growing quality and 
reputation of the School of Science faculty . 

In anticipation of addressing this unmet need for graduate programs, faculty in the 
department of economics were asked to develop an econometric model for predicting 
demand for graduate study in the liberal arts in a more reliable and systematic manner 
than commissioning a market analysis or conducting surveys of potential employers or of 
alumni. 

In cooperation with colleagues in the IUB economics department and the School of 
Business, the IUPUI economics department developed this model, based on a com
parison with comparable cities where graduate programs exist. The model conservative
ly predicts a steady enrollment of about 200-300 MA students in the humanities and so-
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cial sciences. The seven science disciplines currently enroll about 125 graduate students , 
and this number is likely to double shortly after the new building is completed. 

Since one significant group seeking post-baccalaureate education in the humanities 
and social sciences comes from those seeking personal satisfaction or advancement in
stead of career advancement, care must be taken not to rely solely or even primarily on 
employer data. This information is relevant in most other fields, but is not as reliable in 
the liberal arts. 

If the Indianapolis region is to sustain its success in changing from a manufacturing 
to a service economy, it must be able to provide employers , employees, and their families 
access to advanced education in precisely those fields which are at the heart of the infor
mation and knowledge-based industries which make up the service economy. Com
munication services, international expertise, interpretive and analytical skills, interdis
ciplinary sophistication, historical and moral perspectives, and qualitative methodologies 
are essential for the long-term growth of the service sector. These are based in the liberal 
arts. 

Similarly, the need for well-trained scientists and engineers has been recognized as a 
critical element for future economic growth, especially in continuing post-baccalaureate 
programs through which scientists working in applied research positions can remain cur
rent with theoretical advances . Industrial organizations in central Indiana are increasing
ly dependent on local graduate programs in science and engineering, which produce a 
stable talent pool on which they can draw to keep pace with growth and change. 

Access also must take into account financial support for graduate students in the 
basic medical sciences, the liberal arts, and the sciences. Although there are already op
portunities to support graduate students through research grants and teaching, the urban 
location of the campus permits the development of cooperative research internships or fel
lowships not readily available at residential campuses. 

These cooperative arrangements may become a valuable tool in development be
cause they offer a medium for the continuing education necessary to accommodate tech
nological change, in a context keyed to meeting sponsoring industrial or governmental 
needs. Stipends must be adequate and competitive to attract excellent graduate students. 

Attracting and retaining the best minds in graduate study will require fellowship aid 
if the state is to remain competitive with lllinois, Michigan, and Ohio. With creative 
funding for research internships, IUPUI has an opportunity to develop a special fellow
ship program which would support graduate students as well as graduate professional stu
dents in fields such as law, social work, business, and public affairs. 

The department of chemistry in the the Purdue School of Science, for example, has 
developed a highly successful, mutually beneficial cooperative education program with 
Eli Lilly. To take better advantage of similar opportunities in other fields, a special cam-
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pus task force on funding fellowships for the most talented students will be appointed. 
This task force will include community representatives . 

DI. C. GRADUATE MISSION 
3. Quality 
Existing graduate programs in the sciences, including those offered under the 

auspices of the School of Medicine and the Purdue School of Science, as well as emerg
ing programs in the liberal arts, are all distinctive and of good quality . Each disciplinary 
program has emerged on the IUPUI campus in response to existing strengths and to sup
port existing programs. 

One widely recognized measure of quality is the amount of external funding 
provided for research through grants and contracts. Excluding the hospitals, IUPUI relies 
on external grants and contracts for ll % of its annual budget; by comparison, IUB relies 
on external funding for 10% of its budget. In the basic academic areas, external support 
has grown rapidly over the past decade and approaches the same levels of funding as 
found at IUB and PUWL on a per person basis. 

In the medical sciences, the graduate programs are essential for the professional 
programs; in the arts and sciences, the programs have emerged as extensions of under
graduate majors and as support for related professional programs. Despite its own cir
cumstances of creation, each program has developed a niche for itself which draws on the 
special resources of IUPUI and the needs of its constituency. Increased collaboration 
with scientists in area industries will permit access to specialized or unique equipment 
and to laboratories important for the advanced training of graduate students. 

In the basic biomedical science departments of the School of Medicine, the master's 
and doctoral programs have developed principally out of disciplinary excellence in the 
context of supporting professional programs. In the School of Science, the master's 
programs have increasingly aspired to high quality research, and at the doctoral level 
they emphasize collaborative programs with PUWL based on existing strengths and on re
search which complements professional programs as well as basic research. Collabora
tion with colleagues at PUWL permits scientists involved in research to gain access to a 
much larger community of scholars, thus assuring graduate students of quality education 
despite the comparatively small faculty size at IUPUI. 

In the biomedical sciences, most of the programs originated at IUPUI and were ex
tended, over many years, to IUB where the biomedical sciences are supported by the 
larger concentration of faculty, facilities , and students in Indianapolis . 

Completion of the science and engineering complex and the relocation of faculty, 
laboratories, and the library from the 38th Street Campus to the main campus will be a 
major step in the improvement of existing graduate programs. No longer limited by cur
rent laboratory facilities and inadequate, outdated equipment, science faculty will have an 
opportunity to develop programs more attractive to students and more responsive to cur-
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rent needs of the local industrial and scientific community. Proximity to the new library 
will also increase the effectiveness of the program. Additional facilities will permit some 
expansion of the faculty and technical staff. 

Perhaps of equal importance, the relocation will encourage greater cooperation 
among the Purdue School of Science and the Purdue School of Engineering and Technol
ogy, along with newly nearby colleagues in the medical sciences and dentistry. The 
relocation of the sciences will coincide with the remodeling of the Medical Sciences 
Building, pennitting IUPUI to enhance the impact of new facilities through coordination, 
shared equipment, and joint research. 

Many of the major industries and businesses of the region will depend on scientific 
discoveries and advances to remain economically competitive. By building a strong, 
graduate program along with new facilities , IUPUI will become vital to the economic 
development of the city and state. The proposed canal research and industrial park can 
succeed, for exan1ple, only if the necessary research and graduate programs are in place 
at IUPUI. 

Because master 's and doctoral programs in the humanities and social sciences at 
IUPUI are still in the planning stages, these graduate level activities will develop in a spe
cial way responsive to the unique campus-community environment and evolving societal 
needs. In brief, the School of Liberal Arts will propose master 's degrees in each of its 
disciplines where there is a demand for graduate courses and a degree. The Herron 
School of Art will propose a Master's of Fine Arts degree, and journalism will develop a 
master' s program as well. These degrees will parallel the existing degrees in science and 
give Indianapolis a full complement of post-baccalaureate opportunities. 

Several master's proposals have been in the planning stages for five years and have 
been withheld from formal consideration until a comprehensive plan could be developed 
which enhances the integrity of the undergraduate program while permitting advanced 
learning at the master's level. Before undertaking new doctoral programs, especially in
terdisciplinary Ph.D.'s, the basic disciplines must be adequately developed and 
strengthened to support innovative, but risk-taking new degrees . 

Further, graduate program development at IUPUI must be fully coordinated with 
graduate programs at IUB and PUWL. IUPUI needs strong disciplinary programs in 
Bloomington and West Lafayette to achieve its goals in graduate education. In 1985-87, 
the respective graduate schools of both universities renewed their commitment to ac
tivities at IUPUI, and they have opened offices on the Indianapolis campus. In the 
School of Science, at least three-fourths of the faculty hold rank in the Purdue Graduate 
School, and some also hold rank in the Indiana Graduate School. Over one-third of the 
liberal arts faculty hold rank in the Indiana University Graduate School even though only 
one liberal arts graduate degree program is offered in Indianapolis. Almost all of the 
biomedical sciences faculty hold rank in the Indiana Graduate School. 
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The School of Liberal Arts will develop selected and distinctive interdisciplinary 
doctoral programs in cooperation with both IUPUI professional schools and counterpart 
departments on the IUB and PUWL campuses . As research centers in appropriate inter
disciplinary areas are established, doctoral programs designed for the application of re
search methodologies and a theory base to a non-teaching and a non-academic employ
ment market will be established as resources and demand warrant. 

While it is too early in the planning process to discuss specific programs or objec
tives, all of the graduate proposals will be developed with an awareness of the oppor
tunity to encourage minority students to pursue advanced degrees. It has been widely 
reported that minority students have opted increasingly for post-baccalaureate studies in 
professional areas (especially education, business, and law) instead of basic academic dis
ciplines. Because of the applied focus of doctoral programs planned for IUPUI, the pos
sibility of encouraging increased minority·student participation may be enhanced through 
close collaboration with the professions. 

In most cases, few new faculty will be required beyond those planned for assuring 
the integrity of the undergraduate curriculum, especially since most of the current faculty 
hold Graduate School membership (or will shortly). The new advanced degrees will 
draw on a broad base of faculty from professional schools and departments at the IUB 
and, in some cases, the PUWL campus. 

A planned graduate program in applied communications, for example, would in
volve faculty in the English departments at PUWL and IUB, reading·faculty in education 
on both IU campuses, linguists, organizational communication specialists in business, 
computer scientists in science and engineering, library science faculty, journalism facul
ty, visual communication faculty, and telecommunications faculty. 

The plan for graduate liberal arts has been carefully prepared over a three-year 
period and is designed to support the entire campus by its interdepartmental emphasis 
and because the liberal arts are the only areas where graduate degrees are not fully avail
able. When the liberal arts plan is implemented, it will reinforce IUPUI's unique status 
in American higher education. 

Moreover, the emphasis on interdisciplinary cooperation in research will be based on 
collaboration with the community to take advantage of existing resources and of research 
topics of mutual interest to the community and to scholars. The potential for advanced 
work of national significance will extend the usual notion of "urban mission" beyond ser
vice to the local community. 

The Center on Philanthropy, established in 1987, is an example of the interdiscipli
nary, campus-wide centers envisioned for liberal arts . TI1e Center on Philanthropy draws 
on the expertise of departments on both the IUPUI and IUB campuses, as well as profes
sional schools on both campuses, yet its theory base is largely drawn from the traditional 
liberal arts disciplines. The intersection of its traditional disciplines with the several 
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professions (business , law, social work, public policy, health administration, and so on) 
in an area such as philanthropy typifies the interdisciplinary model envisioned for IUPUI. 

Particular mention must be made of Continuing Studies. At IUPUI this division will 
play a central, campus-wide role in delivering graduate education to a variety of off-cam
pus sites at times and places of convenience to students who must work or who can best 
take advantage of advanced training at the place of their employment or at special 
resource centers. Continuing Studies will extend its internationally known programs to 
sites off-campus and, when demand warrants , out-of-state (e.g. , advanced education in 
ethical fund-raising through the Center on Philanthropy, which already has a national 
audience). 

The Division will also take a leadership role in developing course delivery systems 
for post-baccalaureate topics which fully exploit computers and video systems in the 
state and nation. The new Conference Center at IUPUI also will play a major role in the 
delivery of advanced continuing education. 

Plans 
1987-89: Begin construction of Phase II of the Science/Engineering and Technology 

complex on the IUPUI campus; appoint four new faculty qualified for 
graduate program development; implement master 's degree programs in 
economics and English as soon as funding is available; plan and submit 
degree proposals in communication, political science, and American 
Studies; obtain additional faculty as described in the undergraduate mis
sion; develop a center for the study of religion in American culture; estab
lish the research and educational programs of the Center on Philanthropy; 
complete planning for library, including circulation system with IUB and 
PUWL to support research and graduate programming in the arts and 
sciences; review equipment requirements in the physical and chemical 
sciences; complete planning for IMAGIS, POLIS, and related interschool 
centers for the study of urban society, culture, and environment to involve 
faculty in science (especially geology), SPEA, law, business, social work, 
and education as well as liberal arts; complete articulation of science 
Ph.D. programs with departments at PUWL; develop graduate minors for 
doctoral programs in nursing, social work, dentistry, and education; 
develop minority recruitment program designed to appeal to college 
graduates who wish to pursue careers in the liberal arts and science fields 
but outside college teaching; appoint a task force on fellowships for 
talented post-baccalaureate students; initiate comprehensive review of 
computing needs for graduate students. 

1989-91: Appoint 30 new faculty who can contribute to graduate program develop
ment (see undergraduate program integrity plans); review laboratory sup
port personnel for science programs, including social sciences; begin con
struction on phase III of SET Building; renovate Cavanaugh Hall (minor); 
begin construction of library, including special collections to support ad-
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vanced research and learning (e.g., Indianapolis history, Center on 
Philanthropy collections); submit master's degree proposals in geography 
(based on capabilities of advanced applied spatial analysis and IMAGIS), 
foreign languages, sociology, and religious studies; plan interdisciplinary 
doctoral program in applied communication involving professional 
schools, communications, English, and computing center; complete 
review of computing needs to support research and advanced learning for 
next five years; complete process of providing individual faculty access to 
computing in liberal arts and sciences; develop joint program with 
medicine, engineering and science in biomedical engineering and biotech
nology; increase joint appointments and cooperative teaching arrange
ments between IUB and liberal arts departments at IUPUI; develop post
doctoral research center based on Peirce Edition Project; cooperate with 
Center on Law and Health; plan applied artificial intelligence laboratory 
in cooperation with science and engineering; develop funding for graduate 
students through cooperative education programs, internships, fellowship 
awards, assistant instructorships, research assistantships, and scholarships 
with a special emphasis on minority students (goal is to provide nationally 
competitive fellowship or research internship aid to 10% of the full-time, 
post- baccalaureate students, including those in biomedical sciences). 

1991-93: Appoint 40 new faculty who can help build graduate programs (see under
graduate program integrity); complete renovation of Cavanaugh Hall 
(major) and installation of science units in new building; implement 
master's degrees in anthropology and philosophy; develop gender studies 
research program in cooperation with professional schools, especially in
stitute on women's health; develop research program on sport in society in 
cooperation with professional schools and National Institute for Fitness 
and Sport; continue development of an applied and industrial mathematics 
program; enhance the industrial/organizational psychology program as op
tion of existing Purdue Ph.D.; develop geology Ph.D. with collaboration 
of IUB and local industry; evaluate minority recruitment program and ad
just as needed; develop cooperative arrangements with IUB to permit stu
dents at IUB or IUPUI to complete part of their traditional disciplinary 
Ph.D.'s at IUPUI (following the Purdue model) whenever appropriate; 
review cooperative research facilities between sciences and medical scien
ces; increase fellowship or research internship support to 15% of full
time, post-baccalaureate students (including those in biomedical sciences). 

1993-95: Appoint 20 new faculty (see undergraduate program integrity plans); 
design faculty development program to assist continuing faculty in adapt
ing to changing institutional and societal needs with special reference to 
new graduate programs; develop cooperative programs with other institu
tions nationally to permit graduate students and post-doctoral graduates to 
study at IUPUI; consider additional interdisciplinary doctoral programs, 
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including cooperative programs with Ball State and Indiana State in 
selected areas (e .g., advanced spatial analysis ). 

1995-97: Appoint 10 new faculty (see undergraduate program integrity); plan new 
liberal arts building; continue review of laboratories and computing 
facilities ; conduct labor force assessment for Indianapolis region in 
cooperation with city and state agencies with particular attention to 
minority student recruitment; continue special collection development of 
library to support advanced learning specialties of IUPUI: increase fellow
ship or research internship support to 20% of full-time post-baccalaureate 
students. 

1997-99: Begin construction on new liberal arts building; review need for research 
centers or degree programs based on IUPUI state-wide responsibility for 
interdisciplinary programs relating basic academic disciplines with profes
sional programs. 

In a comparatively brief period, IUPUI proposes the completion of its full comple
ment of degree programs which means, basically, new advanced degrees in geology and 
the liberal arts to complete the array of science programs already in place. 

The uses of knowledge depend, hierarchally , on association, interpretation, and 
valuation--on the ethical use of ideas. Although modest in scale and scope, the proposed 
graduate programs in the liberal arts (along with existing programs in the sciences) com
prise the ideal core of a university, the center on which ethical professional education is 
based. 

lll. C. Graduate Mission 
5. The Value of Graduate Programs for Undergraduate Learning 
One of the most obvious advantages that graduate programs bring to undergraduates 

in the liberal arts and sciences is the quality of the faculty . It is extremely difficult to 
recruit excellent faculty without graduate programs that bring the range of support to re
search that new Ph.D.'s require. Generally speaking, new Ph.D.'s have chosen higher 
education because of their commitments to research. Should they choose a college 
without graduate programs, they would more than likely choose one of the highly en
dowed private liberal arts colleges where research is supported in spite of the lack of 
graduate programs and where the student body itself has exceptional academic creden
tials. For state universities, graduate programs are the main enticement for outstanding 
faculty . 

Where graduate programs exist , there is also the expectation of good research 
libraries. Not only is this attractive to good faculty, but it is a major plus for any serious 
student. The presence of graduate programs increases the likelihood of having com
prehensive cultural programs on campus. Although not all students participate in these 
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programs, campus life is nonetheless enhanced by their presence. They add depth to the 
learning environment that is essential to academic life. 

Such an environment is enlivened intellectually by the presence of graduate students. 
Undergraduates often work very closely with graduate students, both in laboratories and 
in the classroom. They are able to establish learning relationships with those graduate 
students more easily than with older professors . 

Although it is often said that institutions with strong graduate programs ignore under
graduate students and that these students find themselves lost in an atmosphere of cold in
difference, institutions without graduate programs may convey the message that the pur
suit of knowledge is secondary to building character and picking a career. The ideal 
upon which comprehensive universities are founded is one that insists that character and 
career goals emerge from the pursuit of knowledge, rather than driving it. Such an atmos
phere creates an envirorunent of intellectual inquiry that nurtures learning. 

Four-year institutions without graduate programs tend to be perceived as either 
elitist, attracting only students who can afford their tuition in the case of private colleges, 
or as teacher-college types of institutions. Students who attend the latter are likely to be 
influenced by this perception in thinking of themselves. These self-images affect the 
campus atmosphere and impede the development of an exciting, intellectually vibrant, 
acaqemic atmosphere, which enriches the education of all students, including future 
teachers and professionals. 

III. PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT 
D. Health Mission 
1. Overview 

As the center for health care research and services in the state, IUPUI fulfills a dis
tinct role in Indiana's system of higher education and in its economic development. Of
fering internationally recognized degree programs in dentistry, medicine, and nursing, 
and the Ph.D. programs of the biomedical science disciplines, the medical center at 
IUPUI has given the campus a special role and has become a determining factor in the 
long-term development of the campus. 

Allied health, dentistry, and nursing offer undergraduate degrees, and the special cur
ricular requirements of these programs are incorporated in this section of the plan along 
with the post-baccalaureate programs. However, it should be explicitly noted that the un
dergraduate mission described previously also serves these undergraduate, health-related 
programs. Improvements in the overall undergraduate program will have a direct bearing 
on the quality of health activities in research and learning, at the undergraduate and 
graduate levels. 

Several other schools contribute to the health mission of IUPUI. SPEA offers a bac
calaureate program in public health and a master 's in health administration which draw 
nearly 200 students from throughout the state to Indianapolis . These areas have become 
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the focus for major school development efforts for the next decade. Similarly, social 
work graduate programs provide special emphases on health services and on mental 
health. The School of Law has initiated a new Center on Law and Health, and the 
School of Education offers the only health occupations education program in Indiana 
through the IUPUI campus. 

Because of their history , size, and strength, the post- baccalaureate health programs 
have helped to define the essential character of IUPUI as the state ' s most comprehensive 
center for professional education. Indeed, an understanding of higher education in the 
state would be incomplete without an awareness of the circumstances which led to the es
tablishment of the medical center as a mission of Indiana University. While a history of 
medical education in Indiana is beyond the scope of this plruming document, an aware
ness of the central importance of the health mission informs every aspect of the develop
ment plan. 

The principal goal for the development of the health mission is continuation, yet the 
concept of collaboration will take on increasing importance as the health care field chan
ges and as other divisions of IUPUI mature or reach completion. The interdependence of 
technology, science, and the health professions implies a unique role of collaboration 
among these fields not possible elsewhere in the state. Nursing and SPEA, for example, 
share joint-degree programs, certificates, and doctoral concentrations at the graduate 
level. Social work collaborates with several university departments and divisions as well 
as state agencies and area professionals. 

Moreover, the development of research capabilities in the social sciences and 
humanities will contribute to the evolution of the medical sciences. Consolidation has a 
particular meaning in the context of the health fields since basic decisions about program 
integrity and responsibility will most likely require the IUPUI-based doctoral and medi
cal programs to exercise leadership and authority for allied health, dentistry, nursing, and 
medical education throughout the state. 

Further, consolidation in the health fields means that the size of the student bodies in 
dentistry and medicine may be adjusted through a planned, phased reduction of entering 
classes. In medicine, the change in class size will permit some reallocation within the 
School to improve program quality. In dentistry, the reduction in students will pemlit 
similar quality improvements and there will also be a refocusing of program. While 
nursing may experience a temporary decline in emollments, the overall program is ex
pected to stabilize at current levels through the next decade. 

In the Commission for Higher Education's first state-wide plan for higher education, 
published in 1972, much was made of the separateness of the medical center from the 
newly established IUPUI program. There have been many changes since 1972, and the 
consolidation of the health center with the rest of IUPUI is proceeding internally, without 
fanfare, to the mutual benefit of the academic programs and the state of Indiana. IUPUI 
is emerging as an integrated, comprehensive crunpus detennined to use its diversity to the 
full advantage of the state. Cooperative programs, such as those involving medicine and 
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engineering or nursing and SPEA, will continue to grow, especially as new opportunities 
for collaborative research on health policy issues expand due to pressing societal needs . 

Continuation in the the health professions at the post- baccalaureate level will be 
bolstered by the presence of strong traditional graduate science and liberal arts programs, 
as well as the emergence of graduate engineering programs. Some of the opportunities 
for future development will also draw on the professional schools of business, jour
nalism, law, social work, and public and environmental affairs . 

A preliminary view prevalent at the time ofiUPUI's creation has proved unwise. 
Operational segmentation of the health fields , the basic academic disciplines, and the 
professional schools is unworkable in today 's world. That concept has been replaced by 
the movement toward integration of academic and professional functions, along with 
merged managerial responsibilities originally envisioned in the early 1970's. 

Two decades ago, few could anticipate the remarkable changes to come in health 
care, scientific and technological knowledge, or social priorities. In many ways, medical 
schools and their sister health care professions have led the way in the current education
al refonn movement sweeping America in the search for accountability, effectiveness, 
and responsiveness . 

III. D. HEALTH MISSION 
2. Quality 
Health care education in Indiana cannot exist in isolation--from undergraduate 

preparation, from other disciplines, from social conditions, from the changing percep
tions of patients, or from the experience of practicing professionals. Remarkably, IUPUI 
was created with all of the raw ingredients which appear to be essential for health care 
education in the next century. It is the objective of this plan to ensure that the potential is 
realized through the four overall campus themes: 

Continuation: The health-related schools of Indiana University will continue their 
responsibilities to provide, develop, and implement all aspects of medical and 
health-care education--from associate degrees in nursing to special baccalaureate 
preparation programs in allied health and nursing , from terminal professional 
degrees in medicine, dentistry, and nursing to continuing education for Indiana 
practitioners in all of these fields . Doctoral programs in the basic biomedical scien
ces, in particular, will receive special consideration in meeting this campus objec
tive. 

Continuation means not only maintaining the quality and integrity of the existing 
programs, but adapting and developing new ones to meet and to anticipate chang
ing societal needs, including a renewed commitment to increasing its number of 
minority faculty and students in the health programs. SPEA, for example is cur
rently conducting a review of its health administration program, and the school is 
likely to propose program revisions. A newly developed proposal for a Ph.D. in 
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nursing (currently under review by the Indiana University Graduate School) is 
another recent example of continuation through evolution and adaptation. The 
quality and importance of the degree programs in the health disciplines have been 
sufficiently well- documented that this aspect of continuation will be taken for 
granted, but it should be noted that the Indiana University Graduate School over
sees program quality and integrity for graduate research degrees in the health 
fields, as it has for all other Ph.D. programs across Indiana University. The ap-

. proximately 1 50 members of the Graduate School faculty drawn from the biomedi
cal sciences also provide valuable contributions to the review of graduate programs 
on the IUB campus. 

It is expected in general that the School of Medicine--indeed all of the health re
lated schools--will continue the well-established pattern of systematic curricular 
review and revision, by which means student offerings are updated and changed 
without losing the benefit of traditional and tested experiences. 

However, continuation does not mean IUPUI is unresponsive to external factors. 
Accordingly, the size of the M.D. and D.D.S. programs will be adjusted gradually 
to bring the student body into line with the level of financial support available from 
the state and to reflect changing societal needs. The size of the nursing programs 
will remain approximately constant. The projections for changes in progran1s are 
reflected in the detailed plans below. 

Consolidation: Program quality and integrity for the health professions in Indiana 
require a greater degree of control and assessment. It is the responsibility of the 
IUPUI-based schools to accept statewide responsibility for the health mission and 
to exert leadership on behalf of the state. 

Since Indiana University has a major, if not exclusive, responsibility for all health
care education, it must serve as the standard-bearer for the state. For this reason, 
the School of Medicine will continue its stewardship of medical education and al
lied health programs, both in Indianapolis and the off-campus sites where such 
training is provided, either on the smaller campuses of Indiana University or in spe
cial relationships with other institutions. 

Similarly, the School of Nursing will seek to exert more leadership and program 
authority for all post-baccalaureate nursing education in the state, both through de
gree programs and continuing education for practicing professionals. 

Consolidation of the baccalaureate and associate degree health programs in allied 
health, in nursing, and in dental assisting, dental hygiene, and dental laboratory 
technology will take the fonn of cooperation with host campuses, since these un
dergraduate programs are heavily dependent on general education courses. 
However, issues of academic authority and budgetary authority must be carefully 
reviewed for these programs if degree integrity and quality are to remain satisfac
tory and consistent with standards of the sponsoring schools. This is especially im-
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portant in huing and evaluating faculty. The health schools offering baccalaureate
level instruction outside IUPUI will increase theu coordination of off-campus in
struction, including courses and modules delivered by television, computer, and 
other emerging electronic media; SPEA will be invited to cooperate with this initia
tive. 

Completion: Although there will be changes in degrees and emphases within cur
rent degrees, this will occur through existing program review by extension and 
evolution of current programs. With the addition of a research doctorate in nurs
ing, a post-baccalaureate degree in allied health and, perhaps, a few other 
specialities in the basic medical sciences, the array of degrees in the health sciences 
is complete, at least in light of current experience. As changes in medical and 
health fields occur, the expectations of and demands on graduate education will 
change. New interdepartmental and interschool fields and degree programs will 
continue to emerge as reflections of the evolving knowledge base and societal con
cerns. 

The emphasis under the goal of completion will be on research and the closely re
lated responsibility for providing the means for economic development in 
Indiana's health care industry. Degree programs in the health sciences at Indiana 
University are nationally and internationally known for educating highly com
petent practitioners. M.D.'s, for example, consistently score above the national 
average on all three parts of the National Board examinations; nurses and dentists 
perform equally well. 

The nature of health care has changed, however. It requues schools of dentistry, 
medicine, and nursing to give a new emphasis to research and the use of research 
in the health care system of the state to deal with such complex issues as envuon
mental health, new diseases like AIDS, or an increasingly competitive patient-care 
envuonment, which places the University at a funding disadvantage in its educa
tional and research programs. Indiana depends almost exclusively on IUPUI for 
health care research and education; the state cannot, therefore, afford to ignore this 
growing problem of fmding ways to enhance support. 

It is clear that the future of the educational system in health, especially at the 
professional, post-baccalaureate level, will depend directly on the quality and sup
port of research and research applications. New facilities in the various schools, 
with adequate laboratories and equipment, are vital. An emphasis on research in 
faculty recruitment and development will also be necessary to develop and then 
sustain the type of programs required for the next century. Many of the nation 's 
best known medical schools abandoned their primary emphasis on teaching for re
search in the past two decades. At IUPUI, research suffered to maintain an ade
quate level of patient-oriented education and service . 

Cooperation: As already implied, cooperation among the health schools will in
crease, especially in delivering high-quality programs to off-campus sites 
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throughout the state. Some schools, such as medicine, have developed a highly 
centralized system to ensure quality and coordination, but all programs with state 
wide activities are concerned with academic integrity. This renewed emphasis on 
the IUPUI schools' responsibility for program quality statewide also implies a 
much higher degree of collaboration with the host sites, since the leadership of 
each of these campuses is responsible for the delivery of certain programs and 
broad services to a particular conununity with specific regional needs. This is espe
cially so in the associate degree programs in nursing and dental sciences and in the 
baccalaureate allied health programs. 

Cooperation with the undergraduate programs will also assist in improving quality 
and access for students who either seek advanced degrees in health or whose under
graduate programs depend on some understanding of the health sciences. As one 
special feature noted in the "Undergraduate Mission" section, the Schools of 
Medicine and Dentistry will cooperate with the Schools of Liberal Arts and 
Science in considering the development of a proposed statewide pre-admission 
program to help retain the best qualified students in the state and to provide these 
students with a demanding, but well-rounded undergraduate education. A special 
emphasis would be placed on attracting minority students to the program. 

Many of the emerging social problems in health care will require a multidiscipli
nary approach. A new center for the study of health issues affecting women, for 
example, will involve faculty and practicing professionals from medicine, nursing, 
social work, anthropology, dental science, biology, psychology, sociology, 
economics, ethics, public policy studies, and law. A new center to study law and 
medicine will involve faculty from several schools. Increased cooperation in bioen
gineering and biotechnology will bring faculty from the sciences, public health, en
vironmental studies, engineering and health together. The IMAGIS projec~ will 
permit new socio-economic analyses of health issues that were not previously pos
sible. And special opportunities involving fitness and sport will bring the health 
programs into collaboration with other schools. 

While faculty in dentistry, medicine, and nursing already hold joint or adjunct ap
pointments in other schools such as liberal arts, SPEA, or science, increased atten
tion will be given to collaborative research initiatives which cut across departmen
tal or school lines in such areas as medical genetics (involving faculty in medicine, 
dentistry, science, liberal arts), socio-economic analyses, bioengineering, biotech
nology, and basic scientific studies in anatomy, biochemistry, medical genetics, 
medical neurobiology, microbiology and inununology, pathology, pharmacology 
and toxicology, and physiology and biophysics. 
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lli. D. HEALTH MISSION 

3. Research and Economic Development 
For the remainder of this decade, the development of health programs will em

phasize expanding and enhancing the research capacity of the state of Indiana in this 
area. Health education depends on an improved research initiative. 

Two of Indiana 's most promising but underdeveloped export products--for both inter
national and domestic markets--are education and health. While these products are the 
result of creative and sustained work throughout Indiana, the geographic and research 
centers are located in Indianapolis . 

The completion of the new Medical Research Building and the subsequent remodel
ing of the outmoded Medical Sciences Buhding will provide a much needed stimulus to 
research. Without these buildings and their laboratories, very capable faculty have been 
severely limited in their research programs and in their competitiveness for attracting ex
ternal research support. 

The Medical Research Building will include new quarters for the medical library, 
which will become increasingly important as a campus and community resource to sup
port research and economic development. The Medical Library is already the most heavi
ly used special library in the state of Indiana and is perhaps the single most active center 
for on-line data base searches or the loan of materials anywhere in the Indiana University 
library system. 

The facility itself will be adequate as a physical center for this growing emphasis on 
research, but special attention must be given to collection development. Substantial im
provements must be made if the medical center is to continue serving as the stimulus for 
health care research and development in Indiana. The medical and dental libraries will 
be developed in collaboration with the new University Library, but they will continue to 
have distinctive needs and functions. 

Although the three primary health-related schools attract over $37 million in external 
support annually, this sum--and the scope of activity it supports--is artificially constricted 
by inadequate facilities. Rapid technological and social changes pose special challenges 
for health education and research, and they require the best in facilities, equipment, and 
collaboratory disciplines. Fortunately, at IUPUI the build-up of disciplines in the scien
ces, liberal arts, and other professional schools has paralleled the building of new 
facilities across campus. While the basic academic disciplines are not yet complete, they 
already complement the medical center programs. The next decade will be critical for 
the medical center, but the opportunity is clear. 

Preparations for taking advantage of this turning point began several years ago. 
New leadership in the health schools has already had a major impact on reorienting exist-
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ing programs and faculty toward this goal . Future changes in faculty appointments and 
administrative personnel will be made to advance these programs even more rapidly. 

The potential statewide economic impact of large research programs in medicine, 
dentistry, nursing, and interdisciplinary areas such as law and medicine, cannot be over
stated and should become one of the major emphases of Indiana as it seeks a niche in the 
world economy. With a statewide delivery and management system already in place 
through the health schools, and with the health programs of SPEA, IUPUI can coordinate 
resources as the functional link between the private sector and government throughout In
diana. 

Research is the engine which will drive educational, economic, and social advances 
in the health fields. Joint programs with govemmental-supported entities devoted to 
economic development and cooperative ventures with area hospitals and health-related 
corporations could foster development of a high- technology medical research and ser
vices park extending from the IUPUI campus north along the canal to Methodist Hospi
tal. Cooperation with govemmental agencies as well as private enterprise holds the key 
to supporting the very expensive research necessary for dealing with complex health 
problems. 

Graduate program development, especially in engineering, the sciences (including 
biomedical sciences), and liberal arts disciplines, are a necessity for the future economic 
growth of the region. The School of Medicine, for example, will increasingly need col
laborative research and graduate programs in biomedical engineering and biotechnology 
generally. Because graduate programs take years to develop, one of the state 's highest 
priorities for economic development should be assigned to graduate program enhance
ment and expansion at IUPUI if the state 's public universities are to actually meet the ex
pectations of state government and the public. The high technology park proposed ad
jacent to the campus cannot be sustained unless there are adequate graduate research and 
education programs nearby. 

Without increased cooperation and a change in the funding base of the Indiana 
University-operated hospitals, competition among area hospitals threatens previously ex
cellent relations within the entire medical community, especially in Indianapolis. Since 
the University hospitals receive no state subsidy yet bear large educational expenses, the 
financial situation is precarious at best. 

While the University must maintain its role of independence in research and teach
ing, it must also find ways to cooperate with the profession to ensure both an adequate 
pool of patients and a cost-effective teaching and research facility. The tenuous financial 
condition of Wishard Hospital is singularly imp01tant to the state, to the community, and 
to the University. Financing needs must be satisfactorily resolved if both education and 
research are not to be seriously affected; an education program may not be viable without 
Wishard. Similar problems affect dentistry and optometry. 
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HEALTH MISSION 

Plans 
1987-89: Complete new Medical Research Building; review and evaluate library col

lections in medicine and dentistry with the objective of establishing a col
lection development plan appropriate for the new medical facility and in
creased emphasis on research; plan renovation of Medical Science 
Building; in1plement new Ph.D. in nursing as a complementary program 
to the existing D.N.S. (total program size and student body will remain 
about the same); plan new interdisciplinary options for Ph.D. in Nursing 
with social work, liberal arts and science disciplines to complement exist
ing options in SPEA; develop long-tenn plan for delivery of allied health 
baccalaureate programs throughout the state; complete planning for the 
pre-professional admissions program to admit highly qualified students, 
with special attention to minorities and women, into medicine and den
tistry as freshmen; plan and, tentatively, begin construction of ambulatory 
care facility for University Hospital to ensure adequate patient pool for re
search and instruction; complete accreditation review of School of 
Medicine; investigate faculty recruitment in nursing and design program 
to provide high quality educational programs during a period of transition 
in the profession; investigate ways of ensuring long-tem1 financial support 
for Wishard Hospital and study long-term implications for clinical educa
tion and indigent care. 

1989-91 : Begin first phase ofremodeling Medical Sciences Building; continue 
coordination among health programs for off-campus delivery of courses 
and degrees, including those delivered by electronic media; open Walther 
Cancer Research Center; admit first class of freshmen to pre-professional 
progran1; initiate faculty development program to aid in recruiting re
search-oriented faculty to meet the objectives of increased numbers of 
minorities, and to assist continuing faculty in extending research interests 
to new fields and problems; complete an inventory and assessment of in
structional and research equipment; implement first phase of library collec
tions development; develop plan for replacing equipment; begin construc
tion on ambulatory care facility for University Hospital if the project is 
not already under way; secure long-tenn financial support for Wishard 
Hospital; plan post-baccalaureate degree program for allied health fields , 
including state-wide delivery of program; establish joint faculty appoint
ment in medical history and humanities; cooperate with School of Law in 
development of Center on Law and Health; participate in planning medi
cal sciences research park and cooperative research programs with joint 
state and private sector initiatives; review computer-based instructional 
and research support services in cooperation with campus and university 
computing centers to extend information services for off-campus delivery 
and to design off-campus and continuing education courses; cooperate 
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with School of Engineering and School of Science on biotechnology and 
bioengineering projects; establish joint research program or cooperation in 
the delivery of services between social work and dentistry. 

1991-93: Complete second phase of renovation of Medical Sciences Building; com
plete second phase of medical and dental research library holdings; admit 
third class of pre-professional students; implement interdisciplinary op
tions for nursing Ph.D.; implement post-baccalaureate degree program in 
allied health; plan renovation of dental research facilities; review program 
size for M.D., D.D.S ., and allied health (all) programs at Indianapolis and 
off-campus sites; evaluate international programs in dentistry and nursing; 
implement off-campus clinical program for dental students; establish joint 
research programs between nursing and social science disciplines and plan 
joint degree program. 

1993-95: Admit to dentistry and medicine first class of pre-professional students; 
evaluate effectiveness of minority student recruitment plans; complete 
renovation of Medical Sciences Building; complete first phase of remodel
ing dental science research facilities ; establish joint research program in 
dentistry with social science disciplines. 

Education and research in the health sciences cannot exist in isolation--from profes
sional practice, from social and economic forces, from allied professions, or from the 
basic academic disciplines . Dentists, physicians, and nurses, along with professionally 
prepared technicians and assistants, must deal with a range of problems which grows 
more complex and challenging each year. The principal developments of the health rnis
sion for the remainder of this century will be to correct deficiencies in facilities and fund
ing, to support research adequately as a cornerstone of the state's economic future, to con
tinue programs of excellence, to increase access throughout the state, and to collaborate 
with other disciplines and professions in preparing for the future. 

III. E. THE POST-BACCALAUREATE PROFESSIONAL MISSION 
1. Overview 
Post-baccalaureate professional programs in law, social work and business, along 

with those already noted in medicine, dentistry, and nursing, have given IUPUI its spe
cial niche in Indiana's system of public higher education. As is the case for arts and 
sciences, these programs depend on the integrity and quality of the undergraduate 
programs and hence the fundamental issues of faculty strength, depth, and quality in busi
ness, public affairs, journalism, engineering, and education are addressed as a part of the 
undergraduate mission. 

Because of the strategic location of Indianapolis in the state, it is the center of profes
sional activity in business, law, communications, public administration, journalism, 
education, social work, and engineering. Other professional fields such as art, visual 
conununication, and physical education are not only more visible in this city, but they 
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make IUPUI the potential center of advanced academic training for the state in these 
areas because of the concentration of professionals in the city . 

As the Indianapolis region becomes a national center for professional activity related 
to the service industry, it will require strong post-baccalaureate programs for employees 
who need to upgrade their skills through advanced degrees or continuing professional 
education. Most of the graduate programs have been designed to accommodate working 
adults as well as recent graduates. About 95% of the graduate students in education, for 
example, are professionally employed in the same or related field as their area of study. 

These programs draw on the work and life experiences of students to reinforce the 
curriculum. The programs are attractive to students and employers because of the quality 
of the education and the research focus, which never loses sight of ultimate applications 
in practice. 

Indeed, in recent years , students from throughout Indiana have been drawn to IUPUI 
programs because of the opportunity to work and complete a professional education at 
the same time. The statewide responsibility and service of the IUPUI programs have not 
been widely acknowledged, but these have become a vital part of the state 's system of 
higher education. Of course, some of these programs, such as law and social work, also 
attract many full-time students from around the state and throughout the nation. 

These existing graduate programs require strengthening through added faculty, im
proved library resources, and new equipment--especially computer technologies essential 
to the information-based professions. The MBA program of the School of Business, 
which emolls more than 400 highly qualified students at IUPUI, requires special atten
tion. 

Other programs, notably engineering, social work, art, and journalism, must develop 
additional graduate degrees to fulftll their responsibilities to the region and state. Social 
work, for example, offers the only public-university graduate program in the state and a 
doctoral program is needed to meet critical community needs throughout Indiana. The 
journalism MA will be the only progran1 in the state able to take full advantage of the 
urban environment necessary for distinctive professional education. 

Each of the graduate professional programs will give priority to quality and profes
sional standards in developing new or improving existing degrees. Accreditation is often 
a determining factor. However, two distinguishing features of the Indianapolis-based 
programs will be the extent to which they draw on Indianapolis as a resource and the ex
tent to which they are interdisciplinary, drawing on the basic academic disciplines and 
other professional programs to give students the benefit of problem-oriented, real-time ap
plied research. 

Theoretical and basic research among faculty will continue as the means by which 
professional practice is advanced, but learning programs will also seek to maintain rela
tions between practitioners and their academic counterparts. As noted elsewhere in this 
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development plan, IUPUI is perhaps unique in the nation in its ability to draw on col
laborative relationships for program strength. This administrative convenience will be 
self-consciously exploited in building graduate programs of unusual quality and ap
plicability. 

At the same time, the professional programs will take advantage of the urban en
vironment and its wealth of co-curricular resources which can be applied to economic 
development of the state. Physical proximity and a need for current, focused research . 
will bring the campus into partnerships with area governmental agencies and private 
enterprise, often giving the University access to state-of-the art equipment and to 
problem sets which would otherwise be either too costly or too remote. Further, IUPUI 
can draw selectively on practicing professionals for clinical, adjunct, and part-time facul
ty appointments to add an important dimension to advanced study. 

Most professions are changing rapidly. While there are many reasons for change, 
the fact that professional expertise alone does not suffice in many situations, has led the 
most foresighted practitioners and educators to seek relationships with cognate fields and 
disciplines. The very boundaries which once defined and preserved most professions 
now interfere with their full practice. 

As professions increase their interactions with each other and with basic disciplines, 
their common ground grows larger. As a research institution at the center of Indiana's 
professional practice in all fields, IUPUI can exert a leadership role as the matrix for in
terdisciplinary studies and as a matrix for the exploration of theory and practice. 
Through continuing education as well as degree programs, IUPUI professional schools 
can keep practitioners abreast of their changing fields. 

Through this cooperation within the university and with the community, the IUPUI 
graduate professional programs will develop particular strengths and expertise not avail
able elsewhere in the state. Because most of these programs operate jointly with those 
based at IUB, Indiana University and the state gain the advantages of complementary but 
distinctive strengths. To the extent that combined programs can become greater than 
their separate parts, Indiana University will gain a competitive advantage nationally in 
uses of resources and in the diversity of the training it provides. 

ill. E. PROFESSIONAL MISSION 
2. Cooperation with Basic Disciplines 
A brief and partial inventory of existing or projected cooperative associations may 

be illustrative of the overall development plan and the special role IUPUI will play 
within Indiana University as the center for interdisciplinary research: 

Business: As a principal site for extensive business education, IUPUI has 
developed strong relationships between the business community and the School of 
Business. Already highly coordinated with the IUB programs, the MBA program 
at IUPUI will consider special organizational conununication skills programs with 
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liberal arts , expand cooperation with computer and information science, explore 
cooperative research opportunities with faculty in economics, SPEA and law in 
urban studies in particular, and investigate joint degree programs where there are 
unique opportunities. Adapting the Executive MBA to the evolving needs of busi
ness will be particularly aided by cooperative relations with other schools, as busi
nesses face an expanding array of multidisciplinary problems in a multicultural en
virorunent where foreign trade is now a pennanent feature of Indiana business. 
The Center for Global Business Studies will be an important asset for both cam
puses, and it will establish a means for involving the area studies centers . 

Education: Also a merged school , Education will develop the Center on Urban 
and Multicultural Education as a major research focus. drawing on several profes
sional schools and coordinating with multifaceted research on early adolescence. 
Cooperation with physical education, science, and liberal arts may lead to new 
specific advanced programs as well as the master 's and doctoral degree programs 
already available; existing bachelor 's and master's in art education serve as useful 
examples of future cooperative endeavors. Additional cooperative projects, such 
as the Indiana Partnership, will be developed with school districts throughout the 
state. 

Engineering and Technology: As a Purdue mission, engineering will work with 
colleagues in West Lafayette, but also with faculty at IUPUI in medicine and 
science in developing biomedical, biotechnology, and bioengineering projects, in
cluding collaborative research with area industry and government agencies . 
Similar projects involving the schools of dentistry, science, and engineering are 
planned. A high priority for IUPUI will be the development of master's degrees in 
electrical engineering and mechanical engineering, in addition to the existing MS 
in industrial engineering. 

Herron School of Art: Already cooperating with science and liberal arts in art his
tory and museum studies programs, Herron will also work with several depart
ments in the creation of a video imagery track for its BFA and continue its col
laboration with dance, theatre, education, and social work. The Master of Art 
Education program will be maintained and enhanced as a joint endeavor with the 
School of Education. An MFA may be proposed. Through its visiting artist 
program, Herron cooperates with area arts organizations, museums, and schools, 
and the school is developing a state art gallery administrators organization in 
cooperation with IUB. A scientific illustration program in cooperation with 
science, medicine, dentistry and engineering is another possible area of develop
ment. 

Journalism: Inherently an extension of liberal education, journalism is based on a 
presumption of collaboration in research and teaching with many disciplines; a 
new professional master 's degree in journalism focused on media management will 
draw on courses in business, liberal arts , and other schools at IUPUI and IUB. 
Reporting on science and medicine will be specialties of the journalism programs 
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based at IUPUI and will draw on the respective schools as 'well as engineering, 
SPEA, dentistry , and nursing. 

Law: In cooperation with the University Library, the School of Law will share the 
new library facility , increasing opportunities for interdisciplinary research in such 
areas as law and medicine. Further, the School of Law will cooperate with the 
State Supreme Court in its new library. Because the Law Library is so important 

. to city and government users , the accessibility to collections for students and facul
ty has been reduced; special funding is required to meet this unique community 
responsibility . The law schools in Bloomington and Indianapolis have cooperated 
with each other for several years , and it is likely that their relationship will grow 
stronger in the coming years. Other opportunities exist for collaboration in re
search on urban topics and health policy issues, as well as for joint degrees, such as 
those already in place with business and SPEA. The overriding concern, however, 
is addressing the same type of chronic underfunding which has pi agued the basic 
academic programs. In funding per student, the school ranks 164th out of 172 ac
credited law schools, far below its ranking in quality. 

Physical Education: With the establishment of the National Institute for Fitness 
and Sport, the school has an opportunity for collaboration in research and ad
vanced learning, especially continuing education for professionals. Cooperation 
with the School of Business for a management program for fitness centers is also a 
possibility. Special consideration will be given to the development of dance educa
tion in cooperation with other units . The School has experienced a very rapid 
growth in enrollments without an increase in full-time faculty. The School of 
Physical Education is discussing increased cooperation with the IUB School of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation to coordinate their programs and dis
tinctive roles on behalf of a single University. 

Public and Environmental Affairs: SPEA will develop at IUPUI in collaboration 
with other schools, including science, liberal arts, business, law, and engineering. 
As a site where engineering, health, and SPEA programs are all offered, IUPUI 
holds special promise for the development of environmental programs at the 
graduate level. Similar developments in urban planning at the graduate level will 
draw on city resources and graduate programs in the arts and sciences. SPEA also 
plans to develop its health administration programs and to develop a health policies 
research program in cooperation with other schools. 

Social Work: As sponsor of the only graduate social work program in the state, 
the school cooperates with several campuses and disciplines , especially the social 
sciences, medicine, and nursing, and with city, state, and federal agencies. Be
cause of its status in the state, the school will play a dominant role in developing 
graduate courses and programs in other regions of Indiana. A doctoral program is 
currently being developed potentially involving collaboration with the liberal arts 
and other schools where there is a shared interest in the social and behavioral scien
ces; joint ventures are being considered with dentistry, nursing, and several medi-
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cal departments. Inter-school research centers will afford an important develop
ment opportunity for social work faculty to move in new directions. The School 
will also develop new programs of continuing professional education, and it will as
sist students, faculty and practicing professionals acquire higher levels of computer
based competencies. 

While the whole IUPUI campus has taken its character from the professional 
schools, several of which have been in existence for 75 years or longer, these schools 
have generally developed separately and independently . It is only within the last 20 
years that these schools have had the benefits of the coordination and cooperation that 
come from membership in a common university endeavor. 

In this comparatively brief time, the professional schools have been developing new 
graduate courses, degrees, and continuing professional education opportunities which 
draw on the university community, as well as their respective professional communities. 
The next stage of development will pennit significant qualitative improvements in both 
learning and service through enhanced research made possible by fully using their urban 
location and the emergence of the supporting basic academic disciplines. 

The law library serves as a distinctive example of the relationship between the 
professional schools and two constituencies: the academic community of which they are 
a part and the community of professional practice which they serve. The Law Library in 
Indianapolis is of singular importance in Indiana because Indianapolis is the principal 
seat of legal activity, so this library serves practicing attorneys, governmental entities, 
and corporations. 

At the same time, the practice of law is drawing increasingly on other fields. Ideally, 
the new University Library ,will house the Law Library, creating a very special partner
ship which should enable both the law school and the Indiana legal community to adapt 
to changing conditions more quickly than their counterparts in other states. 

The present law collection is a special resource, and extra care must be taken to en
sure that it grows to accommodate the rising expectations and needs of the university and 
the professional communities. Specifically, the law library developments should be 
planned to take advantage of the new state Supreme Court Library which will be located 
near the eastern edge of the IUPUI campus, and which will thus constitute a complemen
tary resource for practicing attorneys and law students. 

Until recently, most of the professional schools have lacked the support of strong, 
theory-based units with research capacities. The next two decades should permit many 
of the professional programs to assume leadership roles in their professions as higher 
education goes through a significant period of reorganization. As the information age 
leads to an era of new uses for knowledge, IUPUI will be poised to respond with well
conceived and highly interactive programs based on sound research. The University 
Library will grow to maturity in this rapidly changing era, permitting the development of 
collections to support professional schools. 
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PROFESSIONAL MISSION 

Plans 
1987-89: Complete review of computer resources and provide workstations for each 

faculty member in business; up-grade number of full-time faculty in busi
ness and other professional schools (see undergraduate mission); improve 
electronic library access for all professional programs, including access to 
IUB holdings; continue expanding focus of Center on Urban and Multicul
tural Education; plan interschool research program focused on early 
adolescence designed to apply results in several professional programs 
(potentially involving education, social work, science, nursing, liberal 
arts, allied health); complete planning for MS degrees in electrical en
gineering and mechanical engineering; plan MFA; plan MA in media 
management for journalism; remodel Cable Building to accommodate 
journalism; plan master of laws degree; prepare for law accreditation and 
begin review; complete planning for library, including new law library; 
begin review of law library holdings; plan master of urban planning de
gree; plan doctoral degree in social work; plan delivery of graduate social 
work to other sites, such as Fort Wayne and Evansville where there is a 
need; respond to reaccreditation reviews of MSW and BSW programs; 
review clinical education in law and develop a long-range plan; develop 
and offer continuing professional education social work courses 
throughout the state; increase cooperation between HYPER and physical 
education; plan cooperative research center on health policy studies. 

1989-91: Cooperate with liberal arts in development of research center focused on In
dianapolis drawing on !MAGIS and POLIS; implement MS engineering 
degrees; cooperate in development of research park north of IUPUI cam
pus; develop minority recruitment program for graduate engineering 
degrees; plan new Herron facility; review computer equipment available 
for journalism; begin construction on new library, including law library 
and plan remodeling of old law library; complete review of law library 
holdings and develop plans for collection needed during the next decade; 
implement plan for clinical legal education; explore joint program 
development with HYPER, NIPS, physical education, and Center on 
Sport and society; plan joint degree program between engineering and 
SPEA at master's level; implement doctoral programs in social work and 
MFA in Herron; acquire studio facility for Herron faculty and MFA 
graduate student design studio; plan master 's degree in physical educa
tion; consider social work programs on other campuses; review dance 
program and facility requirements . 

1991-93: Review space needs and computer facilities for business and SPEA; 
cooperate with liberal arts in development of applied communication 
program; review program needs in engineering and consider degree re-
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lated to automated manufacturing/artificial intelligence and bioengineer
ing; begin construction on new Herron facility ; implement master of laws 
degree; implement first phase of law library collection development; plan 
degree program in dance education; evaluate and modify as necessary the 
continuing professional education social work courses and evaluate space 
requirements. 

1993-95: Replace CAD/CAM center equipment and refocus center for new re
search direction; review equipment needs for MFA, e~;pecially computer 
and video laboratories; review state-wide social work courses and degree 
opportunities at regional campuses and IUB ; implement master 's degree 
in physical education. 

1995-97: Consider special residential facility for journalism program (to permit IUB 
students to participate and to accommodate state-wide internship 
program); implement second phase of law library collections develop
ment; implement degree in dance education. 

1997-99: Plan addition to law school; since IUPUI offers the most comprehensive 
array of post-baccalaureate degrees in the state, the campus will give con
sideration to cooperating with other schools where there is a clear need for 
graduate professional degrees or continuing professional education that 
cannot be met by IUPUI. 

IV. RESEARCH, SCHOLARSHIP, AND SPONSORED PROGRAMS 
Strong research programs are an essential component of strong teaching programs. 

Whether undergraduate or graduate, classroom effectiveness is directly related to the re
search activities of the faculty. Whereas research has increasingly been identified with 
technology and economic development, especially research which takes place in a scien
tific laboratory, research methodologies are unique to a specific field and are conducted 
in a variety of different forms at IUPUI. For example, the artist, the linguist and the so
cial scientist all function within research settings which use facilities and methodologies 
unique to their own endeavors. When research is discussed, the term includes the crea
tive activity which embraces not only the biomedical researcher, but also the faculty 
member in liberal arts, the behavioral sciences or creative arts as well as basic sciences 
and engineering. 

The citizens of IUPUI have self-consciously described their campus as a learning 
community, a place where students and faculty alike share in the discovery of new 
knowledge and new uses of knowledge. Research often involves the rediscovery of 
facts, information and practices, and hence the learning community preserves as well as 
creates knowledge. As a dynamic process, learning depends on an exchange among all 
its members and it is this dialogue and discourse which provides the means of education 
through the dissemination of knowledge. Students along with faculty are engaged in re
search when they are truly learning. 
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Many students and faculty are involved in research that is creative or interpretive 
and their contribution to new knowledge takes forms different from those associated with 
scientific discovery. Many research activities are individual rather than collaborative and 
many require little fmancial support beyond the scholar's or artist's imagination. These 
forms of research and their results are valuable and socially necessary even when they do 
not require large sums of money, special facilities, or technical assistants. 

However, research is increasingly being separated from its proper integration with 
teaching due to the high costs of most forms of research and, especially, due to the fact 
that the state does not appropriate funds for general research. Most research is funded on 
a project basis by agencies , corporations, or others that have a particular interest in the 
uses of new knowledge. Universities have adapted to this environment while seeking to 
preserve the inherent relation of teaching with research in learning. Accordingly, IUPUI 
faculty and administrative officers work hard to ensure continuity in their research 
programs by placing separate. externally funded projects in a larger context. 

The engine of research and other creative activity is thus fueled not only by external 
initiatives but also by the inherent value of research to the overriding mission of the cam
pus. At IUPUI, most funds which support research and other scholarly activities come 
from external sources. The challenge to relate the needs of our faculty with the interests 
of external sponsors is difficult. To assist in the matching of institutional objectives with 
funding opportunities, IUPUI has created an Office of Research and Sponsored 
Programs. 

Faculty within schools that have been in existence longer than others and which have 
access to formalized federal funding programs are in a much better position to attract 
funds than those in schools with newly developing research programs which may not be 
as easily related to governmental priorities. For example, in 1986-87, the faculty in the 
School of Medicine at Indianapolis generated over $27 million through grants; whereas, 
faculty in the Herron School of Art at IUPUI generated just over $35,000. 

Although both figures are significant to each school, the apparent disparity has many 
reasons: Size of research projects; number of faculty; available funding sources; nation
al commitment to research in each discipline; and the cost of the specific activities in
volved. Nevertheless, it is critical to the existence of each of these units that their re
search and creative activity be supported to the extent that is necessary, not only to 
accomplish the research itself, but also to provide the resultant contributions to the teach
ing programs and to the disciplines involved. Moreover, funded research opportunities 
play a major role in attracting and retaining excellent faculty. 

Whereas some state legislatures make direct allocations for research purposes to 
their state universities, this is not the case in Indiana and at IUPUI. State of Indiana 
funds allocated to the University by the legislature are not ordinarily dedicated directly to 
a specific project on a recurring basis. Consequently, IUPUI uses whatever flexible 
funds it can obtain to assist faculty in the development of research projects with seed 
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money to attract external funds in significant amounts. The external support is usually 
designated for a specific research project for a fixed period of time. 

Funds attracted by IUPUI faculty from outside the university in 1986-1987 for re
search and scholarly activity exceeded $40 million. Of this amount, over half was 
provided by federal sources. State and local government provided less than ten percent, 
and less than forty percent was provided by non-government sources. Funded research 
and public service is a major component of IUPUI's responsibilities and accounts for 
49% of its total annual budget. 

In recent years, as the composition of the IUPUI faculty has changed, an increased 
emphasis has been placed upon research and other scholarly activity as a companion to 
teaching. External income for these purposes has increased proportionately. For ex
ample, sponsored program income for the School of Medicine through external grants 
has increased from $15 .8 million to approximately $34.5 million in a ten-year period. 
Grant income produced by the Indiana University School of Law-Indianapolis has in
creased from approximately $94,000 to over $381,000 in the same ten-year period. The 
School of Liberal Arts has increased its external income from just over $58,000 to over 
$641,000. These increases can be related to many factors, not the least of which is the 
growing sophistication of the faculty and the commensurate clarification of institutional 
mission by the IUPUI learning community. 

An area of rapidly developing support for faculty research is in the establishment of 
new relationships with industry and private corporations. By conventional measures an 
institution that receives five percent of its research income from this type of source is con
sidered to be doing well. IUPUI receives over ten percent of its external income for re
search purposes from these sources, an increase in one year of over seven percent, or just 
over $329,000. Faculty continue to develop relationships with commercial and industrial 
organizations. In the past year, over 206 different projects supported by 85 industrial and 
corporate organizations were initiated. Of the total industrial and corporate income of 
$4.9 million in 1986-87, approximately $1.7 million represents 45 projects which have 
been conducted by IUPUI faculty in cooperation with industries located within the State 
of Indiana. The relationship of future economic development with advanced research car
ried out by IUPUI has become increasingly apparent to the state as well as the city. 

Projects that have opened the door to increasing interaction between Indiana industry 
and university research include environmental surveys, equipment development, drug 
testing, sexually transmitted diseases, dental programs, and other health related research. 
IUPUI faculty work with state and local government agencies in a variety of cooperative 
projects. These projects involve the economic impact of tourism, historical surveys, the 
visual arts, gifted and talented students in schools through Indiana, children's theater 
tours, child welfare programs, and numerous others involving the youth of Indiana. 
Many other programs are dedicated to the improvement of health care, the provision of 
educational and cultural opportunities for Indiana citizens, and cooperative projects with 
the City of Indianapolis, such as !MAGIS. 
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One of the most direct links between illPUI and the city is the opportunity to use In
dianapolis as an urban laboratory of national and international interest through its quality 
of project design, the significance of the topic, and the effectiveness of methodology. In
dianapolis can be viewed as a model as well as a specific geographic entity. The city and 
University can take mutual advantage of the increased prominence of Indianapolis in the 
national and international community. 

Without limiting traditional , discipline-based research, IUPUI can continue to fulfill 
its role as the campus for large-scale institutional experimentation by demonstrating the 
fundamental importance of applied research. In choosing quality as its distinguishing 
character, IUPUI can show that there is little difference in the value or prestige of applied 
or theory research if they are pursued with an equal insistence on quality and integrity. 

Similarly, IUPUI can play a leadership role in promoting interdisciplinary research 
which brings together the expertise of many different disciplines and methodologies to 
address large scale problems characteristic of our complex technological society. Just as 
Indiana cannot ignore its international context, the city and state must place problems 
such as AIDS or health care costs , automated manufacturing or computer assisted instruc
tion in a broad matrix of different but coordinated perspectives. IUPUI is uniquely posi
tioned in the state to become the center for experimentation and interdisciplinary research 
because of the full range of professional schools, the urban laboratory, and the potential 
to develop arts and science graduate programs to complement this critical future-oriented 
role for higher education. 

IUPUI can establish research centers which focus on broad interdisciplinary themes 
of interest to the community as well as the university; yet the basic disciplines will ensure 
continuity and strength as well as provide a mechanism for permitting the foci of the 
centers to evolve as professional applications change. With the security of strong depart
ments fmnly grounded in the traditional liberal arts and sciences, the centers can be more 
risk-taking and topical in defming their specific objectives. However, one or more of the 
centers may take as its focus an interdisciplinary and interschool approach to a traditional 
field of inquiry--such as international studies or literacy--instead of problem-oriented re
search of pressing societal interest, such as rising health care costs. 

By establishing research as a clear, direct link between undergraduate and graduate 
education, IUPUI can adapt to the established national pattern of discipline-based 
specialization while giving its students the benefit of a perspective which transcends a 
single discipline. Society recognizes that knowledge is organized in many different ways 
and that complex problems require solutions which draw upon multiple disciplines and al
ternative, even competing, view. In this sense, the traditional organizational stmctures of 
higher education, despite their inherent usefulness , do not reflect many aspects of reality 
and may not correspond to societal expectation. 

The evolving role for IUPUI will provide a means for relating knowledge to society 
and, at the same time, for giving students the experience of combining information, 
methodologies, and theories from diverse fields into a coherent response to a defined 
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problem or issue. By working with faculty experienced in cross-disciplinary research 
and dialogue, undergraduate and graduate students alike will have an enhanced education
al experience. In the process , Indianapolis will receive direct benefits . 

In emphasizing research topics of contemporary, social interest, the IUPUI programs 
will provide the organizational framework for relating the university with the com
munity, and they will permit IUPUI to draw upon a broad range of expertise from the 
community to complement academic programs. Similarly, IUPUI will also provide a 
means of articulating the value, even if not the application, of more theoretical or tradi
tional scholarly pursuits to society. As the institutional home for interdisciplinary and 
multidisciplinary research within Indiana University, IUPUI will serve faculty from 
throughout the campus and companion campuses at Bloomington, West Lafayette and 
the smaller campuses of Indiana University through adjunct and temporary appointments. 
By recognizing research topics of significance, faculty will seek as new colleagues those 
faculty appointees who can advance with the creation and application of knowledge at 
the highest levels. 

Because of community needs and a particular assignment of responsibility, the inter
disciplinary programs may each eventually serve as the base for a highly selective, small 
interdisciplinary doctoral program designed to emphasize the application of research 
skills and methodologies to institutional settings, thus complementing the traditional, 
teaching-oriented programs offered at IUB and PUWL. While the creation of doctoral 
programs may be deferred for several years, they should be considered in designing the 
research and graduate programs. As programs of the system-wide Indiana University 
Graduate School, doctoral degrees will draw systematically on the resources of IUB as 
well as professional schools. PUWL and the faculty located on smaller campuses who 
may have strong research interests in topics being explored at IUPUI through an interdis
ciplinary approach. 

Each of the centers will be formulated at a sufficiently high level of generalization to 
permit shifts within the field of study as a normal and desirable reflection of increased 
knowledge and understanding. From time to time, however, center faculty may find that 
their work is no longer best served by a center or distinct program, in which case the par
ticular center would be phased out of existence or reassigned to a departmental or school 
function. 

For IUPUI to continue and increase its present support of faculty research and other 
scholarly activities, an effective infrastructure must be present and continually improved. 
This includes new research space; new equipment; maintenance and replacement of exist
ing equipment; more flexibility in providing financial support for expenses related to 
faculty projects but which cannot always be paid by grant funds; adequate computers and 
related equipment; and new library resources. In order for the spirit and progress which 
now exist to continue, the proper support systems must be put in place. Most of these 
have been discussed throughout the document in the context of specific projects or 
school plans. However, the infrastructure of the campus crosses school and disciplinary 
lines, and an effective system of coordination ensures optimal efficiency and use of 
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limited resources. The Office of Research and Sponsored Programs is a principal means 
for communication and coordination. 

The fmal, determining factor in the extent and quality of research, however, will al
ways be the faculty. Through research, faculty continue their personal intellectual 
growth and development which keeps university-level teaching dynamic , current, and 
purposeful. To ensure that IUPUI continues to advance with the challenges confronting 
its academic disciplines and the professions, the campus will initiate a faculty develop
ment program designed to permit successful scholars study in a second discipline to bring 
to bear new perspectives and methodologies in their primary areas of study. This 
program, along with faculty study sections, or seminars, will open new topics of interdis
ciplinary and multidisciplinary research for the campus through faculty initiative and 
curiosity. 

V. ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES 
As an academic community, IUPUI has a definite institutional character which dif

ferentiates it from all other large employers in Indianapolis. The academic priority of 
learning guides the fonnation of policies and procedures in all aspects of the institution's 
administrative and bureaucratic responsibilities . Each policy, procedure, regulation, and 
goal must be tested in terms of its efficacy in realizing the over-arching objective of learn
ing, whether learning takes the form of teaching, research or service. 

As a community, IUPUI is one of the largest "towns" in Indiana. Its over 30,000 stu
dents, staff, and faculty place the IUPUI community on a level with such other cities as 
Valparaiso, Jeffersonville, Lawrence, or Marion. This comparison helps illustrate the 
complexity of IUPUI as a place which requires a large, efficient infrastructure including 
fire, police, sewer, telephone, parks and grounds, electrical, road, health, housing, and 
other countless services. Most of these are taken for granted by the community members 
because they are secondary to the learning mission, and because most community mem
bers are selectively engaged in their "town." 

There will always exist a dynamic tension between the mission of IUPUI and there
quirements of maintaining its physical existence. It is the responsibility of the campus ad
ministration to ensure that the maintenance of IUPUI does not supplant its mission, but 
all members of the academic community must also recognize their roles as citizens and 
neighbors of IUPUI as a place. 

Through its campus administrative officers and unit service directors, IUPUI has 
committed itself to reviewing administrative practices periodically to ensure that they sup
port--not constrain--the requirements of a learning community. Without detailing all of 
the distinct administrative services or addressing all of the issues which may be of con
cern to faculty, staff, and students, the following key areas are discussed in some detail 
because they are critical to the academic mission of the campus and the development en
visioned by this plan. 
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V. ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES 
A. PLANNING, BUDGETING AND QUALITY 

In the 1988-89 fiscal year, Indiana University will adopt a new form of budgeting 
and financial control which increases the authority and responsibility of schools (and 
other large administrative units) for their income and expenditures. This change in 
budgeting practice is designed to give schools an increased ability to match their program 
objectives with resources and for linking academic programming and fiscal planning with 
the overall objective of enhancing quality . It will also be coupled with a program review 
procedure. The budgeting system will permit a degree of flexibility and responsiveness 
to changing conditions not possible under present circumstances. Although schools will 
acquire increased fiscal autonomy under this plan, special precautions will be taken at 
IUPUI to ensure that the budgeting system facilitates inter-school cooperation and inter
disciplinary study. 

The model for responsibility centered budgeting is still being developed and will re
quire modifications and refinements even after it is implemented, but these features are 
clear: 

Income: Each unit will retain all student and other fee income generated from cour
ses as well as other earned income, a substantial portion of indirect cost recovery 
from external grants and contracts, designated funds from such sources as continu
ing education, public service, or faculty research, restricted funds from grants, con
tracts, or gifts, and income from auxiliary or service units . In essence, schools will 
retain almost all income directly attributable to their departments, programs, or ac
tivities. In addition, the Vice President (Indianapolis) will allocate a portion of 
state appropriated funds to each school as a part of the annual budgetary review 
process now in place; through this review each school's role in meeting campus 
and university objectives can be assessed and adjusted, including interschool col
laboration and interdisciplinary research. 

~: Schools, and other large administrative units, will be responsible for all 
costs of instruction and research as well as other expenses incurred by schools in 
sponsoring continuing education, public service, or auxiliary service activities. Ad
ditionally, schools will be assessed a charge for library acquisitions, academic com
puting, and space, but an initial allocation will be made to each unit to cover their 
current basic commitments in these areas; future adjustments will be subject to the 
internal allocation process of each school. Schools will continue to pay for direct 
services such as physical plant or motor pool charges. 

Management: Each dean or administrator of a re~'Ponsibility center will be given 
the basic charge of managing the resources at their disposal to achieve the goals of 
the unit with the greatest possible effectiveness. Plans and goals will be estab
lished and approved for each school or unit, and they will be reviewed annually as 
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a part of the budget process. School Five-year planning statements will provide a 
primary reference for budgetary review. 

To assist deans in achieving their unit's objectives, they will be able to retain any 
year-end balances and they will be able to shift funds among budget categories. 
Some analysts of higher education have observed that universities face the 
equivalent of a liquidity crisis which is exaggerated by the mismatch of academic 
planning with fiscal control. With an increased array of management tools, deans 
and other administrators should be able to a balance between evolving program ob
jectives and available resources. Responsibility centered budgeting will integrate 
fiscal and academic decision-making in one administrative officer at the operation 
level. 

As already noted, each school 's own five-year plan will constitute the frame of 
reference for budgetary reviews. These academic plans will also be reviewed in terms of 
program quality, and each school will be asked to present evidence of its success in meet
ing its objectives in tenns of its own plans and in comparison with peer institutions. Al
though each school will present its own academic plan and comparative review, external 
program reviews may occasionally be warranted to ensure the best use of resources for 
the assigned mission. Program quality will be an essential feature of the fiscal and 
academic planning process. 

University and campus policies will ensure that academic priorities direct fiscal 
policies. Quality will be the first, though not extensive, criterion considered. Schools, 
for example, should not unilaterally increase intraschool requirements to generate addi
tional student fees; changes in curricular requirements should be made to meet academic 
objectives which will improve the quality of learning. The campus administration will 
also encourage through its fiscal policies interschool collaboration and joint faculty ap
pointments to increase IUPUI's potential as the state's center for innovation and 
experimentation in meeting the challenges of rapidly changing professions and social 
needs. Joint proposals from two or more schools, for example, are likely to have a higher 
priority in new allocations or in reallocations. 

V. ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES 
B. STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

This development plan is concerned with developing the teaching, research and 
public service missions at Indianapolis through the year 2000. In discussing these mis
sions, the document has often cited the faculty and students. Faculty and students are at 
the core of the academic activity of the campus, but the staff members are important 
partners in the IUPUI learning community. 

Every large organization requires staff members to support the functioning of the or
ganization. Universities are similar to other employers in the public and private sectors 
in highlighting the importance of staff for organizational responsibilities such as office 
management and document processing, the purchasing of materials, the security of the 
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facilities, and maintenance of the buildings . At IUPUI, however, the staff assumes a 
more significant role than the operations of the enterprise. Staff members are integral 
partners in the efficient and effective accomplishment of the mission of the institution 
providing a broad range of faculty and student support services. They also tend to be the 
point of first contact with the university for the general public. Public impressions of 
IUPUI are often detennined by the way in which staff members reflect the values , goals, 
and atmosphere of the campus. 

While many comments made about faculty (especially, low salary levels) are directly 
applicable to the staff as well, other matters are also in1portant for the staff to be more ef
fective in their contributions to the campus mission. Following are several important 
areas to be addressed by IUPUI in the years ahead. 

~: Repeated surveys of salary levels for comparable positions in central In
diana and around the country demonstrate the low salary levels for most staff posi
tions . Skilled employees (e.g., skilled crafts and skilled secretaries at IUPUI are 
very low in compensation when compared with other employers in Indianapolis. 
Because the demand for skilled employees is increasing more quickly than in any 
other area, the problem is likely to grow more acute . Service and maintenance per
sonnel are paid less than they would be at other large employers in both the public 
and private sectors. Professional staff members, particularly those in classifica
tions PAl0-12, are significantly undercompensated. While the underfunding of 
IUPUI is apparent in nearly all aspects of its operations, it is particularly harmful 
when staff salaries are so low. Departments are not able to identify qualified ap
plicants for positions due to low starting salary levels. Turnover is high. Recent 
leadership changes in the Personnel Department have resulted in well- designed 
salary schedules and in sound salary administration policies and procedures. These 
improvements are at risk when salary levels are so low as to place the campus at 
the bottom in terms of compensation when compared with other large employers in 
Central Indiana. Emphasis will be placed on increasing salary levels of staff, 
phased in relationship to the development of the campus. 

Institutional Support: The support of staff employees reaches beyond the 
provision of salary and fringe benefits. The continuing development of career lad
ders, staff training programs, and other means of enhancing the careers of staff 
members as well as increasing salary levels will require a significant increase in 
funding for IUPUI. 

Among the services often provided by large employers are an employee assistance 
program and expanded child care facilities. While these services are described as 
institutional support for employees, they are perhaps of greater importance to the 
campus in their potential for staff retention, the reduction of absenteeism, and en
hancing of staff performance. 

Employee recognition programs for outstanding performance are essential to build
ing high morale. Existing programs will be reviewed to ensure they are meaning-
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ful to employees, and new programs will be initiated which will help the campus 
achieve its goals during the next decade. 

Education: While the fee remission plan and the employee fee discount for con
tinuing education are important for staff members , the campus will also explore 
more fonnal means by which staff members will be able and encouraged to con
tinue their educations while employed at IUPUI. The availability of excellent train
ing programs and means by which staff members can learn, including the pursuit 
of degrees , will be important in recruiting and retaining excellent staff members. 
Few other employers can offer such an important benefit. More importantly, 
education gives IUPUI an advantage in developing its own workforce by encourag
ing those with the potential for leadership and supervisory roles to continue their 
education. 

Couununication: Staff share with faculty the need for better communication on 
campus . While the development of the Staff Council has been important in enhanc
ing communication among staff, there is continued need to improve communica
tion with faculty , students , and administrators . The efforts of the Staff Council to 
expand the staff news to faculty is an example of the steps which can be taken. 
Staff and faculty will be encouraged to increase this effort for their mutual benefit 
through joint meetings and programs as well as newsletters. 

Partnership: The Staff Council and its procedures for cooperating with the Faculty 
Council are important in enhancing a collaborative approach to developing the 
campus. This development plan recognizes the importance of identifying other 
means of collaboration among faculty , staff, and students, but these must be fol
lowed by specific collaborative actions. 

Although, this document describes a plan for a university which must concern it
self primarily with the academic development of the campus, the role of the staff is 
very important. In cooperation with the Staff Council, the Personnel Department 
will take leadership in the continuing planning and development necessary for a 
true community. The management of human resources has been newly recognized 
in American industry as key to the success of the enterprise, and this is just as true 
in higher education. 

One of the elements which would substantially improve the IUPUI work environ
ment is an Employee Assistance Program. Although not yet fully in place, the 
plans for a program have been developed and some of the services are available. 

Employee Assistance Program: The purpose of the Employee Assistance Progran1 
at IUPUI is to provide assessment and referral services for employees who are ex
periencing personal problems that may affect job perfonnance. The Employee As
sistance Program assists employees whose job performance is affected by personal 
problems, whether these problems are temporarily hampering the effectiveness of a 
usually high functioning employee, or, impeding the productivity of a previously 
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valued employee. The goal is to provide the appropriate referrals for counseling or 
treatment so the employees can become more productive. In the initial phase of 
the program, a prime emphasis is on education and training, so that employees are 
aware of this service, and supervisors are prepared to refer employees to the 
program. The program provides assessments and coordinates referrals for counsel
ing or treatment, using campus and conununity resources. 

Employees with personal problems have a major impact on the work setting, and 
this causes concern to administrators in all settings, public and private, large and 
small. It is unlikely that IUPUI is inunune to negative factors affecting society and 
the workforce , and it is quite probable that the nonn of 10% of problem employees 
is as true for our employee population (faculty and staff alike) as it is for the 
workforce in general. Employees ' problems can stem from a variety of issues, in
cluding personal and family relationship problems, drug or alcohol abuse, or a com
bination of factors. The result is that such personal problems can become debilitat
ing and carry over into the work setting in the form of reduced productivity. 

The reduction in productivity manifests itself in many ways, such as absenteeism 
and diminished work quality , and involves a high cost to the university. Research 
indicates that the cost to the employer is 25% of the troubled employee's wages. 
Considering that up to 10% of IUPUI's 7,000 full-time employees may fall into the 
"problem" category, there is a sizeable annual cost to the academic community 
which is too high to ignore. 

New Employee Orientation: Because the over 7,000 staff members at IUPUI repre
sent such a major point of contact between the campus and the general public, an 
orientation program designed to explain the special nature of an academic com
munity will be developed. It is essential that all members of the community under
stand the goals of research, the dynamics of the relationship between students and 
faculty, and the values of trust, respect, and tolerance on which any university 
depends. Values are a very special part of the work undertaken at IUPUI, and they 
must shared by all. The plans contained in this document, for example, must be 
communicated to new employees in such a way that the plan's implementation be
comes important to the staff members themselves. 

Campus Atmosphere: IUPUi is committed to building a campus atmosphere 
which promotes tolerance, mutual respect, civility, and understanding among a 
community of people diversified by age, gender, personal wealth, physical 
capacity, educational attainments, race, cultural background, and experience. 
Diversity is highly desired because it contributes to the goals of a university educa
tion. Diversity without understanding and tolerance, however, can disrupt learn
ing, and interferes with the work of others. In cooperation with the Personnel 
Department and the Dean of the Faculties Office, the Director of Campus Interrela
tions will develop programs to enhance the quality of the campus atmosphere 
through education and example. 
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Similarly, the campus must relate to the larger Indianapolis community, but espe
cially its geographic neighbors. The Office of Campus Interrelations will play a 
special role in making the campus worksite an exemplary atmosphere for In
dianapolis and will promote enhanced relations with area neighbors, community or
ganizations, and businesses as well as the city, state, and corporate offices which 
dominate the area. 

V. ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES 
C. SERVICES 

The traditional responsibility of service units to support learning is being renewed as 
a part of the campus development plan and will be increasingly used as the criterion by 
which service units and their employees are evaluated. As noted above, it is essential 
that the men and women who provide support services understand the academic objec
tives of the campus to enable them to be more effective. Programs designed to provide 
an orientation will be developed and in the interim supervisors have been instructed to 
begin reviewing all service operations in tenns of increasing service to faculty and stu
dents. 

By the fall1988 semester, significant changes and improvements will be made. Be
cause there may be residual problems, however, a service complaint hotline will be estab
lished for faculty who are not receiving the support they need from the Purchasing 
Department, the Personnel Department, the Bookstores, Information Services, Grants Ad
ministration, Duplicating and Communication Services, and Physical Plant. A faculty ad
visory committee will be established to help oversee this referral service and to advise 
department heads on how to improve services which support the learning mission of 
IUPUI. 

Parking: Parking is a special problem more directly related to space and con
venience than to employees or to employment practices. The dimension of the 
problem in accommodating students, faculty, and staff vehicles at peak times needs 
no elaborations, and the problem will intensify with the relocation of science 
programs to the main campus and with the construction of a new library. Not only 
will there be more people on campus, but the buildings will take available spaces. 
Since there is very little room for the expansion of surface lots, parking structures 
will be required to meet increased demand. Due to legal restrictions, the Univer
sity has few alternatives open to it in financing new parking structures. While 
funding alternatives are being explored, a detailed plan for traffic flow , surface lot 
expansion, and improved public transportation will be developed in the context of 
the overall campus development plan and projections for nearby facilities (such as 
the White River State Park, the new state office parking structure, and residential 
structures). The hospitals and health care clinics on campus require urgent atten
tion with the rapidly changing practices in out-patient health care services; com
paratively more patients will require short-term services and hence the need for 
nearby parking is an important component of patient care. However, the focus of 
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the campus parking plan will be meeting the needs of the students, faculty and staff 
who are brought to IUPUI by their interest in and support of learning. 

VI. THE EXTENDED UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
Implementation of the IUPUI development plan during the period 1988-2000 re

quires the support of an organized and comprehensive external affairs program for the 
campus. Meeting the goals of continuation, completion, consolidation, and cooperation 
depends on a clear, organized, and coordinated effort in marketing; media, community, 
and public relations; alumni relations; legislative relations; and private fund raising. The 
appointment of the External Affairs Coordinating Council for IUPUI in the fall of 1987 
has established the principal mechanism for coordinating these programs. 

External affairs comprise all ofiUPUI's informal contacts with the community, 
state, and nation outside teaching and research. The way in which IUPUI is perceived by 
the constituencies it serves and by those who support it depends largely on the care with 
which the institution takes in presenting itself. With over 30,000 members in the fonn of 
students, family , and other employees, IUPUI is perceived and represented in many dif
ferent ways. It has multiple identities and images, and it is held accountable in different, 
even conflicting, ways. Without reducing its variety and diversity which makes IUPUI 
such a remarkable institution, the External Affairs Coordinating Council must nonethe
less begin to develop the means for articulating the campus' special role and for insisting 
that it is accountable for its effectiveness as a learning community above all else. 

VI. THE EXTENDED UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
A. PRIVATE FUNDING 

The Indiana University Foundation is a not-for-profit corporation chartered by the 
State of Indiana to seek, invest and disburse private gifts for Indiana University. It has 
been designated by the Trustees of Indiana University as the sole fund raising arm of the 
University. The Foundation also serves the Purdue schools at IUPUI. The Foundation 
has extended its fund raising services to the deans of all schools in Indianapolis and 
Bloomington and to campus chancellors and has actively involved these senior ad
ministrators in fund raising. The Foundation maintains an office at IUPUI to coordinate 
this decentralized development operation and to operate the Campaign for Indiana in In
dianapolis. A small professional staff based at IUPUI works with 20 full and part-time 
development officers in the separate schools on the campus . 

Although the level of support can be expanded and gifts can be increased, the level 
of giving on the campus has risen from $3.6 million in 1983 to $15.2 million in 1986; 
and the number of donors has increased from 6,000 to 9,000. Private support has be
come an essential component of the can1pus revenue base, and the quality of learning at 
IUPUI will be increasingly affected by the extent of charitable contributions. The objec
tive of the Foundation will be to assist IUPUI to raise its annual income from gifts to $20 
million by 1990, to at least $25 million by 1995, and to more than $30 million by 2000. 
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Although the School of Medicine recently added a development professional, the 
school's size and its gift opportunities could support an additional professional in 
development and communications. Opportunities for increased development work exist 
in the School of Science and the School of Engineering and Technology, where one addi
tional development professional could cover both schools. Physical Education, Liberal 
Arts, and the athletic program require extensive work to build a foundation for develop
ment and to seek funding for special projects due to the small alumni base and the limited 
ability of graduates to give large gifts. Similarly, the School of Law is planning to ex
pand its development organization. 

Because of the relationship of IUPUI to the city of Indianapolis, the potential for un
restricted community support for the campus is great. Unrestricted support will help the 
campus recruit new faculty members, enable the campus to take advantage of special op
portunities that arise from time-to-time, and allow the campus the flexibility to imple
ment pru1s of the development plan which have no other funding sources despite their in
herent value. 

The Indiana University Foundation offices in Indianapolis serve not only the 
development program on the IUPUI campus, but they assist other campuses with their 
work in the Indianapolis community as well. Central support staff at the Foundation of
fices in Bloomington assist the development operation at IUPUI. However, the Founda
tion staff at Indianapolis is the primary contact for school-sponsored development profes
sionals at IUPUI. Expanded development operations and increased gifts to IUPUI will 
require additional Foundation support staff. 

The annual giving program requires additional professional staff in 1988. Increased 
gifts may require additional clerical support as well. The Foundation should consider ad
ding a planned giving officer and a corporate giving officer in Indianapolis to assist the 
IUPUI development program as well as the other University campuses. Finally, as the In: 
~campaign ends in 1990, the Foundation should consider restructuring the Cam
paign staffto serve as the University's central major gifts program in the city, and to as
sist IUPUI, as well as the other University campuses, in a continued search for major 
gifts for the University. 

In addition to the development of endowments for faculty and student support, 
which will help the campus reach the goals identified in the development plan, new ef
forts to obtain private funds may be required for most of the capital projects because of 
the legislature's interest in these special funding arrangements. Major gifts for the 
University Library are being sought currently to help the campus make its best case for 
support addressed to the Indiana General Assembly for state funds. The experience of a 
number of recent efforts on behalf of libraries indicates that this effort will require careful 
cultivation of a few selected leadership gifts rather than a broad campaign. Funds will 
also be sought for collection development. 

A broad base of support for the visual and performing arts is being developed cur
rently at IUPUI to help make the case for funds from the General Assembly to construct 
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the final major new facility required to complete the campus, an arts complex which 
would house the Herron School of Art and, potentially, programs in dance, theatre, and 
music. Because basic academic buildings, such as the library and arts center, are essen
tial to the educational mission of IUPUI, private funds will be sought to supplement the 
state allocated funds for those facilities and features which will make buildings into true 
learning and cultural resources for the state. Private donations cannot replace state funds, 
but they can provide the measure of distinction required for a campus ofiUPUI's impor
tance .. 

VI. THE EXTENDED UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
B. ALUMNI RELATIONS 

As IUPUI completes its second decade as a joint venture of two institutions and 
enters its third, both Indiana University and Purdue University alumni of the campus 
must become involved in the efforts to build the quality institution outlined in the 
development plan. 

A central fact of the governance arrangement for IUPUI is that degrees earned on the 
Indianapolis Campus are conferred either by Indiana University or Purdue University. 
Accordingly, alumni services are generally delivered in the name of either the Indiana 
University Alumni Association or the Purdue Alumni Association. The alumni program 
for graduates of the Indianapolis campus is administered through the Department of 
Alumni Relations with the primary goal of involving alumni with their schools through 
programs, services, and communities. In addition to representing the respective alumni 
associations of Purdue and Indiana University , the alumni relations department also ful
fills several campus assignments that are made by the campus administration. These as
signments include coordination of commencement and special ceremonies, and support 
of development and external relations activities as assigned. 

As IUPUI matures and establishes a reputation, it requires an effective program to 
build alumni interest in and loyalty to the campus beyond the school. In addition to meet
ing its responsibilities to the IUPUI campus, the alumni office is expected to support 
University-wide alumni activities of Indiana University, which include the Indianapolis 
Mens and Womens Clubs and other activities. Similar support of University-wide alum
ni activities has not been requested by Purdue University. 

In 1987, nearly 4,000 graduates were added to the rolls of the alumni who have 
earned degrees at the Indianapolis campus. Approximately half of the alumni holding 
degrees earned at Indianapolis have graduated in the past decade. Five out of six alumni 
have graduated since the formation of IUPUI. If the initiatives to build identity and inter
est in IUPUI are to be realized, additional staff will be required. Resources have not kept 
pace with the rapid growth of the alumni body. For example, ten years ago there were 
ten full-time staff members in the alumni office; today there are eight. There have been 
modest increases in the operations budget for alunmi activities in recent years, but the 
demand for services has exceeded current resources. 
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While the alumni office generally has not become involved in direct solicitation of 
donors, alumni activities provide an arena for conducting development activities. By the 
same token, as a publicly-assisted university campus, it is important that alumni be 
valued for their capacity to help shape favorable attitudes toward the campus on the part 
of legislators and other public officials, as well as taxpayers generally. Such favorable at
titudes can translate into increased appropriations for campus projects. If alumni are not 
satisfied with their campus, it is not likely that an effective case can be made to a broader 
audience. Most importantly, alumni can help citizens understand the return on the state's 
investment of public monies in higher education. Alumni are thus an invaluable link in 
the system of accountability and public trust on which IUPUI depends for its future 
development. 

The alumni office at IUPUI presently serves about 60,000 Indiana University 
graduates who earned degrees at IUPUI. They constitute more than 20 percent of all In
diana University degree-holding alumni. The IUPUI alumni office also serves more than 
7,000 alumni of Purdue University who completed degrees on the Indianapolis campus. 
They represent more than 3% of the total Purdue alunmi body. The proportion of Purdue 
alumni served by the IUPUI Alumni Office is expected to increase at a fairly substantial 
rate. In recent years, approximately 20% of the degrees conferred at the IUPUI conunen
cement exercises have been conferred upon students graduating from Purdue University 
programs. Most of the alumni programs are offered on a school-by-school basis. There 
is very little general alumni programming. Consequently, there are limited opportunities 
for alumni of different schools to come together. 

During the period from 1990 to 1992, a general alumni program should be 
developed that provides a forum for alumni from the various schools to meet in ways that 
are culturally enriching and socially enjoyable, thereby enhancing their general interest 
and loyalty to IUPUI as an institution. This program should also provide a means for in
forming alumni about the campus and preparing them for their role as liaison with the 
public at large. 

By 1995, provisions should be made for a permanent program that will permit an 
alumni directory to be published for each school at an interval of no more than five years. 
During the period between 1995 and 1998, some type of alumni information center ought 
to be established on the campus that would include an alumni placement office and serve 
as a well-coordinated point of interaction between the campus and its alumni. 

VI. THE EXTENDED UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
C. UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 

If IUPUI is to achieve the goals set out in the development plan, it must build on the 
excellence already established, and also fmd ways to conununicate a coherent message 
about the programs on campus to the public locally, regionally and nationally. 

After nearly 20 years as the only four-year institution of public higher education in 
the Indianapolis region, IUPUI continues to suffer somewhat from an image that is un-
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focused and unsatisfactorily differentiated from other post-secondary colleges. However, 
there are clear signs that this image problem is changing, as both the city and IUPUI 
achieve national recog nition. Now is the time for the campus to take the initiative in 
defining the way it will be perceived in the future. 

The campus has inherited an awkward and confusing name, awards no degrees of its 
own, must find a campus identity within the context of two mother universities, and com
petes with loyalties to those two universities at the expense of its local campus identity. 
Yet IUPUI has endured the acid test: enrollments have reached historic levels and the 
overall quality of the student body has never been higher. 

The campus is, to a large extent, a victim of its own success. IUPUI has grown so 
rapidly--in student body size, progranunatic offerings, and new building and facility con
struction--that it would be virtually impossible for any but the most interested citizen to 
keep up with its growth or to understand what that growth means to the community at 
large, especially in terms of quality . 

University Relations has as its primary function the dissemination of information, im
ages, and symbols that attempt to convey the quality, flavor, and opportunities of the en
tire campus. It does so through its media relations office, the official campus-wide and 
school-specific publications it produces (more than 500 per year), and its community rela
tions functions (speaking to civic and social organizations, conducting tours, representing 
the university in a variety of community organizations, and so on). Of course the most ef
fective means of communicating quality is through the education it offers students, the 
services it provides the community, and the research it undertakes for society generally. 

To help the city and state better understand the nature of the IUPUI community and 
to help students, faculty, and staff better articulate their roles on behalf of the state, 
IUPUI has created an office for special media projects to bring the university directly to 
the people it serves. Using radio, television and print media, the office will feature in
dividual faculty, students, or staff, major research projects, research projects, or programs 
which deal with matters of broad public interest. IUPUI must be accountable to its 
public, and these programs are intended to help all citizens better appreciate the complex 
institutions they evaluate daily when they hear the name, IUPUI. 

Additionally, the Office of Campus Interrelations must play a central role in project
ing the image of IUPUI as a campus which is tolerant and supportive of diversity among 
its students, staff and faculty. The institutional atmosphere must be accurately portrayed 
as the caring, nurturing environment that it is . However, this message will be communi
cated effectively only ifiUPUI's students and employees believe it is to be true. 
IUPUI's identity and image will rest on the actual experience, not the creativity of 
marketing or public relations specialists. The image IUPUI seeks for itself must be 
earned, not made. 

In the absence of such ready-made image creators as a nationally recognized athletic 
program, a relatively new campus without the traditions enjoyed by many other institu-
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tions encounters an image building process that is more difficult than normal regardless 
of how effective its programs may be. Therefore, special efforts must be made to have 
IUPUI covered by the national media, principally through some of its outstanding 
academic programs and research fundings. Indiana can perhaps better appreciate IUPUI 
when its citizens understand the national and intemational reputation which is growing 
up with the young campus. 

IUPUI will begin to coordinate its image presentation across all campus units. 
Schools, hospitals, and service facilities within the campus structure currently identify 
themselves with IUPUI inconsistently, and the image they portray of the campus thus 
lacks the advantages of uniformity . A framework within which schools can identify 
themselves with either Indiana University or Purdue University yet also complement ef
forts to present the campus as a single institution of quality and diversity must be estab
lished. Reconciling a complex, diverse campus identity for IUPUI with a newly emerg
ing, but as yet not fully fonned, image of one Indiana University in the State poses a 
further, special challenge for this campus . 

There is a clear need for a coordinated approach to institutional identification and a 
clear need to develop a sense of belonging to IUPUI. The campus development plan 
with its emphasis on the qualities which distinguish IUPUI will fonn the base for present
ing a coherent image of the campus to others. Collaboration and cooperation will be the 
well-~'Pring of excellence in professional education, interdisciplinary learning, and spe
cial relationships between the arts and sciences and the professions. Through the Extemal 
Affairs Coordinating council, this problem of image will be systematically and consistent
ly addressed. The twentieth anniversary ofiUPUI, to be celebrated throughout 1989, 
will provide an appropriate occasion to reflect on the extraordinary growth of the past 
and to recognize the new, unique campus which is emerging as a leader in time for the 
new century. 

Vll. CONCLUSION: A NEW BEGINNING 
IUPUI is a significant part of the Indiana University's educational, research, and 

public service enterprise. Its program offerings are diverse. To realize fully its potential 
contribution will require additional resources. 

The first step is to secure for IUPUI a competitive position in the academic labor 
market. With continued support, it then will be able to attract and retain faculty of the 
highest caliber to meet the challenges confronting the professional schools, to reduce 
reliance on part-time instruction, to reduce class sizes to appropriate levels, and to 
develop new degree programs at the graduate as well as at the undergraduate level. 
Today's investment in IUPUI will produce tomorrow's delivery of educational oppor
tunities, research, and public service of unsurpassed quality for the state and nation. 

As Indiana's Capital Campus, IUPUI has been created to take full advantage of its 
urban location and to serve the citizens of all Indiana through its cooperation with the 
city, govemrnent, professions, private enterprise , and other cultural or educa tiona! institu-
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tions. It could be thought of as a state 's intellectual utility--the network which relates 
educational resources through Indiana for the public good. 

By the year 2000, IUPUI will be very different from what it is currently. Its role, 
mission, and quality are matters of choice now. The occasion of IUPUI 's twentieth 
birthday is a fitting time to make a commitment to building the IUPUI which the state 
and its people will require for their prosperity and well- being in a still unimaginable age. 

Vlll. APPENDICES 
A. Mission Statement 
B. Fiscal Perspectives 
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IUPUI DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

Appendix A 

DRAFT 1989 MISSION STATEMENT 

Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis (IUPUI) offers the most com
prehensive array of degree programs available on any public university campus in the 
state. It is one of three major research centers in Indiana, and IUPUI serves a special role 
as a center for the interaction of traditional liberal arts and science programs with profes
sional education, especially through interdisciplinary learning and research. Indiana's 
capital campus fosters excellence in the centrally crucial liberal arts and sciences, 
develops professional programs that compare favorably with their peers nationally in in
tellectual rigor and occupational practice, and offers an array of supporting services that 
assist its undergraduates and graduates in meeting their educational and personal goals . 

As an urban university, IUPUI is a distinctive place of concourse in Indiana where 
students from every part of the state and from every walk of life can come for every kind 
of learning. lbrough its partnership with the city , other colleges and cultural institutions, 
the professions, and private enterprise, IUPUI is the state 's foremost model of coopera
tion for the public good. 

The campus is managed by Indiana University. Under this arrangement, Indiana 
University is responsible for budgeting and personnel for all faculty and staff employed 
at the campus, as well as for general logistical support for campus facilities and services. 
Indiana University also manages all support services for students enrolled at the campus, 
irrespective of whether the classes carry credit from Purdue University or Indiana Univer
sity. IUPUI is a single campus which incorporates the Medical Center, professional 
schools, and undergraduate schools. 

Purdue University and Indiana University each has academic responsibility for the 
schools they administer at the Indianapolis campus, and for the degree programs offered 
in Indianapolis by those respective schools. Academic responsi bilities retained by each 
university include establishing degree requirements , developing program curricula, con
ferring degrees, and developing new programs. Both Indiana University and Purdue 
University will continue to identify cooperatively the need for new programs which may 
be offered in the future by the two respective universities. Budgetary support for the 
programs of both universities must be increased in view of the demand for new program 
initiatives and the necessary accountability for their full implementation. 

Indiana University degree programs available in Indianapolis are offered through the 
Indiana University Schools of Medicine, Dentistry , Nursing, (Indianapolis) Law, Busi
ness, Public and Environmental Affairs, Liberal Arts, Physical Education, the Herron 
School of Art, Education, Social Work, Graduate School, Journalism, and Continuing 
Studies. 
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Purdue University degree programs available in Indianapolis are offered through the 
Purdue University School of Science, School of Engineering and Technology, and Pur
due Graduate School. 

From its establishment in 1969, IUPUI has developed into a substantial presence in 
Indianapolis and , increasingly, in Indiana and the nation. The challenge of the future is 
to strengthen and broaden the undergraduate mission of the campus and to cooperate 
with the campuses at Bloomington and West Lafayette through their respective graduate 
schools in providing additional master 's, professional, and doctoral opportunities to the 
graduate clientele served by the Indianapolis area. 

The research responsibility of the faculty at the Indianapolis campus has among its 
goals the advancement of knowledge and professional development in basic, theoretical 
and applied areas, but especially those in which distinctive research missions of Indiana 
University or Purdue University have been located in Indianapolis. The campus occupies 
a special niche among the state· s higher educational institutions because of its oppor
tunity to integrate applied and theoretical research in an urban laboratory of national sig
nificance and to promote interdisciplinary research and teaching through the cooperation 
of professional programs with the liberal arts and sciences. 

The Indianapolis campus also carries out special public service responsibilities ap
propriate to the urban milieu in which it is located. Notable among these responsibilities 
are health care delivery, innovative programs for continuing education, cultural and intel
lectual programs, and economic development. The Indianapolis campus contributes sub
stantially to the quality of life of the greater Indianapolis community. As the only public 
university campus in the region, it plays a role as the catalyst and &'Ponsor of cooperation 
with and among public and private institutions in the area. 

Undergraduate Mission 
The primary undergraduate responsibility of the Indianapolis campus within the In

diana and Purdue university systems is to provide access to higher education for qualified 
residents in the central Indiana region and to other qualified students who seek out the 
special educational opportunities available at IUPUI. The undergraduate program offers 
a comprehensive array of associate and baccalaureate degrees in almost all areas of study. 

Because the undergraduate clientele of the campus is predominantly regional, most 
students commute to their classes. Although the majority of students attend full time, 
many pursue their studies part-time. The characteristics of the under graduate clientele of 
the Indianapolis campus are shaped in part by the fact that Marion County is the most ur
banized and densely populated county in the state, and it has the largest minority popula
tions of any county in Indiana. 

The Indianapolis campus has a responsibility to serve populations that have been 
traditionally underrepresented in higher education, especially women, minorities, adults, 
and students from low income families. In order to better serve this clientele, the In
dianapolis campus provides support services, not only to attract and retain qualified non-
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traditional students, but also to assist any student who seeks admission to secure counsel
ing and preparatory work necessary to succeed at the university level. 

The Indianapolis campus provides support services at convenient times and loca
tions, schedules classes at night and on weekends , and offers courses on a regular basis 
such that evening and weekend students can complete their degree programs in a timely 
fashion. 

IUPUI Columbus 
In a special role that enhances access to higher education in Bartholomew and 13 sur

rounding counties, IUPUI maintains a branch at Columbus where students earn credits 
toward more than 20 Indiana or Purdue degrees. Several complete two-year associate de
gree programs are available. Purdue courses in science and technology and Indiana cour
ses in the humanities, education, nursing, and business ru·e offered under the auspices of 
IUPUI schools and academic departments. Faculty members at IUPUI Columbus are 
members of their respective IUPUI departments. 

Graduate Health Mission 
The Indianapolis campus is the primary locus for delivering and coordinating 

graduate health science and professional programs in Indiana, with the exceptions of op
tometry and veterinary medicine. 

Because Indiana University operates the only schools of medicine and dentistry in 
the state, the Indianapolis campus has statewide responsibility for providing entry-level 
and continuing professional education in these areas. Since 1971, Indiana University's 
School of Medicine has delivered the entry-level medical curriculum through a network 
of regional educational centers throughout the state. Both the School of Medicine and 
School of Dentistry deliver professional continuing education opportunities to practicing 
physicians and dentists in all parts of Indiana. 

Indiana University's School of Nursing offers the state's only doctoral program in 
nursing. As such, the School of Nursing exercises leadership in nursing education in In
diana, one manifestation of which is the development of a regional network for offering a 
master's degree at selected locations statewide. 

Because it is essential to quality health care that health professionals--both in their in
itial preparation as well as their continuing education--be aware of the latest research ad
vances, the Indiana University Graduate School, in collaboration with the School of 
Medicine, offers at the Indianapolis campus doctoral programs in the basic medical scien
ces. 

Graduate Mission in the Traditional Liberal Arts and Sciences 
The principal graduate responsibility of Indiana University and Purdue University at 

the Indianapolis campus in the traditional liberal arts and sciences is provide high quality 
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masters and doctoral programs in those areas warranted by demand or by unique oppor
tunities presented by· the campus or the metropolitan area. 

Graduate School offices of both institutions, located at Indianapolis, help to ensure 
more fully supported, fully coordinated opportunities for graduate study at IUPUI. The 
Purdue University Graduate School offers in Indianapolis master 's programs in biology, 
chemistry, physics, mathematics, computer science, and psychology, while the Indiana 
University Graduate School offers master 's programs in history and geology. In coopera
tion with West Lafayette departments , opportunities for doctoral study are available in 
most science fields under the auspices of the Purdue Graduate School. 

Where sufficient student demand or the use of resources unique to the campus or 
area can be demonstrated, additional graduate degree opportunities in the traditional 
liberal arts and sciences will be offered by the respective graduate schools on the In
dianapolis campus. Cooperation with the nationally recognized programs in related 
fields available at the Bloomington and West Lafayette campuses will be an important 
feature of program development. 

Graduate Mission in the Professions 
Indiana University offers in Indianapolis master 's or first professional degrees in 

law, social work, business, a variety of education fields, and public affairs. The Purdue 
University School of Engineering and Technology at IUPUI currently administers Master 
of Science in Engineering and Master of Science programs through the Purdue Continu
ing Engineering Education Office; additional masters programs are in development under 
the auspices of the Purdue University Graduate School in engineering specialties. Five 
Doctor of Education programs are available at the Indianapolis campus through the In
diana University School of Education. The Purdue University Graduate School offers a 
Ph.D. in rehabilitation psychology. 

The graduate-level opportunities at the Indianapolis campus within the Indiana and 
Purdue university systems in the professions are responsive to the needs of employed stu
dents who may be able to attend only part-time. Indiana University is committed to en
suring that there will be adequate opportunities at the Indianapolis campus to meet the 
student demand for graduate programs in business, education, engineering, and public af
fairs , often in cooperation with the nationally recognized programs developed in these 
fields at the Bloomington campus. 

The Indiana University School of Social Work at the Indianapolis campus offers the 
only master's-level social work program at an Indiana public university. As such, the 
School of Social Work at the Indianapolis campus has statewide responsibilities in this 
field. The School of Social Work coordinates the delivery of graduate professional con
tinuing education opportunities in other parts of the state, and will strengthen its own of
ferings, including new programs, as warranted by student demand and public need. 

The Indianapolis School of Law seeks to provide entry-level and continuing educa
tion opportunities for practicing lawyers. The two Indiana University law schools in In-
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dianapolis and Bloomington coordinate their respective developments in light of 
specialities that may be developed at the two locations, building upon their recognized 
specialities and historical strengths. 

Indiana's Capital Campus 
As a joint venture of Indiana University and Purdue University in the state's 

geographic, population, and political center, IUPUI plays a special role in linking the 
resources of the Bloomington, Indianapolis, and West Lafayette campuses through a de
gree of cooperation unprecedented in American higher education. A state resource, 
IUPUI is ideally situated to serve as the center for broadly accessible undergraduate 
education, professionalleaming, interdisciplinary advanced research, and post-bac
calaureate education in a setting responsive to rapidly changing social needs. Offering 
the most complete array of degree programs of any state institution, IUPUI's mission is 
still evolving to meet Indiana's growing needs . 
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IUPUI DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

Appendix 8 

FISCAL PERSPECTIVES 

A University Perspective 
Indiana University is eight campuses. IUPUI operates with Indiana University 

Bloomington as an equal partner in the core campus concept adopted by the Trustees of 
Indiana University in 1974. During 1986-87, Indiana University's budgeted expendi
tures are $931 million for all of its operations on all of its campuses. As shown in Table 
1, IUPUI accounts for $432 million, or 47 percent of the total. That amount nearly 
equals the $441 million budgeted for the Bloomington campus and far surpasses the $58 
million budgeted for five oflndiana University' s smaller campuses. (IUPU-Fort Wayne 
is excluded since Purdue University acts as fiscal agent for that campus.) 

Table 1. 1986-87 Budgeted Expenditures for Indiana University 

Amount Percent 
In ~ Million~ QfTQtal 

IUPUI 
Total $432 47% 
Less: University Hospitals 162 
Net $270 

Bloomington 441 47 

Smaller campuses 58 6 

Total $931 100% 

IUPUI Research and Public Service Activities 
Not only does IUPUI approximate the Bloomington campus in dollar volume of ex

penditures but also in the maturity and development of its public service and research ac
tivities. The similarity is seen most easily if University Hospitals, with 1986-87 expendi
tures amounting to $162 million, are excluded. Although they are an integral part of the 
health science programs, the University Hospitals are unique to IUPUI. Therefore, only 
major expenditure categories for $270 million of IUPUI expenditures net of the hospitals 
are shown in Table 1. 

For IUPUI, general-fund expenditures amounting to $138 million account for 51 per
cent of the $270 million in net expenditures budgeted for 1986-87. General-fund expen-
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ditures are used primarily to accomplish the campus 's instructio~al mission. The remain- . 
ing 49 percent consists of research and public service activities which are supported 
through sales and service income, contract charges, fees , grants, and gifts. For the 
Bloomington campus, the research and public service component is relatively less, 47 per
cent; for the other campuses, a modest 17 percent. 

Contracts and grants amount to $30 million, 11 percent of net expenditures, and con
sist largely of sponsored research. Three-fourths of the $30 million is associated with 
programs in the School of Medicine. All the health science disciplines (dentistry, 
medicine, nursing) account for 86 percent of all contracts and grants. The School of 
Public and Environmental Affairs is responsible for the largest volume of sponsored 
program expenditures outside of the health sciences, S percent of the $30 million. 

Auxiliaries are self-supporting enterprises that operate for the benefit of students, 
faculty , staff and the public. Two units, the Bookstores and Pharmacy Stores, account 
for over half of $25 million, 10 percent of $270 million net expenditures. Other sig
nificant auxiliaries include the Union Building, parking operations, and housing and rent
al operations. 

Service departments provide support services to other units of the university and 
operate from charges to those units. Central stores, the telephone system, and campus 
maintenance account for over two-thirds of the $30 million budgeted for IUPUI service 
departments, 11 percent of the $270 million net. Other service departments include print
ing and duplicating, the animal rooms of the medical school, and transportation services. 

All other, $47 million (17 percent) includes continuing education activities, consist
ing largely of professional school programs financed by participants' fees; (b) public ser
vice activities, primary medical laboratories supported by user fees; (c) special state ap
propriations, the largest of which is the Centers for Medical Education; and (d) other 
designated and restricted funds, whose use is specified by donors and the trustees for 
specific purposes, e.g., special professorships, research projects, dental student instru
ments. 

IUPUI General-Fund Expenditures 
General-fund expenditures deserve special emphasis. Not only are those funds used 

principally to accomplish the institution's instructional mission, but also they are par
ticularly of public interest because they are supported largely from state appropriations 
and student fees. 

The major schools and divisions supported from general-fund expenditures are 
presented in Table 2. The direct expenditures of the academic units which provide de
gree credit instruction account for $90.7 million (66 percent) of the $138.3 million total. · 
The largest of those units is the School of Medicine, which includes the Division of Al
lied Health Sciences. The remaining units in Table 2 are support units. Accounting for 
34 percent of the total, they assist in fulftlling the instructional mission through the ser-
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vices they provide in varying degrees to all the academic units as well as to students, 
faculty, staff, and the general public. 

Table 2. IUPUI 1986-87 Budgeted General-Fund Expenditures By School and 
Division 

SCHOOL OR DIVISION 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 

Health Sciences 
School of Dentistry 
School of Medicine 
School of Nursing 

Specialized Academic Programs 
School of Physical Education 
School of Law 
School of Social Work 
Herron School of Art 

Basic Academic Programs 

School of Liberal Arts 
School of Science 
School of Business 
School of Education 
School of Engrg. & Technology 
School of Public & Envir. Affrs. 
Columbus Center 
Continuing Education 
Other Instructional Departments 

Subtotal: Academic Programs 

SUPPORT UNITS 
Library 
Student Financial Assistance 
Student Services 
Executive Management 
Administrative Affairs 
Fiscal Affairs 
Physical Plant 

Subtotal: Support Units 

TOTAL 

AMOUNT 

$ 11 ,271,437 
30,059,475 
7,224,830 

736,960 
3,999,486 
1,560,087 
1,675,245 

6,232,870 
6,463,641 
2,509,554 
2,354,944 
4,624,427 
4,808,137 
1,406,307 
4,169,507 
1,594,609 

$ 90.691.516 

1,995,484 
1,712,300 
2,709,769 

10,217,939 
4,276,189 
6,376,697 

20,297,560 

$ 47.585.938 

$ 138,277,454 
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A Basis for Analysis 
IUPUI is incomparable when all of its general-fund operations are considered as a 

whole. Although the campus is managed and operated as an entity, any attempt to 
analyze its fiscal condition must recognize and distinguish among IUPUI's multiple roles. 

In Table 3, IUPUI's $138.3 million general-fund expenditure is separated into five 
major program categories. To each of those categories direct and indirect expenditures, 
state support, student fees, and other income are assigned. Although that assignment is 
artificial from the standpoint of how the campus works as a whole, it is intended to 
provide a more realistic and workable basis for assessing IUPUI's fiscal condition. 

Table 3. IUPUI 1986-87 General-Fund Expenditures by Major Program Category* 

Income 
Total 

Major Program Income/ State Student 
Category Expndtr. Support Fees Subtotal Other 

Health Science Programs $74.0 $58.9 $ 8.2 $67.1 $ 6.9 
Basic Academic Programs 44.0 27.5 13.4 40.9 3.1 
Specialized 
Academic Programs 10.4 7.5 2.5 10.0 0.4 
Off-Campus Programs 8.7 2.3 1.5 3.8 4.9 
Community Service 1.2 1.2 0.0 1.2 0.0 
Total IUPUI $138.3 $97.4 $25.6 $ 123.0 $15.3 

* In $ millions 

1. Health Science Programs 
The health science programs include the schools of dentistry, medicine, and nursing, 

which enroll 3,060 full-time equivalent students. The $74 million expenditure figure ex
cludes those expenditures of the School of Nursing that support the statewide master of 
science in nursing program and associate and baccalaureate degree programs in nursing 
offered on other campuses. 

2. Basic Academic Programs 
Basic academic programs include those programs commonly found at all of Indiana 

University's instructional sites. The direct expenditures of the schools of business, 
education, engineering and technology, liberal arts, public and environmental affairs, and 
science, and the Columbus center, together with related supporting unit costs comprise 
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the $44.0 million expenditure and income estimate for this component. The emollment 
of those academic units for the fall semester was 9,595 full-time-equivalent students. 

3. Specialized Academic Programs 
Four IUPUI schools are defined as specialized academic programs: the schools of 

Physical Education, of Social Work, of Law, and the Herron School of Art, collectively 
emolling an estimated 1,455 full-time-equivalent students for the fall semester. Each 
program in this $10.4 million category must be examined individually to assess its fiscal 
condition. 

4. Off-Campus Programs 
Off-campus programs amounting to $8.7 million, include operations on other cam

puses: the School of Nursing associate and baccalaureate degree programs on the other 
campuses, the statewide and Bloomington campus operations of the School of Public and 
Environmental Affairs , and the statewide operations of the School of Continuing Studies. 
The costs of the programs in public and environmental affairs and in continuing studies 
are covered by student fees and other income. The costs of the nursing programs are 
financed through state support . 

5. Community Service 
Community service includes those operations of IUPUI designed to serve principally 

the City of Indianapolis. The natatorium and track and field facility comprise this 
category. The general-fund portion of their operating cost, $1 .2 million, is fmanced from 
state appropriation. 

An Assessment of the Financial Condition of the Health Science Programs 
Each of the health science programs is unique. To assess their fmancial condition, 

each school must be examined individually. 

1. School of Dentistry 
Advances over the past 25 years in the prevention of dental disease promise to 

revolutionize dental practice and will require significant changes in the Indiana Univer
sity School of Dentistry. Those changes include a reduction in student emollment, a shift 
in curriculum emphasis from correction to prevention, and increased attention to new 
forms of clinical training. The ability of the school to respond in a timely fashion to 
those changes in the profession will require temporary augmentation of its resources. 

Emollment reduction--projected at approxin1ately l 00 students below current levels-
results in an inunediate loss of income; however in the short run, costs are fixed. A shift 
in curriculum produces additional costs during the transition as existing faculty are 
retrained or as additional faculty are hired in developing areas. Major capital expendi
tures will be required to replace outmoded clinical equipment and to renovate clinical 
areas to improve patient traffic flow . 
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2. School of Medicine 
Of the 122 Liaison-Committee-for -Medical-Education-approved schools of this 

country, the Indiana University School of Medicine has the second largest number of 
medical students. In terms of regular operating expenditures, however, the Indiana 
University School of Medicine ranks o9th among the 122 schools. 

Construction currently underweigh of a new research building and library will lead 
to favorable impact on currently deficient research and library space. In order to com
plete this building, $14 million in contributions has been raised. Given the magnitude of 
that fund raising effort, further major contributions to improve the level of operating ex
penditures or to equip the building are unlikely. Approximately $5 million will be 
needed to secure the research equipment and expanded library collection appropriate for 
the new building 

In the next few years, a progressive decrease in the number of students enrolled in 
the School of Medicine should be anticipated. It is important that this decline be ac
complished without decreasing available funding since many costs are fixed, and funding 
already is at a level less than that required for excellence. 

A final problem of potentially major proportion involves the cost of conducting 
hospital-based education of medical students, allied health students, and nursing students. 
The State oflndiana has not provided special funding to hospitals to accomplish that pur
pose. Preserving our ability to conduct this important part of health profession education 
in Indiana may well require additional funding sources. Currently many states provide 
support for teaching hospitals in the form of direct appropriation. At the present time, 46 
university hospitals receive such support in amounts varying between a few hundred 
thousand dollars and $28 million annually. 

3. School of Nursing 
The major current challenge before the Indiana University School of Nursing is im

plementing successfully the statewide master of science in nursing program as well as 
delivering undergraduate degree programs of uniformly high quality on all Indiana 
University campuses. The MSN now is available on all Indiana University campuses. 
With continued state support in the next biennium, the School of Nursing will be in a 
position to extend the MSN program to other sites throughout the state. 

In addition to its undergraduate and masters level degree programs, the School of 
Nursing offers the state ' s only doctoral program. Additional state support is needed to 
strengthen the research orientation of that program. The high priority assigned nationally 
to nursing research and its contribution to the quality of health care was evidenced in 
November 1985 with the establishment of the National Center for Nursing Research at 
NIH. 
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Additional state support will be needed to continue a program designed to provide 
licensed practical nurses with the educational opportunity to acquire the knowledge and 
skills necessary to qualify as registered nurses. The program, providing part-time stu
dents with a learn-and-earn option in the associate degree program has proved successful 
both for students and in meeting a state need in health care delivery, but federal sponsor
ship of the cost of the program is scheduled to expire. 

An Assessment of the Financial Condition of the Basic Academic Programs 
Of the five major program categories shown in Table 3, only the instructional ac

tivities in the basic academic program category are found on other campuses. In Table 4, 
IUPUI's basic academic programs are compared with Indiana State University, Ball State 
University, and the smaller campuses of Indiana University and Purdue University. 

In accordance with the practice adopted for appropriation request purposes, the ex
penditure-income base is defmed to include only student fee income and state appropria
tion. For IUPUI's basic academic programs that figure, $40.9 million, is carried forward 
from Table 3. Fall1986 enrollment, the most recent statistic available, is 9,595 full-time 
equivalent students. Similar data are provided for the other campuses. 

Table 4. Comparison between IUPUI Basic Academic Programs And Other Cam-
poses 

1986-87 Student Fees And State Appropriation 
Per Falll986 Full-time Equivalent Student• 

Student Fees Full-Time Support 
and State Equivalent per 

Appropriation Students Student 

Indiana State University $70.0 9,203 $7,600 
Ball State University 101.3 15,674 6,500 
Purdue U. smaller campuses 53.0 11,161 4,750 
Indiana U. smaller campuses 45.8 10,242 4,500 
IUPUI --
Basic Academic Program $40.9 9,595 $4,250 

* Student fees and state appropriation in millions of dollars. IUPUI amount taken 
from Table 3; amounts for other campuses, base budgets from the Commission for 
Higher Education 19 December 1986 funding recommendation for 1987-89. 

Fa111986 full-time equivalent student enrollment. For IUPUI Basic Academic 
Programs, enrollment in social work, Herron School of Art, law, and physical 
education courses is subtracted from enrollment reported for the NonHealth 
Division. 
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An examination of Table 4 shows that, in terms of full -time equivalent student enroll
ment, IUPUI's basic academic programs are smaller than Ball State University and the 
other campuses, taken as groups, but larger than Indiana State University. In terms of the 
average amount of student fee income and state appropriation per full-time equivalent stu
dent, however, IUPUI 's basic academic programs rank last: $4,250. For the regional 
campuses oflndiana University , the average is $4,500; for Purdue's regional campus, 
$4,750. For Ball State University , it is $6,500; for Indiana State University, $7,600. 

The difference in per-student support between IUPUI's basic academic programs 
and the other campuses ranges from $250 to $3 ,350. Those differences, when multiplied 
by the number of full-time equivalent students, suggest a funding deficiency ranging 
from $2.4 million to $32.1 million. The mL""<: of programs and their stages of develop
ment on no two campuses are identical. However, the existence in IUPUI's basic 
academic program offerings of an MBA degree , doctoral as well as master degrees in 
education, a full range of ma<)ter degrees in the sciences, a master of science in general 
engineering, and a master of arts in history indicates that the deficiency is no less than 
$2.4 million. 

An Assessment of the Financial Condition of Specialized Academic Programs 
Unlike the basic academic programs, the specialized academic programs are not 

readily compared as a group with other campuses. Each school must be examined 
separately to assess its financial condition. 

1. School of Law - Indianapolis 
According to data available from the American Bar Association, the Indiana Univer

sity School of Law - Indianapolis ranks 164th among 172 ABA approved law schools in 
terms oftotal expenditure per full-time-equivalent J.D. student. Even with an additional 
$1 ,000 in support per student (in total, approximately $700,000), the law school would 
rank among the lowest 25 percent. 

The level of library acquisitions represents one of the most serious deficiencies of 
the law school. Major cuts have been made in the collection in recent years because of a 
lack of funding. The total available for purchase of books is low compared to other 
schools, especially in view of the size of the student body and the heavy use by non-law 
students and persons outside the university. State governrnent agencies and others in the 
Indianapolis area rely on the resources of the law school's library. 

Responding to new challenges in legal education represents another important need. 
The legal profession has demanded, and the school has provided increased emphasis on 
basic legal skills such as research, writing, trial and appellate advocacy, legal drafting, in
terviewing, counseling, negotiation, mediation, and arbitration. Some of this instruction 
has been conducted in a clinic supported through outside funding, but that funding is 
being phased out. 
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Instruction programs in lawyering skiJls along with perspective courses, which give 
students an opportunity to study law from the vantage of another discipline, such as 
economics, have caused a shift to smaller class sizes with resulting stress on the faculty. 
This shift has created special problems for the law school, which began with a lower total 
funding base, lower faculty salaries, and a higher student/faculty ratio than other schools. 
The school also suffers because, unlike nearly all other law schools, it has no scholarship 
funds for students . 

2. Herron School of Art 
Data provided annually by Higher Education Arts Data Services indicates that the 

Herron School of Art ranks in the lower half among 53 comparable schools in tenns of 
expenditure per student. An increase in support of over $500,000 would be required to 
place the school 's per student expenditure at the median. Additional resources are 
needed to develop computer graphics as an art form in the school's curriculum, to im
prove student access by offering an evening program, to encourage greater faculty par
ticipation in exhibitions and showings at national art centers, <md to attract visiting artists 
to enrich the program and better serve the Indianapolis community. 

3. School of Social Work 
Offering the state 's only accredited master of social work degree, the Indiana Univer

sity School of Social Work also offers one of the state 's nine accredited undergraduate 
programs in social work. The demand for persormel trained in social work has risen and 
is increasing as a result of a growth in social problems associated with continuing high 
rates of unemployment, alcohol and drug abuse , and a rise in the elderly population. U. 
S. Department of Labor projections of demand increases for social work persormel from 
198 2 to 199 5 range from 19 to 24 percent. 

Additional resources will be required to accommodate additional students, to in
crease the representation of minorities in the school's enrollment, to improve student ac
cess by offering additional evening and weekend courses, to extend its program to other 
campuses as part of its statewide mission, and to develop a doctoral program, an essential 
ingredient in building a solid research agenda on social problems and social interventions. 

4. School of Physical Education 
Successor to the 120-year old heritage of the Nonnal College of the American Gym

nastics Union, the Indiana University School of Physical Education this fall began its 
third year of operation in the Physical Education/Natatorium Building on New York 
Street. Although the school grew physically when it moved from its former quarters on 
64th Street, it has not grown fiscally. Since 1977, enrollment in physical education cour
ses has doubled, but the number of full-time faculty is the same. Additional resources are 
needed to enable the school to utilize fully the state 's investment in its splendid facilities 
and to develop programs in exercise physiology, athletic training, and dance, for all of 
which substantial student and community demand exists . 
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